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ABSTRACT 

Saine, Nina L. 
On the rocky road of reading: Effects of computer-assisted ��	����intervention 
for at-risk children 
Jyväskylä: University of Jyväskylä, 2010, �� p. 
Jyväskylä Studies in Education, Psychology and Social Research,  
ISSN 0075-4625; 400) 
ISBN 978-951-39-4092-8 (PDF), 978-951-39-4079-9 (nid.)
 
The study focused on the reading development of at-risk children and their non-at-
risk peers (N = 166) in a longitudinal setting chosen intentionally to represent the 
natural learning environment of children in Finland. The lowest achieving 30% of 
children in school entrance examinations were randomly assigned into one of two 
intervention groups, a regular (RRI; n = 25) and a computer-assisted phonics-based 
remedial reading intervention (CARRI; n = 25), or into mainstream instruction (n = 
116). The reading and spelling achievements of these children were followed from 
school entry to Grade 3. Further, three predictors, letter knowledge, phonological 
awareness and rapid automatized naming (RAN), were used to predict the future 
reading performance of these children.  

The interventions comprised 4 x 45-min sessions per week over 28 weeks. The 
only difference between the intervention groups was the training used during first 
15 min of each remedial session: the CARRI group used computer-assisted instruc-
tion while the RRI group used regular remedial methods to train letter-sound-
connections and phonological awareness. Otherwise the reading program was 
identical between the RRI and CARRI groups. 

The aims were, first, to investigate whether a computer application designed 
for remedial reading training can enhance letter knowledge, reading accuracy, flu-
ency and spelling in at-risk children and their peers, and, second to predict the in-
tervention outcomes for three contrastive reading groups. 

In letter knowledge, reading accuracy, fluency and spelling the CARRI group 
reached the level of the mainstreamers. Most importantly, the children in the 
CARRI group made gains during the study and continued to progress on equality 
with the mainstreamers in the post-intervention follow-ups at 12 and 16 months, 
indicating both short- and long-term intervention effects in primary literacy skills. 
Similar progress was not seen in the RRI group.  

Pseudo individual analyzes were used, in order to find out how different 
deficit combinations in pre-reading skills influence later reading abilities. The 
computer-assisted intervention indisputably yielded the best results independent 
of the initial level of one or more deficits in the three core pre-reading skills: letter 
knowledge, phonological awareness and RAN. 
 
Keywords: remedial reading intervention, computer-assisted, letter knowledge, 
phonological awareness, rapid automatized naming, random assignment 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Literacy skills, that is, reading and spelling are essential cross-cultural skills. 
When a child begins school, reading becomes step by step a primary way of 
learning. Learning to read builds on cognitive, linguistic, and social skills that 
have developed from the earliest age. The most important among these is the 
child’s competence in language, which provides the basic foundation of reading 
(Rayner, Foorman, Perfetti, Pesetsky, & Seidenberg, 2001). To read, the child 
must learn how to connect the abstract lines and circles (i.e., letters) on a page 
with spoken language. Put differently, learning to read is learning how to use 
the conventional forms of printed language to obtain meaning from words. This 
definition separates learning to read from other aspects of cognitive develop-
ment.  

The holistic phenomenon of reading is rather complex. Many lower-level 
psychological processes (e.g., phonemic awareness, phonological decoding, 
ability to process stimuli rapidly and automatize this process, memory, ability 
to recognize words) contribute to a single act of reading (Grigorenko, 2001). 
Those who master reading skills successfully and those who have difficulties 
doing so differ in across a wide range of reading-related processes.  

Literacy skills are among the most essential skills that children need to 
master. However, literacy skills take years to fully develop. According to Rayn-
er et al. (2001) the starting point for literacy is reading skill. During the first 
school years, rapid progress in reading and spelling skills takes place (de Jong 
& van der Leij, 2002; Juel, 1994; Näslund & Schneider, 1996; Vellutino & Scanlon, 
1991). The need for young children to gain accurate and fluent word-level skills 
has been emphasized by many researchers during past years (see e.g., Adams, 
1990; Blachman, Schatschneider, Fletcher et al., 2004; Ehri, 1991; Lyytinen, Ers-
kine, Kujala, Ojala & Richardson, 2009; Perfetti, 1985; Pressley, 2002; Share & 
Stanovich, 1995; Vellutino, Scanlon, & Tanzman, 1994; Williams, 1994). Children 
who struggle to acquire alphabetic principle1 fail to develop early, successful 

                                                 
1         Alphabetic principle refers to alphabetic writing systems in which each speech sound 

or phoneme of a language has its own distinctive graphic representation. 
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word reading skills (Stanovich, 1986). Moreover, children who get off to a poor 
start in reading rarely catch up (Torgesen, 1998). For these children, learning to 
read can be arduous and frustrating, if they do not receive sufficient interven-
tion to compensate for their poor pre-reading skills.  

Researchers have suggested that it is essential to ensure that children learn 
to decode in Grade 1 (e.g., Blachman et al., 2004). If decoding skills are not ac-
quired then, it may be hard to change the direction that reading achievement 
takes (Gough & Juel, 1991). Several studies have shown that the poor first-grade 
reader almost invariably continues to be a poor reader later in life (see e.g., 
Francis, Shaywitz, Stuebing, Shaywitz, & Fletcher, 1996; Torgesen & Burgess, 
1996). Moreover, individual differences between children’s reading perfor-
mances are generally quite stable (Smith, 1997; Torppa, Tolvanen, Poikkeus et 
al., 2007), but may decrease in magnitude across the first five years of formal 
schooling (Parrila, Aunola, Leskinen, Nurmi, & Kirby, 2005). However, without 
early intervention, at-risk children may never achieve adequate reading skills 
and end up as dyslexics2.  

The best solution to the problem of reading failure is to allocate resources 
for early identification and prevention (Torgesen, 1998). However, it has been 
reported that remedial reading intervention3 may not be sufficient to support 
children at risk for or with reading disabilities (henceforth RDs) (see e.g., Ben-
tum & Aaron, 2003; Hatcher, Hulme, & Snowling, 2004; Kennedy, Birman, & 
Demaline, 1986; Moody, Vaughn, Hughes, & Fischer, 2000; Puma, Karweit, 
Price et al., 1997; Snow, Burns, & Griffin, 1998; Torgesen, 2005). Once children 
fall behind, the preventive model of intervention turns out to be a remedial 
model of intervention, which is more expensive, more extensive, less effective, 
and more difficult (see e.g., Torgesen, 1998). Therefore, school or school district-
based preventive efforts should be engineered to maintain growth in critical 
word reading skills throughout the early school years. The present study was 
designed to contribute to understanding of the intervention conditions that 
need to be in place to prevent reading disabilities in at-risk children. 

Reading is a complex cognitive skill that improves only with practice (see 
e.g., Rayner et al., 2001). The latest tool for helping struggling readers is com-
puter-assisted intervention (see e.g., Fawcett, Nicolson, Moss, Nicolson, & Rea-
son, 2001; Magnan & Ecalle, 2006; Nicolson, Fawcett, Moss, & Nicolson 1999; 
Nicolson, Fawcett, & Nicolson, 2000; Regtvoort & van der Leij, 2007; Torgesen, 
Wagner, Rashotte, Herron, & Lindamood, 2009). Bringing new technology into 
the arena of reading instruction is one attempt to catch at-risk children before 
they fall. A computer-assisted remedial reading intervention also occupies a 
central role in this thesis the aim of which was to investigate the short- and 
long-term effects of a computer-assisted remedial reading intervention for at-

                                                 
2          A dyslexic is a person with a specific learning disability that is neurological in origin 

and  is characterized by difficulties with accurate and/or fluent word recognition, 
and by poor spelling and decoding abilities. 

3  Remedial reading intervention refers to a special educational program designed to 
supplement or substitute for the reading instruction of at-risk children and/or child-
ren with learning disabilities such as dyslexia. 
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risk children as compared to the outcomes of a regular remedial intervention 
and mainstream instruction.  

1.1 Theories of literacy skill development  

The main focus in theoretical accounts of literacy skill development has been on 
word recognition because of its central role in beginning reading. Word reading 
skill is the visual recognition of words or a process primarily relying on alpha-
betic knowledge and letter-sound correspondences (e.g., Ehri & Wilce, 1985). 
Progress in learning to read has often been viewed as series of stages (Chall, 
1983; Ehri, 1991; Frith, 1985; Gough & Hillinger, 1980; Gough & Juel, 1991; 
Gough & Walsh, 1991; Marsh, Friedman, Welch, & Desberg, 1981). Process-
oriented theories in turn share the idea of a continuum: each stage of develop-
ment builds upon earlier experiences and provides the foundation for later ones 
(e.g., Ehri, 1987, 1989a; Ehri & McCormick, 1998; Ehri & Wilce, 1983, 1985; Frith, 
1985 see also Duncan & Seymour, 2000; Seymour, 2005; Seymour & Evans, 1994, 
1999). The alternative theoretical accounts emphasize the acquisition of indi-
vidual word representations (see e.g., Perfetti, 1992). The phonological ap-
proach to reading (Stuart & Coltheart, 1998) is based on the idea that the main 
mechanism available to the child is phonological recoding, recoding of spellings 
into pronunciations. A model of how this mechanism works is given in Share 
(1995), who emphasized the role of self-teaching in learning to read words. An 
important focus in Share’s model is children’s attempts to phonologically re-
code words. Share’s (1995) self-teaching model emphasizes the child’s acquisi-
tion of individual word representations, rather than stages of development (see 
e.g., Harm & Seidenberg, 1999; Perfetti, 1992; Share, 1995, 2008).  

According to the stage theories of reading, all normally progressing read-
ers pass through various stages from pre-reading to skilled reading. In these 
theories, a point of divergence is the importance attached to letter-sound know-
ledge when children begin to read and spell. Snowling and Hulme (2005) ex-
plain that the term “stage” is a misnomer; in almost all of these theories there is 
overlap between the stages and the ”phase” has come to be preferred to convey 
this notion. One of the most frequently used models of decoding skill acquisi-
tion and reading achievement is Ehri’s phase model (e.g., Ehri, 1987, 1989a, 2002; 
Ehri & McCormick, 1998). In this model, the acquisition of alphabetic know-
ledge and facility with letter-sound relationships is of pivotal importance in the 
process of learning to read and spell. Ehri’s model was refined on the basis of 
the early work of Frith (1985). In comparison to Frith (1985), Ehri worked from a 
knowledge-based perspective, but ending up with similar stages (i.e., phases) to 
those identified by Frith.   

The Frith model. Frith (1985) proposed a three-stage model of reading. Each of 
the three stages includes the development of word identification skills that lead 
to enhanced word knowledge, furthering reading development. The first stage 
in the Frith model is called the logographic stage, and is deeply visually oriented. 
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In this stage words are learned by rote memory and any visually graphic link to 
a word is exploited so that its recall is automatically bound up with the graphic 
(i.e., logographic) representation of the word. The second stage in the Frith 
model is called the alphabetic stage. That is a more analytical stage than the logo-
graphic stage. During the alphabetic stage, the alphabet system is identified, ele-
ment by element, in a word. In the alphabetic stage sounding out words is para-
mount and the rules for representing spoken language (i.e., English) are impor-
tant. Some visual representation is also present to augment the learning of seg-
mentation skills. The third and final stage in the Firth model is the orthographic 
stage, where readers are skilled enough to analyze words from much larger 
units. Letter groupings and word structure become critical here for processing 
word knowledge.  

The Ehri model. There are five phases in the model of Ehri (Ehri, 1987, 1989a, 
2002). Each of the five phases characterizes the learner’s understanding and use 
of the alphabetic system in word reading (Ehri & McCormick, 1998). During the 
pre-alphabetic phase the child acquires oral language skills and begins to identify 
printed signs from the environment, learning the shapes and names of letters. 
Transition to the partial-alphabetic phase is thus signaled when the child starts 
attending to specific letter-sound relationships, usually word initial or final let-
ters and sounds, to aid word recognition. In the full-alphabetic phase the child is 
able to fully recognize the connections between the letters and sounds they en-
counter in words, and also to decode unfamiliar words. In the consolidated-
alphabetic phase child begins to operate with multi-letter units in words like af-
fixes, onsets, or syllables, and store the orthography and spelling patterns in the 
word memory. The sight vocabulary grows and words are recognized automat-
ically as a whole, without the need for letter-sound processing. In the automatic 
phase, words are read proficiently with increasing automaticy and speed. 

In principle, Ehri (1989b) reported that reading and spelling develop hand 
in hand. Ehri’s (1987, 1989b, 2002) theory on learning to spell thus corresponds 
to her postulated reading phases. In the pre-communicative phase, the child gene-
rates spellings that resemble print using randomly selected letters or numbers. 
In the semi-phonetic phase, the child learns the names or sounds of letters, selects 
letters for words on the basis of letter names or letter sounds of letters, and uses 
this knowledge in spelling. However, most of the spellings are incorrect and 
memory for correct spelling is unstable. In the phonetic phase, the child’s spelling 
contains letters for all of the sounds in words and knowledge of grapheme-
phoneme correspondence is demonstrated. As the child’s experience of words 
upgrades s/he reaches the transitional phase. At this point, the child becomes 
aware of the visual features of words and begins to combine understanding of 
how a word sounds with knowledge of how the word looks. The child’s fluency 
in reading and spelling thus increases. 

The Seymour model. Seymour, with his co-workers, Duncan and Evans de-
veloped a process-orientated dual foundation literacy model for beginning reading. 
This model is similar to the model of Ehri (Duncan & Seymour, 2000; Seymour, 
2005, Seymour & Evans, 1994, 1999). In the model of Seymour and colleagues 
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letter-sound knowledge mediates the transition into the foundation phase 
(phase 1), which is similar to that in the model of Ehri (1983, 1985, 2002). The 
foundation phase comprises of two parallel processes: a logographic process, 
which consists of visual word-level recognition and storage of familiar words, 
and an alphabetic process, where word recognition occurs through decoding 
words on the basis letter-sound correspondences. The subsequent phases are 
then developed according to the foundation processes. An orthographic literacy 
process constitutes phase 2, and requires competence with full complexity of 
the spelling system using abstract generalisable format. In phase 2, a morphologi-
cal literacy process is required for the understanding of meanings and semantic 
dimensions within the text.  

1.2 Sub-skills of reading and spelling 

Reading and spelling sub-skills can be identified through reading models. 
Learning to read is a combination of sub-skills that are constructed on the basis 
of earlier skills. In fact, the development of reading sub-skills begins long before 
formal education. For example, environmental factors, cognitive and linguistic 
skills among others affect reading development (Grigorenko, 2001; Rayner et al., 
2001). Furthermore, literacy consists of knowledge and attitudes, which are de-
velopmental precursors to reading and writing (Whitehurst & Lonigan, 1998). 
The present study focused on the development of letter knowledge, decoding, 
reading accuracy, fluency and spelling.  

Decoding, is what children do when they analyze the graphic symbols in 
words to break the reading "code". Further, decoding words requires blending 
skill to transform graphemes into recognizable words (see e.g., Ehri et al., 2001). 
At a basic level children recognize that letters represent the sounds of spoken 
words (see e.g., Foorman, Francis, Shaywitz, Shaywitz, & Fletcher, 1997; Torge-
sen, 2000). As children master each letter of the alphabet, they map these letters 
to the sounds they represent. This mapping enables children to begin to deci-
pher whole words. By breaking up words into their component sounds, pho-
nemes, children can sound words out. With practice, decoding becomes auto-
matic for the normally progressing reader. Children see words and read them 
without struggling, even if they do not know the meaning of every word. At 
this point, children may appear, some would say, to be ”barking at print” with-
out fully understanding what they are reading. According to Torgesen and 
Barker (1995) children with RDs are not likely to receive sufficient opportunities 
to practice decoding skills to a level of fluency that will enable them to read 
adequately. Decoding is the first step on the pathway to reading skill that child-
ren need to master in order to read accurately and fluently.  

Reading accuracy refers to the ability of students to develop efficient mas-
tery in reading isolated words correctly. Automatic mastery of decoding is the 
accuracy with which students are able to accomplish this task. Word reading 
accuracy is mainly dependent on phonological decoding skills (see e.g., Adams, 
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1990; Foorman et al., 1997; Torgesen, 2000). Quite obviously, problems and mis-
takes in working out the correct pronunciation of a certain grapheme string will 
have a strong negative influence on reading accuracy. Torgesen, Rashotte, and 
Alexander (2001) found that the most common characteristic of poor readers 
was a difficulty in reading words accurately and instantly. In order to read 
words accurately and instantly students need good skills in decoding. If child-
ren fall behind in the growth of critical word reading skills, very intensive in-
terventions may be needed to bring them up to adequate levels of reading accu-
racy (Allington & McGill-Franzen, 1994; Vaughn, Schumm, & Sinagub, 1996). 
Reading accuracy is a corner stone in learning to read. Reading accuracy direct-
ly affects the next component of reading, which is reading fluency.  

Reading fluency. Definitions of reading fluency are complex and they often 
stress   specific features of reading.  One of the most used definitions refers to a 
level of accuracy and rate where decoding is relatively effortless; where oral 
reading is smooth and accurate with correct prosody; and where attention can 
be allocated to comprehension (e.g., Wolf & Katzir-Cohen, 2001). Others define 
fluency as the ability to read text quickly, accurately, and with proper expres-
sion (National Reading Panel, 2000), while Kuhn and Stahl (2003) documented 
three central components of fluency: (1) accuracy in decoding, (2) automaticy in 
word recognition, and (3) the appropriate use of prosodic features, intonation, 
and duration that contribute to expressive reading. Torgesen, Rashotte and Al-
exander (2001) emphasize the contribution of automaticy to fluent reading, 
while Allington (2006) stresses the role of prosody. According to Rayner et al. 
(2001) practice in reading brings about an increasing facility with words; it in-
creases the quality of lexical presentations. It turns low-frequency words into 
high-frequency words; the result is commonly called reading fluency. Difficulty 
in reading fluency is one of the major problems in children with reading deficits: 
their reading is slow, hesitant, and sometimes extremely laborious. Furthermore, 
students who score low on assessments of fluency tend latter to score low on 
measures of reading comprehension (Armbruster, Lehr, & Osborn, 2001). Con-
structing meaning is the main goal of any literacy experience (Cooper, 2000; 
McGuinness, 2004). Further, it is reading practices that support comprehension 
and vocabulary growth as well as spelling skill (Rayner et al., 2001).  

Spelling. The spelling process requires that a person can connect phonemes 
with corresponding letters and apply language-specific spelling rules (see e.g., 
Berninger, 1999; Graham, 1999). Basically, spelling is the reverse process of de-
coding (see e.g., Ehri, 1989, 1997). That is translating written words into the 
sounds and meanings of spoken words. The skills used in spelling are usually 
developed along side decoding skills and reflect similar learning. Successful 
spelling performance involves the process of segmenting the spoken word into 
phonemic components and then selecting the appropriate graphemes to 
represent the phonemes (e.g., Ball & Blachman, 1988). Even if two sides of the 
same coin, as Ehri (1989, 1997) stated, Lerkkanen, Poikkeus, Ahonen, Siekkinen, 
Niemi, & Nurmi (2010), in their Finnish language study found that accurate 
spelling developed more slowly than accurate reading during the first two 
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years of school. Furthermore, spelling requires greater precision than decoding 
(Perfetti, 1997). Spelling also requires production whereas reading requires rec-
ognition; therefore success in reading does not lead automatically to success in 
spelling (Rayner et al., 2001). 

In some languages with opaque orthographies, spelling has been taught as 
a separate subject, or separately from reading, whereas in transparent ortho-
graphies, such as Finnish, reading and spelling are taught parallel, due to the 
high level of consistency between the spoken and written language (see e.g., 
Lerkkanen, 2007; Lerkkanen, Rasku-Puttonen, Aunola, & Nurmi, 2004a). In the 
more opaque orthographies, spelling problems often persist (e.g., Berninger, 
Nielsen, Abbott, Wijsman, & Raskind 2008; Rose, 2009; Spear-Swerling, 2005). 
Individuals with challenges in spelling may require explicit instruction focusing 
on spelling, including awareness and coordination of phonological, orthograph-
ic, and morphological word forms and their parts (Berninger et al., 2008).  

1.3 Predictors of reading and spelling 

Phonological awareness4 has been documented to be one of the most important 
predictors of successful reading in several languages (see e.g., Ball & Blachman, 
1988; de Jong & van der Leij, 1999, 2002; Grigorenko, 2001; Seymour & Evans, 
1994; Wimmer, Mayringer, & Landerl, 1998; Ziegler, Bertrand, Toth et al., 2010). 
However, based on the meta-analysis by Bus and van Ijzendoorn (1999) pro-
grams combining a phonological and letter training were more effective than 
purely phonological training. Based on their meta-analysis, experimentally ma-
nipulated phonological awareness explained about 12% of the variance in 
word-identification skills (Bus & van Ijzendoorn, 1999).  

Both theoretically (Ehri, 1987, 1989a, 1989b, 2002) and empirically previous 
studies (e.g., Byrne, 1998; Gallagher, Frith, & Snowling, 2000; de Jong, & Olson, 
2004; Elbro et al., 1998; Elbro & Petersen, 2004; Hatcher, Hulme, & Snowling, 
2004; Lonigan, Burgess, & Anthony, 2000; Lyon, Shaywitz, & Shaywitz 2003; 
Lyytinen et al., 2004; Scarborough, 1990, 1998, 2001; Snow et al., 1998; Snowling 
et al., 2003; Stanovich & Siegel, 1994; Vellutino, Fletcher, Snowling, & Scanlon, 
2004) have confirmed that letter knowledge5, letter-sound relationships and cor-
respondences6 and phonological awareness are of pivotal importance in begin-
ning reading and spelling. Also, rapid automatized naming (henceforth RAN)7 
has been shown to predict reading, especially reading fluency (see e.g., Badian, 
1993; de Jong & van der Leij, 1999; DiFilippo Brizzolara, Chilosi et al., 2006; Kir-
                                                 
4  Phonological awareness or phonemic awareness refers to knowledge of the internal 

sound structure of spoken words. 
5  Letter knowledge refers to knowledge of exact letter names and ability to name them 

fluently and accurately. 
6  Letter-sound correspondences refer to ability to sound out phonemic sounds of let-

ters fluently and accurately. 
7  Rapid automatized naming refers to ability to name objects automatically, fluently 

and accurately. 
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by, Parrila, & Pfeiffer, 2003; Parrila, Kirby, & McQuarrie, 2004; Wimmer, May-
ringer & Landerl, 1998, 2000; Wimmer & Mayringer, 2002). In the Finnish lan-
guage context, phonological awareness (e.g., Holopainen, Ahonen, Tolvanen, & 
Lyytinen, 2000; Lerkkanen, Rasku-Puttonen, Aunola, & Nurmi, 2004b; Puolaka-
naho, Poikkeus, Ahonen, Tolvanen, & Lyytinen, 2003) and letter knowledge 
have been demonstrated to be important predictors of reading skills (see e.g., 
Lepola, Salonen, & Vauras, 2000; Lerkkanen et al., 2004a; Lyytinen et al., 2009; 
Lyytinen, Ronimus, Alanko, Poikkeus, & Taanila 2007; Poskiparta et al., 1999; 
Torppa et al., 2007), while a connection between rapid automatized naming and 
reading speed has been reported by Torppa et al. (2007).  

A competent spelling process requires a sufficient mastery of letter know-
ledge and phonological awareness (see e.g., Berninger et al., 2008). On this pre-
mise, reading (e.g., decoding, reading accuracy and fluency) and spelling 
would seem to be based on the same pre-reading skills, i.e., letter knowledge 
and phonological awareness, while rapid automatic naming has been shown to 
be a predictor of responding to spelling instruction (Amtmann, Abbott, & Ber-
ninger, 2008). Moreover, spelling is affected by independent reading and expo-
sure to text, viz. avid readers see more words in print and have more opportun-
ities to learn the spellings of specific words (Spear-Swerling, 2005).  

Furthermore, letter knowledge, phonological awareness and rapid auto-
matized naming have been shown to be indicators of RDs. For example, this has 
been reported in the Jyväskylä Longitudinal Study of Dyslexia (JLD) (for a re-
view see e.g., Lyytinen, Aro, Holopainen, Leiwo, Lyytinen, & Tolvanen, 2006). 
Familial risk for dyslexia, that is, the incidence of developmental dyslexia 
among close relatives, has  been shown to be an important predictor of RDs in 
offspring (e.g., Gilger, Pennington, & DeFries, 1991; Grigorenko, 2001; Lyytinen 
et al., 2006; Pennington, Gilger, Pauls, Smith, Smith, & DeFries, 1991; Scarbo-
rough, Dobrich, & Hager, 1991; Snow et al., 1998; Snowling, Gallagher, & Frith, 
2003). However, the familial risk was not included in the present study. 

1.4 Features of the Finnish orthography 

The early phases of learning to read are heavily influenced by the orthography 
of the language in question. Studies conducted among English speakers have 
traditionally dominated literacy research; however recently the focus of atten-
tion has shifted towards orthographical differences between languages, and 
how orthography impacts on literacy acquisition (see e.g., Seymour, Aro, & 
Erskine, 2003; Ziegler & Goswami, 2005; Ziegler et al., 2010). The syllabic com-
plexity and orthographic depth of a language have strong effects on word read-
ing skill. That is, word reading skills are easier to acquire in the more transpa-
rent orthographies where the connections between spoken and written lan-
guage are consistent in both directions at grapheme-phoneme level (Grigorenko, 
2001; Lyytinen et al., 2006; Seymour et al., 2003; Ziegler & Goswami, 2005).  
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Truly productive reading, that is, the ability to read novel words comes 
from an increase in knowledge of how orthography relates to phonology 
(Rayner et al., 2001). A likely reading strategy for children acquiring reading 
ability in a transparent orthography, such as Finnish, would be phonological 
reading. Synthetic phonics-based instruction emphasizes the relationship be-
tween graphemes and phonemes. Contrastively, in whole-word instruction (al-
so called the “look-say method”), a sight vocabulary of 50-100 words is initially 
taught. However, Finnish beginning readers do not have the advantage of sight 
words because of two idiosyncrasies of their language. Finnish has only about 
50 monosyllabic words. Finnish words also tend to be extremely long because 
of the agglutinative nature of the Finnish language, for these reasons synthetic 
phonics is commonly used in Finnish schools.   

In Finland primary school begins when children become seven years old, 
which is quite late compared to other countries. As stated above, in Finnish 
schools, reading and spelling are taught through phonics-based instruction, in 
which the learning of sound-symbol correspondences is important (Lerkkanen, 
2007), for the reason that the orthography of Finnish is almost perfectly transpa-
rent. This means that reading and spelling acquisition are parallel processes i.e., 
spelling a phoneme is as consistent as pronouncing a grapheme. Reading and 
spelling instruction in general, and also in the classrooms observed for this the-
sis, includes learning of letter names as well as listening, segmenting, and 
blending phonemes and syllables. After a few letters and sounds have been 
mastered in Grade 1, they are combined into CV/VC syllables and CV/VC – 
CV/VC words. The Grade 2 literacy curriculum focuses on the further devel-
opment of fluency and reading comprehension (see e.g., Lerkkanen, 2007). 

Beginning Finnish readers have been documented to decode words and 
non-words equally well. Holopainen et al. (2000) found a correlation of .93 be-
tween these two measures among Grade 1 readers. When the ability to decode 
has been assessed cross-linguistically, English-speaking first-graders have 
shown error rates between 40% and 80% (Juel, Griffith, & Gough, 1986; Treiman, 
Goswami, & Bruck, 1990), as compared to error rates of below 25% in their Fin-
nish (e.g., Holopainen, Ahonen, & Lyytinen, 2001) and German (e.g., Wimmer 
& Hummer, 1990) peers.  

1.5 Reading interventions for at-risk children 

Considerable attention has been paid recently to the benefits of early interven-
tion for children who are struggling to learn to read (e.g., Snow et al., 1998; Li-
nan-Thompson, Vaughn, Prater, & Cirino, 2006; Torgesen, 2002; Vaughn, Linan-
Thompson, & Hickman-Davis, 2003). It has been demonstrated that the most 
efficient reading intervention programs combine explicit training in phonologi-
cal awareness with highly structured reading instruction (Hatcher, Hulme, & 
Ellis, 1994; Hatcher, Hulme, & Snowling 2004; Hatcher, Hulme, Miles et al., 
2006; Hulme, Snowling, Caravolas, & Caroll, 2005; Iverson & Tunmer, 1993; 
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Lyytinen et al., 2007, 2009). Further, there is compelling evidence that early 
reading programs that emphasize the connections between the phonological 
structure of spoken words and the alphabet can help close the gap between 
children who are struggling to learn to read and those who learn to read easily 
(Blachman, 2000; Ehri et al., 2001; Liberman & Liberman, 1990; Vellutino, 1991). 

The evidence to date indicates that reading under-achievement in children 
at risk for reading failure is preventable by explicit instruction in letter-sound 
correspondences (Foorman, Francis, Fletcher, Schatschneider, & Mehta, 1998). 
For example, Lovett, Barron and Benson (2003) emphasized the necessity of di-
rect remediation of phonological awareness deficits, systematic and explicit in-
struction in letter- and letter cluster-sound mappings, and reinforcement of 
word identification and learning through text reading practice by using a con-
trolled decodable reading vocabulary. Despite the existing knowledge on the 
basic elements of reading acquisition, the mainstream approach often fails to 
support at-risk children (see e.g., Hatcher et al., 2004). It has been demonstrated 
that at-risk children require a more individualized approach (Torgesen, 2005) to 
acquire sufficient letter knowledge and to develop accurate and fluent reading 
and spelling ability. Therefore, the mainstream reading approach is an obvious-
ly unsatisfactory environment for at-risk children. However, it has also been 
reported that remedial reading practices may not be sufficient either in support-
ing children at risk for or with reading disabilities (e.g., Bentum & Aaron, 2003; 
Hatcher et al., 2004; Kennedy, Birman, & Demaline, 1986; Moody et al.,  2000; 
Puma et al., 1997; Snow et al., 1998; Torgesen, 2005). Current recommendations 
for good-quality remedial settings suggest that highly structured explicit and 
systematic research-based reading interventions that emphasize the phonologic 
and orthographic connections in words are especially important for children at 
risk (see e.g., Fletcher, Lyon, Fuchs, & Barnes, 2007; Hatcher et al., 1994; Hatcher 
et al., 2004; Hatcher et al., 2006; Hulme et al., 2005; Iverson & Tunmer, 1993; 
Lyytinen et al., 2007, 2009; Swanson, Harris, & Graham, 2006). The present re-
medial reading intervention study was designed to contribute to understanding 
of the intervention conditions that need to be in place to prevent reading dis-
abilities in at-risk children. 

It has been hypothesized that a computer-assisted remedial reading inter-
vention would be a more powerful instrument in training literacy skills than 
regular remedial reading intervention methods. Computer-assisted reading in-
struction has currently been explored as an individual-orientated, scientific-
based, intensive and viable method of training reading skills (McCormick, 1999; 
Torgesen, 2002). Previous studies have recognized that computer-assisted read-
ing intervention can be effective in training at-risk children (e.g., Fawcett et al., 
2001; Magnan & Ecalle, 2006; Nicolson et al., 1999, 2000; Regtvoort & van der 
Leij, 2007; Torgsen et al., 2009). In like vein, computer applications have been 
acknowledged to be useful instruments in training the literacy skills of children 
with reading disabilities (e.g., Elbro, Rasmussen, & Spelling, 1996; Hurford & 
Sanders, 1990; Jiménez et al., 2003, 2007; Lynch, Fawcett, & Nicolson, 2000; van 
Daal & Reitsima, 2000; Wentink, van Bon, & Schreuder, 1997; Wise, Ring, & Ol-
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son, 1999). The meta-analyses by Soe, Koki, and Chang (2000), The National 
Reading Panel (2000) and the review by Blok, Oostdam, Otter and Overmaat 
(2002) also support these findings. Research-based computer applications may 
provide individually adjusted learning environments with active, individually 
targeted reading support i.e., productive drill and practice in pre-reading and 
reading skills. Moreover, computer applications are able to provide immediate 
visual and audio feedback to both correct and incorrect choices, which is of pa-
ramount importance when learning such cognitive tasks as reading. In the 
present study we used GraphoGame to train pre-reading skills of at-risk child-
ren. 

1.6 Aims of the empirical studies 

The present study was designed to contribute to understanding of the interven-
tion conditions that need to be in place to prevent reading disabilities in at-risk 
children. The study focused on short- and long-term intervention outcomes of 
letter knowledge, reading accuracy, fluency and spelling in two groups of at-
risk children and their non-at-risk peers (Mainstream group) in the Finnish lan-
guage context. In a longitudinal setting, children were followed from school 
entry to Grade 3. An attempt was made to predict intervention outcomes for 
three contrastive reading groups: regular (henceforth RRI) and computer-
assisted remedial reading intervention (henceforth CARRI), and mainstream 
instruction. The development of letter knowledge, reading accuracy and fluen-
cy were predicted with two growth components (slope and final level) of letter 
knowledge, phonological awareness and rapid automatized naming.  

Study I examined the benefits of a regular and a computer-assisted re-
medial reading intervention. The aim of the randomly assigned comparative 
study was to investigate whether the computer-assisted remedial reading ap-
plication can enhance letter knowledge, reading accuracy, fluency and spelling 
in children with low pre-reading skills and risk for RDs. The progress of the 
two remedial reading groups: the regular and computer-assisted remedial read-
ing intervention, were compared with the progress of a Mainstream group. Six 
assessments along with two follow-ups were included to determine changes in 
reading and spelling abilities. In addition, effect sizes were calculated to assess 
the effectiveness of the programs. 

In Study II, the development of letter knowledge and reading accuracy 
were the foci of interest. The aim was to build a model of the predictive value of 
the development of letter knowledge and reading accuracy in three contrastive 
reading groups: a remedial and a computer-assisted remedial reading interven-
tion, and mainstream instruction, and further to identify the short- and long-
term intervention effects for children with different profiles of compromised 
pre-reading skills, i.e., phonological awareness, letter knowledge and rapid au-
tomatized naming. 
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In Study III, the main goal of the study was to build a model of the predic-
tive value of reading fluency in three contrastive groups whose reading acquisi-
tion has been supported differently. Children with the most typical risk profiles 
were selected for the study and assigned to either the RRI or CARRI interven-
tion groups, or to mainstream instruction. Intervention outcomes were pre-
dicted with three risk factors: (1) low letter knowledge, (2) poor phonological 
awareness and (3) slow automatized naming, and combinations of these. A 
second aim was to compare the most effective types of intervention for children 
with different profiles of compromised pre-reading skills at the beginning of 
school. For this purpose, the development of reading fluency between pre-and 
post-intervention assessments for each of the three types of instruction was fol-
lowed.  
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2 METHOD 

2.1 Participants 

The data form a part of an ongoing Prevention Game Research -project in the 
Centre of Excellence and Department of Psychology in University of Jyväskylä. 
The aim of the project is to identify effective research-based and peer-reviewed 
intervention methods for children at risk for reading failure, and for those diag-
nosed with RDs or dyslexia8. The Prevention Game Research -project was de-
rived from the Jyväskylä Longitudinal Study of Dyslexia (JLD). The 
GraphoGame software (used in this thesis) was developed as an application of 
the results of the JLD in the Centre of Excellence for Learning and Motivation 
Research and is intended for use outside as well as in Finland (see e.g., Lyytinen 
et al., 2004, 2006, 2008). The overall aim of the project is to help prevent deve-
lopmental reading disabilities among children at risk for reading failure or with 
RDs (for further details see Lyytinen et al., 2007, 2009).  

The data used for the present thesis were drawn from two successive age 
cohorts (n = 88 and n = 83) of 7-year-old (M = 87.6, SD = 4.2) school beginners 
screened in the province of Western Finland. All the schools participating in the 
experiment were from the same school district. The district was in a middle-
class suburban area with consistent socio-economic status and population den-
sity. Five children were excluded due to failure to obtain parental consent to 
participate (2 children) or changes of schools (3 children). Thus 166 children 
from the two cohorts (n = 85 and n = 81; 88 girls and 78 boys) participated in the 
study. Of these children, one male student had diagnosed specific language im-
pairment. 

 

                                                 
8  Dyslexia, also known as specific reading disability, is a common, cognitively and 

behaviorally heterogeneous developmental condition, characterized primarily by se-
rious difficulty in the mastery of reading despite average intelligence and adequate 
education (see e.g., Grigorenko, 2001). 
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2.2 Procedure and measurements 

The pre-reading skills of all the 166 participating children were tested at school 
entry. The screening included (1) letter knowledge, (2) six phonological subtests 
of the nationally norm-referenced test battery (ALLU; Lindeman, 1998) and (3) 
the norm-referenced Rapid Automatized Naming Test (RAN; Ahonen, Tuovi-
nen, & Leppäsaari, 1999). After that maneuver, the lowest achieving 30% of 
these children (the lower tail), in two screening assessments out of three, were 
offered remedial reading intervention by randomly dividing them into two in-
tervention groups (n = 25 and n = 25; 20 girls and 30 boys). This cut-point was 
based on statistics compiled by the Finnish Central Statistical Office (2009) ac-
cording to which 26-30% of Finnish children receive remedial reading training 
in Grades 1 and 2. Consents for the remedial reading intervention and research 
protocols were obtained at the time of the parental interview (N = 50). After 
that procedure the remaining 116 children (48 boys, 68 girls) were assigned to 
the mainstream reading group. All the participating children were native Fin-
nish speakers and had no mental, physical, or sensory handicaps. Their cogni-
tive abilities were estimated by the vocabulary, similarities, digit span and 
block design tests of the WISC-III (Wechsler, 1999) in the spring term of Grade 2. 
There was no attrition. Six children moved or changed schools after Grade 2. 
However, they were willing to complete the last assessment at the beginning of 
Grade 3.  

Basic academic skills in reading and spelling were assessed using various 
tests (see Table 1) during each measurement point (see Figure 1). Table 1 de-
scribes the measures and assessment phases of Studies I-III. In all studies the 
design was random assignment in a longitudinal setting ( N = 166 in each of the 
studies). 

 Letter knowledge. Progress in letter knowledge was assessed five times 
during the ten-month period in Grade 1. On each occasion the 29 letters of the 
Finnish alphabet were presented to the participants in mixed order. Each cor-
rectly named letter scored one point, with a maximal score of 29. 

Reading accuracy. The two subtests of the nationally normed reading test 
battery (ALLU; Lindeman, 1998) were used to assess progress in reading. These 
two subtests were used as a measure of word-level reading accuracy in context. 
The first-grade subtest was completed in January. The test was based upon the 
total number of words read and connected correctly to the right object within 
the space of two minutes. The subtest for the third graders was administered in 
August (Follow-up 2). The test was based upon the total number of sentences 
read and connected correctly to the right object within the space of two minutes. 
According to the test manual (Lindeman, 1998), the Kuder-Richardson reliabili-
ty coefficient was 0.97 in Grade 1, and 0.82 in Grade 3. 

Fluency. A time-limited fluency test (Lukilasse Graded Fluency Test; Häy-
rinen, Serenius-Sirve, & Korkman, 1999) was constructed to assess reading flu-
ency and accurate decoding. The fluency test consists of 90 Finnish words rang-
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ing from VCV to multisyllabic word forms. Scoring was based upon the rele-
vant age norms and the total number of words read aloud correctly within the 
space of two minutes. The fluency test was carried out twice: at the end of the 
experiment (Post test) and 12 months later (Follow-up 1). According to the test 
manual (Häyrinen et al., 1999), the reliability of the test was .979 in Grade 1 
and .968 in Grade 2.          

Spelling. The Lukilasse Graded Word Spelling Test (Häyrinen et al., 1999) 
was used to measure spelling ability. In Grades 1 and 2, the test consists of 20 
dictated Finnish words ranging from CVV to multisyllabic word forms. The 
scoring, maximum 40 points, was based upon the relevant age norms and the 
number of words written correctly. The Grade 3 spelling test consisted of words 
and sentences, including punctuation and capital letters at the beginning of the 
sentences. The spelling test was carried out at the end of the experiment (May, 
Grade 1, post test) and in both follow-ups. According to the test manual (Häy-
rinen et al., 1999), the reliability of the test was .979 in Grade 1, .968 in Grade 2 
and .972 in Grade 3. 

2.3 Interventions 

The study was designed to assess the effectiveness of an intervention that 
would be viable in a resource room setup. The idea was to apply the existing 
research-based knowledge in practice. Consequently, the training regimes were 
designed for children working in groups of five, in four weekly sessions of 45 
minutes, over a period of 28 weeks. The difference between the intervention 
groups concerned the nature of the instruction given during the first 15-min of 
each remedial lesson. The CARRI group practised with the computer-assisted 
GraphoGame while the RRI group trained with more traditional methods (for a 
review see Figure 2). These interventions were incorporated in the Grade 1 lite-
racy curriculum.  

After six weeks of formal schooling the interventions began. The times of 
the day that the children were taught in the experimental condition during 
Grade 1 varied. The average period of time the children spent in the resource 
room was 66 hours. The intervention time varied according to absences and 
extracurricular conditions such as field trips or public holidays. Both experi-
mental groups were implemented by a remedial reading specialist9 who had a 
Masters degree in special education. The same remedial reading specialist car-
ried out both experiments in order to exclude trainer effects. The training proto-
cols were monitored by keeping written records for each intervention session, 
and through observation and discussions. The fidelity of treatment was moni-
tored in the intervention groups by the remedial reading specialist, written 

                                                 
9  A remedial reading specialist in the Finnish context is a special teacher or special 

educator specialized in remedial reading intervention, and has a Masters degree in 
special education. 
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records, and also by the game server in the CARRI group. During the interven-
tion period described in the present thesis, the participating 166 children did 
not receive any other interventions or any additional provision from the re-
search team or other sources. 

Four elementary schools participated in the study. Both treatment condi-
tions took place in each school. The participants were taught by nine class 
teachers altogether. Each teacher taught the class for two years – Grades 1 and 2 
were included in the study. All the teachers (eight female and one male teacher) 
had master’s degrees  
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FIGURE 1    The assessments of the children’s reading and spelling skills 
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accuracy 
-Spelling 
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TABLE 1   Assessment phases and methods used in the studies of the thesis  

 
Measures 
 

Time of Assessment       Study I       Study II Study III 

IQ estimation 
 

IQ Estimation; April, Grade 2 X X X 

Letter-  
knowledge 

 

Screening; August, Grade 1 
Subtest 1; October, Grade 1 
Subtest 2; December, Grade 1 
Subtest 3; January, Grade 1 
Subtest 4; March, Grade 1 
 

X 
X 
X 
X 
X 

X 
X 
X 
X 

X 
X 
X 
X 

Phonological 
awareness 

 

Screening; August, Grade 1 
 

X X X 

Rapid 
automatized 
naming 

 

Screening; August, Grade 1 
 

X X X 

Reading accuracy 
 

Subtest 3; January, Grade 1  
Follow-up 2; August, Grade 3 
 

X 
X 

X 
X 

 

Reading fluency 
 

Post test; May, Grade 1 
Follow-up 1; May, Grade 2 
 

X 
X 

 X 
X 

Spelling 

 
Post test; May, Grade 1 
Follow-up 1; May, Grade 2 
Follow-up 2; August, Grade 3 
 
 

X 
X 
X 

  

��
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in education and at least 5 years experience in teaching reading to school be-
ginners. Generally, the class teachers performed all the basic teaching activities 
in their classes apart from music, art and crafts, physical education and the re-
medial reading intervention described in the present thesis. 

The regular phonics-based remedial reading intervention package in the RRI 
group was implemented by using regular remedial procedures for first graders. 
Each 45-min remedial intervention period was divided into four sections. Each 
section  
consisted of activities which varied in teaching mode, cognitive task, and level 
of stimulus difficulty. Criteria were specified by the use of training strategies. 
The package progressed from easier to more challenging activities (see Figure 2).              

The first section, lasting 15-min, was based on activities linking reading, 
spelling and phonology. These activities included practising letter-sound asso-
ciations, sound synthesis into syllables and words, and fluency. Reading and 
spelling were also related to sounds using plastic or magnetic letters, flash cards, 
self-made memory cards, Logigo® – and LUKO® game boards.10 

The second 10-min section consisted of basal remedial reading training 
comprising word segmentation into sounds, identification and manipulation of 
syllables, identification and discrimination of sounds within words, identifica-
tion and supply of rhyming words, and omission of sounds from words, sound 
substitutions within words, e.g. in word endings, and identifying words as 
units within sentences.  

The third 10-min section was spent on primer usage. The training units 
were decoding, orthographical processing, and actual reading and spelling 
practice; including writing words while paying attention to letter-sound rela-
tionships, recoding, decoding, fluency, reading and writing in context. Pseudo-
word tasks and writing words while paying attention to letter-sound relation-
ships were also practised. Each of the sections with the primer followed the 
same format, which consisted of the aims of the tasks, the materials needed, and 
instructions for doing the tasks. The fourth 10-min section consisted of multi-
sensory vocabulary training to expand the participants’ vocabulary by using 
improvisation cards, mimicry, pantomime, acting and illustrating charades on a 
blackboard, or tale telling.   

The training strategies were set out in the sections covering letter-sound 
relations, decoding, writing letters and syllables, reading and writing words, 
reading and writing pseudo-words and reading and writing in context. Each 
section consisted of activities which varied in teaching mode, cognitive task, 
and level of stimulus difficulty. The package progressed from easier to more 
challenging activities.  

The phonics-based remedial reading intervention enriched with the GraphoGame 
computer-assessed reading intervention program used in the CARRI group com-
prised the same reading package as in the RRI group, except for the first section 

                                                 
10  Logigo® and LUKO® are plastic game boards that are used along with the exercise 

books. The idea is to build reading skills in a mechanical game-like environment by 
reading and changing the location of the plastic pieces.   

��
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which was replaced by the GraphoGame application. In the CARRI group the 
training package consisted of 15-min of individual time with the GraphoGame 
computer-assessed reading program at the beginning of every remedial session. 
Mean time-on-task was 4 hours 53 minutes.11 The remedial lessons were di-
vided into four sections, the last three of which were the same as those in the 
RRI group (see Figure 2).  

Three PC computers with Windows XP and an Internet connection were 
allocated to each group of five participants. Computer-assisted training and 
regular remedial reading training overlapped in the first section. Two to three 
participants at a time practised with the computer application, while the others 
completed the regular remedial reading tasks in the second section. This was 
due the lack of a sufficient number of computers. After 15-min practice the par-
ticipants changed over.  

The primary purpose of the GraphoGame application used in the CARRI 
experimental condition is to provide productive drill and practice in pre-
reading and reading skills; such as integration of letter-sound relations and 
phonemic awareness, decoding skills and further practice in accuracy and flu-
ency. GraphoGame addresses the development of phonological awareness as a 
pre-reading skill in direct connection with letter-sound-correspondence. The 
application delivers context-free practice on specific syllable and word identifi-
cation skills. Further, GraphoGame delivers supportive practice in fluency. The 
GraphoGame computer-assisted intervention has been developed for children 
at risk for and with learning disabilities (LD) and at risk for dyslexia. The soft-
ware was developed within the Jyväskylä Longitudinal Dyslexia Study (see e.g., 
Lyytinen et al., 2004, 2006, 2008) and was strictly grounded in research-based 
practices. The overall aim of the GraphoGame computer application is to pre-
vent developmental reading disabilities among children at-risk for reading fail-
ure (for more details see Lyytinen et al., 2007, 2009).    

GraphoGame includes the basic components that are needed in the acqui-
sition of basic reading skills in the orthographically consistent Finnish language. 
The graphics of the GraphoGame application include falling balls that contain 
an orthographic stimulus. Simultaneously with the falling balls an auditory 
stimulus is given via headphones. Choices among the falling balls are made by 
clicking the mouse on the orthographic target. From 2 to 9 orthographic items 
fall as balls on the screen, one of which matches the given auditory stimulus. 
The initial requirements of GraphoGame begin at a low level of demands with 
exercises in letter-sound correspondence. The training of phonemic awareness 
is implemented by immediate exposure to letters and sound relations. After 
acquisition of the target letter-sound correspondence, GraphoGame progresses  

 

                                                 
11  The time spent on-task during the letter-sound connection, word accuracy and fluen-

cy training, or time spent practising with the GraphoGame application. Time spent 
attending to instructions, receiving rewards, and moving between screens were all 
subtracted from exposure time. 
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RRI                                           CARRI

� The second 10-min segment consisted of basal remedial reading training 
comprising word segmentation into sounds, identification and 
manipulation of syllables, identification and discrimination of sounds 
within words, identification and supply of rhyming words, and omission of 
sounds from words, sound substitutions within words, (e.g., in word 
endings), and identifying words as units within sentences. 

� The third 10-min segment was spent on primer usage. The training units 
were decoding, orthographical processing, and actual reading and spelling 
practice; including writing words while paying attention to letter-sound 
relationships, recoding, decoding, fluency, reading and writing in context. 
Pseudo-word tasks and writing words while paying attention to letter-
sound relationships were also practised. Each use of the primer followed the 
same format consisting of the aims of the tasks, the materials needed, and 
instructions for doing the tasks. 

� The fourth 10-min segment consisted of multisensory vocabulary training to 
expand the participants’ vocabulary by using improvisation cards, mimicry, 
pantomime, acting, and illustrating charades on a blackboard or tale telling.  

15 min phonics-based oral 
exercises or paper and pencil 
exercises or by using plastic 
magnetic letters, flash cards, self 
made memory, and Logigo® –
and LUKO® game boards in 
teacher student interaction.

15 min computer-assisted training 
in practising letter-sound 
correspondences, sound synthesis 
into syllables and words, and 
relating reading and spelling to 
sounds.

gradually in stages to sound synthesis in syllables, words and pseudo-words, 
aiming at acquisition of the alphabetic principle.  

GraphoGame is programmed to support the individual rate of acquisition 
via adaption to the level of personal achievement. The ultimate aim is an auto-
matized connection between the auditory and orthographic stimulus. The ap-
plication is automatized to adjust its responses to the actions and abilities of 
each individual.  

 
FIGURE 2           Description of the remedial practices studied. 
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Participants who make progress are assigned new, more complicated tasks. In-
tervention data and logs are recorded on the server at the University of 
Jyväskylä, Finland. Online recordings have made it possible for researchers to 
monitor the responses of each individual, and for automatic adjustment of the 
application to meet the special needs of an individual child. GraphoGame is 
currently available to Finnish- and Swedish-speaking children in Finland free of 
charge via the support of the Finnish Ministry of Education. 

The essential difference between the two intervention groups was the in-
strument used during the first 15-min of the remedial training. There were also 
some minor differences in the training protocols between the two experimental 
groups. In the RRI group training was clearly divided into four different seg-
ments while in the CARRI group segments one and two overlapped each other 
due to the limited number of computers available. However, in both groups the 
exercises were carefully planned to meet the specific requirements of each. The 
CARRI group used computer-assisted training in practising letter-sound cor-
respondences, sound synthesis into syllables and words, and relating reading 
and spelling to sounds, while more regular reading instruction was used by the 
RRI group to acquire the same skills. Both experimental settings involved indi-
vidualized, highly structured training, embodying many current recommenda-
tions for good remedial practice (see e.g., Fletcher et al., 2007; Swanson et al., 
2006). The entire group of 166 first graders in the study was receiving phonic-
based reading instruction in classroom.  

The mainstream reading instruction group (the Mainstream group) was in-
cluded in the study to assess the developmental variation in the acquisition of 
literacy skills in at-risk and not-at-risk children. These children received their 
regular classroom teaching without any additional provision from the research 
team. The mainstreamers were introduced by class teachers to phonics-based 
reading. Their progress in reading and spelling skills was measured in the same 
manner as in the two experimental groups. The extent of the instruction 
showed no systematic differences between the three study groups.  

2.4 Analytical strategies 

In Study I, the main interest was in the progress made by the two remedial 
reading intervention groups, i.e., the regular and computer-assisted groups in 
relation to each other. The development of these two experimental groups was 
then compared to the development of the mainstream group. The mainstream 
group was included in the study to assess the developmental variation in the 
acquisition of literacy skills in at-risk and not-at-risk children. Literacy scores 
for letter knowledge, reading accuracy, fluency, and spelling were obtained for 
all participants and included in the analyses.  

Letter knowledge was measured on five successive occasions (screening 
test, Time 1, Time 2, Time 3 and Time 4). Development in letter knowledge was 
compared by means of a latent growth model within an SEM framework. These 
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analyses were performed with the Mplus statistical package (Version 5.1; 
Muthén & Muthén, 1998-2007). The estimation method was maximum likelih-
ood with robust standard errors and chi-square test value MLR). The fit of the 
model was evaluated with a scaling-corrected ( Δ ) chi-square test ( 2χ ), CFI 
(comparative fit index), TLI (Tucker-Lewis index) RMSEA (root mean square 
error of approximation) and SRMR (standardized root mean square residual). 
The non-significant chi-square test results, values higher than .95 for the CFI 
and TLI and smaller than .06 for the RMSEA (Muthén, 1998-2004) indicate good 
fit of the model. The tested measurement models were compared via the Sator-
ra-Bentler scaled difference chi-squared test (Satorra & Bentler, 1999). For other 
variables, which were measured on two successive occasions, repeated meas-
ures ANOVA was used to test whether each of the trained groups differed from 
each other and whether these groups differed from the Mainstream group. 
These analyses were performed separately using pairwise comparisons. Simi-
larly, single measurements were tested using the t-test. Cohen’s d (Cohen, 1988) 
was used in comparing the mean values of the difference scores to the standard 
deviation of the mainstream group in the pretest. The reliability sum scales 
were then calculated by Cronbach’s alpha, where possible. 

In Study II, the development of letter knowledge and reading accuracy 
were examined in the RRI, CARRI and Mainstream groups. The analyses were 
performed using the Mplus 5.1 program (Muthén & Muthén, 1998 – 2007). The 
method of estimation was the full information maximum likelihood with robust 
standard errors and adjusted chi-square test (MLR), both of which correct bias 
due to skewed distributions. The group of 116 mainstream students was used 
as the normative group (the Mainstream group) when building the reading ac-
curacy model by means of the structural equation modeling technique. The in-
tervention groups were dummy coded, forming two new variables regular re-
medial reading intervention (RRI; n = 25) and computer-assisted remedial read-
ing intervention (CARRI; n = 25). The observed variables as well as latent fac-
tors were regressed on the dummy variables based on the large modification 
index and this procedure confirmed that the coefficient was statistically signifi-
cant. These effects were the main effects of the regular and computer-assisted 
remedial reading intervention groups. To be able to test the paths between the 
intervention groups and the normative Mainstream group, the interaction va-
riables were formed and tested in the same way as was done for main effects.  A 
statistically significant coefficient indicates a difference between the Main-
stream and intervention group. The equality of main or interaction effects be-
tween the intervention groups were tested using the Satorra-Bentler scaled dif-
ference chi-square test (Satorra & Bentler, 2001).  

First, in the latent growth curve model letter knowledge was used to build 
a comprehensive model. Instead of the initial level and slope, the final level and 
slope were used to estimate the developmental features of letter knowledge. 
This was done for the following reasons: (1) to determine the effect of selection 
criterion on the development of the level achieved in letter knowledge, and (2) 
to control for achieved letter knowledge as a predictor of later reading. Second, 
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reading accuracy was predicted with the growth factors of letter knowledge 
and the goodness-of-fit of final model evaluated by �2, with a non-significant p-
value indicating a good fit. The other fit indices used were the root mean square 
error of approximation (RMSEA) with values of 0.06 or less and a comparative 
fit index (CFI) and Tucker-Lewis Index (TLI) with values of 0.95 or above indi-
cating a good fit (Muthén & Muthén, 1998–2004). ANOVA was used to test 
whether each of the trained groups differed from each other and whether these 
groups differed from the mainstream group. The analyses were performed sep-
arately using pairwise comparisons. Cohen’s d (Cohen, 1988) was used in com-
paring the mean values of the difference scores to the standard deviation of the 
mainstream group in the pretest. 

In Study III the development of reading fluency was assessed in the RRI, 
CARRI and Mainstream groups. Study III followed the same pattern as Study II 
except that, instead of letter knowledge and reading accuracy achievements, 
reading fluency was predicted. The goodness-of-fit of the final model was eva-
luated by using the �2 test, in which a non-significant p-value indicates a good 
fit. The other fit indices used were the root mean square error of approximation 
(RMSEA), with values of 0.06 or less, and a comparative fit index (CFI) and 
Tucker-Lewis Index (TLI) with values of 0.95 or above indicating a good fit 
(Muthén & Muthén, 1998–2004). 

In sum, following by the ANOVA group-based difference analyses in 
Study I, Study II took a closer look at the development of letter knowledge and 
reading accuracy and Study III investigated reading fluency. The effects of early 
intervention on letter-sound knowledge and phonological skills on future read-
ing fluency skills, was investigated in the Study III. This procedure breaks new 
ground in reading intervention research. Predictors of these reading sub-skills 
were studied by using latent growth models consisting of final level and slope. 
Moreover, pseudo individual profiles were applied to clarify the most suitable 
intervention that would assist children with specific compromised pre-reading 
profiles to attain proficient letter knowledge, reading accuracy and fluency 
skills. 
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3 AN OVERVIEW OF THE ORIGINAL STUDIES 

3.1 Study I: Computer-assisted remedial reading intervention for 
school beginners at risk for reading disability  

Based on the earlier research literature, it was hypothesized in Study I that the 
computer-assisted intervention (CARRI) would be a more powerful instrument 
in training the literacy skills of children at risk for reading disabilities than the 
RRI, due to the intensive individual-orientated learning environment with indi-
vidualized repetition that it enables. In Study I, the benefits of a regular re-
medial reading intervention (RRI) and computer-assisted remedial reading in-
tervention (CARRI) were scrutinized in school beginners with compromised 
pre-reading skills. The goal of the study was to investigate whether a research-
based computer application designed for remedial reading training can enhance 
letter knowledge, reading accuracy, fluency and spelling among children with 
low pre-reading skills. Equally of interest were achievement levels: can children 
at risk for reading disabilities attain the level of mainstreamers? Figure 3 depicts 
the associations investigated.  
          Results: The children in the computer-assisted remedial reading interven-
tion group made gains during Grade 1 and continued to progress similarly in 
the follow-ups conducted 12 (Grade 2) and 16 months (Grade 3) after the inter-
vention had ceased. The at-risk children in the RRI group also gained, but to 
lesser extent than the computer-assisted group. More specifically, the overall 
gains in the CARRI group were significant, not only in letter knowledge, decod-
ing and accuracy, but also in fluency and spelling. Furthermore, the children in 
the CARRI group reached the average level of the mainstreamers, whereas 
similar achievements were not seen in the RRI group. 

Key findings: (1) The results indicated that children at risk for developmen-
tal reading failure would benefit from a remedial reading intervention enriched 
with a computer application such as GraphoGame. (2) The remedial reading 
intervention enriched with GraphoGame seemed to reduce the risk of later RDs 
among at-risk children. (3) The reading and spelling attainment of such children 
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Mainstream
(n = 116)

RRI
(n = 25)

CARRI 
(n = 25)

Letter knowledge

Reading accuracy

Reading fluency

Spelling

should nevertheless be carefully followed till Grade 3, to ensure that those who 
continue to lack success have acquired fluent reading and spelling skills. (4) 
Children still failing to succeed in reading and spelling should be provided 
with active, individually targeted reading support. (5) In general, the findings 
of the study were in line with earlier studies conducted in the field of computer-
assisted remedial reading (e.g., Fawcett et al., 2001; Nicolson et al., 1999, 2000). 

FIGURE 3 Depicts the associations investigated in Study I 

Mainstream 
(n = 116)

Phonological
awareness

at school entry

Rapid automatized
naming

at school entry

Letter knowledge
at school entry

Screening

Randomization to
remedial reading 

intervention
(n = 50)

Grouping

RRI
(n = 25)

CARRI
(n = 25)

 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Notes. RRI = Regular Reading Intervention, CARRI = Computer-assisted Remedial Reading, 
            Mainstream= Mainstream Reading Group. 
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3.2 Study II: Long-term intervention effects for children with dif-

ferent profiles of compromised pre-reading skills             

This study was conducted to learn more about what kinds of interventions pro-
duce the best results in the reading development of at-risk children, and about 
their responsivity to different types of treatment according to the characteristics 
of delayed development. The aim was first to build a model of the predictive 
values of the development of letter knowledge and reading accuracy. The 
second aim was to investigate to what extent two types of interventions can 
help children who show delayed development in areas known to be associated 
with compromised reading acquisition – phonological awareness, letter know-
ledge and slow automatized naming – assessed at school entry. Figure 4 depicts 
the associations investigated.  

The participants of the present study were followed from school entry to 
Grade 3. The purpose was to identify the most effective types of intervention 
for children with different profiles of compromised pre-reading skills at school 
entry. Three pre-reading risk profiles were of interest: (1) children with low per-
formance in all three core pre–reading skills of letter knowledge, phonological 
awareness and rapid automatized naming, (2) children with low performance 
in any two of the core pre-reading skills, and (3) children with low performance 
in one of the core pre-reading skill. These three profiles were chosen to analyze 
the relative strength of the possible associations between the three different 
reading groups (RRI, CARRI and Mainstream) regressing the final level and 
slope of letter knowledge and reading accuracy (in Grade 1 and Grade 3) on the 
core pre-reading skills (letter knowledge, phonological awareness and rapid 
automatized naming).  

Letter knowledge. The latent growth model was used in analyzing letter 
knowledge development. The observed letter knowledge variables were stan-
dardized by using the means and standard deviations of the January measure-
ment. This gave a meaningful reference point for interpreting the level of letter 
knowledge achieved during the intervention, since by the end of January Grade 
1 the whole alphabet has typically been learnt in Finnish schools. Further, the 
latent growth model, consisting of the post intervention level of letter know-
ledge, and the two components final level and the slope, was estimated (for 
more details see Study II). The CARRI group began at a lower level than the 
RRI group in letter knowledge. Furthermore, both experimental groups were 
lower than the normative group (i.e., Mainstream group). In general, the results 
indicated that development in letter knowledge was more than two standard 
deviations faster in the intervention groups compared to the normative Main-
stream group from August Grade 1 to January Grade 1, (i.e., at  the time when 
basic reading skills are most typically learnt in Finnish schools). Presumably, 
this is due to the ceiling effect of letter knowledge in the Mainstream  
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FIGURE 4  Description of Study II 
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group (December, Grade 1). Notably, the Mainstream group knew approx-
imately 21 out of the 29 letters in the Finnish alphabet at school entry. Based on 
the findings, it was obvious that the at-risk children acquired the letter know-
ledge needed for proficient reading faster in either of the treatment groups than 
if they received only mainstream instruction. However, 24% of the children in 
the RRI group reached the level of the Mainstream group in letter knowledge 
by the end of Janyary Grade 1; in contrast, 92% of the children in the CARRI 
group, i.e., 68% more than in the RRI group, reached the level of the main-
streamers. Cohen’s d was 2.08 in favour of the CARRI group, which revealed a 
strong intervention effect (see Table 2).  

  Reading accuracy. After six months of schooling, in January Grade 1, both 
intervention groups remained at a markedly lower level than the typically de-
veloping children in the Mainstream group. Children who at the beginning of 
Grade 1, were at acknowledged risk for reading failure, had not by that mea-
surement point (January Grade 1), developed the requisite skills for reading 
accuracy. Thus, they had an obvious need for proactive and intensive remedial 
reading training. Reading accuracy observed in August Grade 3 was predicted 
to the same extent by pre-intervention letter knowledge in all three groups. Fur-
thermore, reading accuracy was substantially predicted by phonological 
awareness only in the RRI group. Notably, reading accuracy measured at the 
mid-point of Grade 1 in January no longer predicted reading accuracy in the 
Grade 3 measurement. In reading accuracy 76% of the children in the RRI group 
and 92% of the children in the CARRI group reached the level of the Main-
stream group. This finding revealed that even most at-risk children learn to 
read fairly accurately in the Finnish orthography during Grade 1. Nevertheless, 
16% more of the children in the CARRI group reached the level of the main-
streamers, indicating that the remedial reading intervention enriched with the 
GraphoGame computer application was more effective than regular remedial 
reading support. Correspondingly, Cohen’s d was 1.07 in favour of the CARRI 
group, indicating a large effect (see Table 2).  

Conclusion: the results showed differences in the effectiveness of the differ-
ent types of intervention for children with different profiles of compromised 
pre-reading skills. The results revealed first, that the pre-intervention level of 
phonological awareness predicted the development of the letter knowledge dif-
ferently in the three groups, with the computer-assisted group showing the 
most enhanced letter knowledge development. Moreover, children receiving 
the computer-assisted remedial reading (CARRI) intervention had a better 
chance to achieve the level of the Mainstream group in letter knowledge than 
those receiving the more regular type of intervention. Placement in the CARRI 
group resulted in faster reading development than placement in either of the 
other two groups. The computer-assisted intervention during Grade 1 predicted 
the fastest development in both letter knowledge and reading accuracy until 
Grade 3. The computer-assisted intervention clearly yielded the best results in-
dependent of the initial level or combination of deficits in the three core pre-
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reading skills. Thus at-risk children with a combination of compromised pre-
reading skills would also profit from computer-assisted remedial reading train-
ing. Children who had low letter knowledge and/or slow automatized naming 
skills would in particular benefit from computer-assisted remedial reading 
training. In the long term, mainstream instruction would not sufficiently sup-
port at-risk children  
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TABLE 2 ���Effect sizes for intervention attainment measures of letter knowledge, �  

��	����accuracy, reading fluency and spelling in three groups (N = 166) 

 
Notes. RRI = Regular Reading Intervention, CARRI = Computer-assisted Remedial Reading, 
Mainstream = Mainstream reading group; *Cohen’s d 0.1-0.4 small effect; **Cohen’s d 0.5-
0.7 medium effect; ***Cohen’s d 0.8 > large effect; 1 Study I, 2 Study II; 3 Study III.  

 
 
who have low phonological awareness in the beginning of the school. However, 
if an at-risk child had average phonological awareness, regardless of the level of 
letter knowledge and rapid automatized naming, mainstream instruction 
would support that child’s reading development children better than the RRI 
group. 

Key findings: (1) Children in the computer-assisted remedial reading inter-
vention (CARRI) not only reached the average level of the mainstreamers but 
surpassed the latter in both letter knowledge (March, Grade 1) and reading ac-
curacy (in Grade 3). The results revealed that the regular remedial reading 

Measures CARRI versus 
RRI 

d 

RRI versus Main-
stream 

d 

CARRI versus 
Mainstream 

d 
Letter- knowledge:1,2 
 

   

   Subtest I – Screening 
 

           0.32*   0.57** 0.89*** 

   Subtest II – Subtest I 
 

         0.13   0.58**        0.71** 

   Subtest III – Subtest II 
 

         -0.05   0.58**        0.53** 

   Subtest IV – Subtest III 
 

         -0.24   0.59**        0.35* 

   Subtest IV 
 

    2.08***           -1.77        0.30* 

Reading Accuracy:1,2 
 

 

   Subtest III  
 

            0.23*          -1.69 -1.46 

   Follow-up II     1.07***         -0.82  0.25* 
 
Reading Fluency:1,3 
 

 

   Follow-up I – Post test    
                                             

            0.22*                       0.36*     0.57** 

   Follow-up I     1.01***         -1.31          -0.30 
 
Spelling: 1     

                             

 

   Follow-up I –  Post test  
                                              

    0.90***         -0.80           1.70*** 

   Follow-up II    1.68***        -1.88  -0.20 
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group (RRI) was not enough, which sharpens the findings of earlier studies (e.g., 
Bentum & Aaron, 2003; Hatcher et al., 2004; Torgesen, 2005). (2) Letter know-
ledge, phonological awareness and rapid automatized naming were indicated 
to be valuable tools in evaluating pre-reading skills of school beginners. (3) 
School entrance assessments should be regarded as valuable predictors of fu-
ture letter knowledge and reading accuracy outcomes. Screenings or school en-
trance assessments can help class teachers, remedial reading specialists (i.e., 
special educators) and school psychologist to decide which students require 
remedial reading training, and more distinctively what kind of remedial prac-
tices are likely to support an individual child with specific pre-reading profiles.  
Furthermore, individual risk profiles based on core pre-reading skills may pro-
vide valuable knowledge both about children’s future reading development, 
and about where remedial reading intervention resources can most efficiently 
be applied. (4) School beginners, at risk for reading failure, benefited from a 
remedial reading intervention that was enriched with computer-assisted read-
ing training application, GraphoGame. Drilling in the computer-controlled 
learning environment, 15-min at a time was required to boost the acquisition of 
letter knowledge and reading accuracy.  

3.3 Study III: Predicting word-level reading fluency outcomes in 
three contrastive groups: a remedial and a computer-assisted 
remedial reading intervention, and mainstream instruction 

Study III investigated what effects early intervention in letter knowledge and 
phonological skills has on future reading fluency skills. The main goal of the 
study was to build a model of the predictive value of reading fluency in three 
contrastive groups whose reading acquisition has been supported differently, 
that is, via participation in a regular remedial reading intervention (RRI), or in a 
computer-assisted remedial reading intervention (CARRI) or in Mainstream 
instruction. A second aim was to identify the most effective types of interven-
tion for children with different profiles of compromised pre-reading skills at 
school entry. For this purpose, reading fluency outcomes were assessed in the 
three contrastive reading groups described above. More specifically, the out-
comes of two reading interventions implemented in Grade 1 were observed and 
contrasted to the progress of a Mainstream group, to find out whether a reading 
intervention targeted at phonological awareness and letter-sound connections 
would later on have an impact on reading fluency.  

The participants of the present study were followed from school entry to 
the end of Grade 2. This was done to identify the most effective types of inter-
vention for children with different profiles of compromised pre-reading skills at 
school entry. Three types of pre-reading risk profiles were of interest: (1) child-
ren with low performance in the three core pre–reading skills of letter know-
ledge, phonological awareness and rapid automatized naming, (2) children 
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with low performance in any two of the core pre-reading skills, and (3) children 
with low performance in one of the core pre-reading skills. These three profiles 
were chosen to analyze the relative strength of the possible associations be-
tween the three different reading groups regressing the final level and slope of 
letter knowledge and fluency (Grade 1 and Grade 2) on the core pre-reading 
skills (letter knowledge, phonological awareness and rapid automatized nam-
ing). Figure 5 depicts the associations investigated. 
 
FIGURE 5 Description of Study III 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

In reading fluency, high letter knowledge at the midpoint of Grade 1 (i.e., Janu-
ary, Grade 1) predicted fluent reading in May Grade 1.  Furthermore, a high 
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phonological awareness measured at school entry predicted fluent reading in 
all three contrastive research groups in May Grade 1. Instead, slow automatized 
naming at school entry predicted fluent reading in the CARRI group in May 
Grade 1. Some may interpret this finding as exceptional, as rapid automatized 
naming has been seen as a valuable predictor for reading fluency in the Finnish 
language context (see e.g., Torppa et al., 2007) as well as in other languages (see 
e.g., de Jong & van der Leij, 1999; Liao, Georgiou, & Parrila, 2008; Wimmer, 
Mayringer, & Landerl, 2000). However, the findings of a recent study underta-
ken by Ziegler et al. (2010) on five European languages revealed that rapid au-
tomatized naming may not be as strong a predictor of reading fluency out-
comes as hitherto thought.  

Moreover, high phonological awareness at school entry, high letter know-
ledge measured in Grade 1 (January), and a small change in letter knowledge 
predicted good reading fluency outcomes in all groups, in May Grade 1. How-
ever, it seemed that some at-risk children in the RRI group were rather stable in 
reading fluency from Grade 1 till the end of Grade 2. More specifically, their 
reading fluency skills did not develop from Grade 1 to Grade 2. The reading 
fluency scores were 56% for the RRI group and 88% for the CARRI group. This 
revealed the difference of 32% in favour of the CARRI group. The effect size in 
turn was d 1.01 in favour of the CARRI group (see Table 2), indicating a large 
effect. 

Conclusion: the results revealed that the computer-assisted reading inter-
vention (CARRI) was the most effective of the three methods used, and caused 
permanent improvements in the reading fluency of the children at risk for read-
ing failure. It may be that children with phonological insensitivity do not re-
ceive sufficient amounts of repetition, drill and practice via the regular type of 
intervention. At-risk children seem to need intensive and focused letter-sound 
training to help them to read fluently. The children in the CARRI group re-
ceived more stimulation in this key area and therefore showed a higher level of 
achievement than the others. The computer-assisted remedial reading training 
seemed successfully tackle basic reading skills at the roots level, which in turn 
seemed also to influence the future development of reading fluency. The child-
ren in the CARRI group, presumably received more systematic remedial train-
ing, and therefore reached the level of the Mainstream group by the end of 
Grade 2. It was somewhat alarming that the RRI group did not boost the read-
ing fluency outcomes of at-risk children any better than the mainstream ap-
proach. This confirmed the findings of earlier studies (e.g., Bentum & Aaron, 
2003; Hatcher et al., 2004; Torgesen, 2005), which have documented that the ex-
isting remedial programs are not effective enough. 

Key findings: (1) If risk for RDs was identified, it was possible to avoid the 
compromised development of reading skills, including fluency. (2) School en-
trance assessments should be regarded as valuable predictors of future reading 
fluency outcomes. Screening or school entrance assessments can help class 
teachers, remedial reading specialists (i.e., special educators) and school psy-
chologist to decide which students require remedial reading training, and more 
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distinctively what kind of remedial practices are likely to support an individual 
child with specific pre-reading profiles. Furthermore, individual risk profiles 
based on core pre-reading skills may provide valuable knowledge both about 
children’s future reading development, and about where remedial reading in-
tervention resources can most efficiently be applied. (3) Children in the com-
puter-assisted remedial reading intervention (CARRI) reached the average level 
of the mainstreamers by the end of Grade 2.  On the other hand, results re-
vealed that the reading fluency performance in the regular remedial reading 
group (RRI) was stable and that the at-risk children in the RRI group did not 
develop in reading fluency from Grade 1 till the end of Grade 2. (4) School be-
ginners, at risk for reading failure, benefited from a remedial reading interven-
tion that was enriched with computer-assisted reading training GraphoGame. 
Drilling in the computer-controlled learning environment, 15-min at the time 
was required to boost the acquisition of the reading fluency skills. In sum, com-
puter-assisted intervention programs such as GraphoGame are important in-
struments in the remedial teaching of children at risk for reading failure and, 
furthermore in contributing to successful and cost-effective remedial practices.  
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4 GENERAL DISCUSSION 

 
The present thesis focused on literacy intervention for children at risk for read-
ing disabilities and their non-at risk peers in a longitudinal setting. The study 
was designed to contribute to understanding of the intervention conditions that 
need to be in place to prevent reading disabilities in at-risk children. The lowest 
30% (the lower tail) of the children in school entrance assessments were ran-
domly assigned into one of two intervention groups while the rest of the child-
ren formed the Mainstream group. The reading and spelling achievement of 
these children were followed in a longitudinal setting from school entry to 
Grade 3. Further, three well-known predictors – letter knowledge, phonological 
awareness and rapid automatized naming – were used to predict the future 
reading performance of these children.  

The present thesis was an attempt: (1) to predict the reading development 
of at-risk children under conditions that they are supported by regular remedial 
teaching or with intervention which uses a computer-based learning game to 
drill and practice intensively the core pre-reading skills needed for learning to 
read, and (2) to assess the short and long-term intervention outcomes in three 
contrastive reading groups: a regular type of remedial reading intervention 
(RRI) and a computer-assisted (CARRI), and Mainstream instruction. Moreover, 
a wide variety of normative reading and spelling skill measurements were used 
to study the achievements of these three groups. In addition the aim was to de-
sign research-based peer-reviewed remedial reading practice in the context of 
Finnish special education.  

The results indicated that children at risk for developmental reading fail-
ure would benefit from remedial reading intervention that was enriched with 
the computer application such as GraphoGame. Moreover, remedial reading 
enriched with GraphoGame seemed to reduce the risk of later RDs, whereas the 
regular remedial reading intervention was less successful. At-risk children with 
a combination of compromised pre-reading skills would also greatly profit from 
computer-assisted remedial reading training. In particular, children who had 
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low letter knowledge and/or slow automatized naming skills would benefit 
considerably from such training.  

While it has been widely reported that the regular type of remedial read-
ing training is often ineffective (e.g., Bentum & Aaron, 2003; Hatcher et al., 2004; 
Kennedy, Birman, & Demaline, 1986; Moody et al., 2000; Puma et al., 1997; 
Snow et al., 1998; Torgesen, 2005), studies comparing different intervention me-
thods and technologies are scarce (for an exception see e.g., Torgesen et al., 1999; 
Hatcher et al., 2006). The first peer-reviewed intervention study training phono-
logical skills in the Finnish context was the study conducted by Korkman and 
Peltomaa (1993) over fifteen years ago. The focus of their study was on children 
with speech and language delays in kindergarten and therefore not comparable 
with the present research program. In the Finnish special educational context 
intervention studies have continued to remain virtually non-existent. The sole 
experiment undertaken in this context and reported in a peer-reviewed scientif-
ic journal is the Turku study conducted by a research team led by Professors 
Niemi and Vauras (for reviews see e.g., Niemi, Poskiparta, Vauras, & Mäki, 
1998; Poskiparta et al., 1999) over a decade ago. The Niemi and Vauras study 
used pair-wised matched controls, while a randomly controlled trial was used 
in the present study. The Niemi and Vauras group studied the achievements of 
26 at-risk children receiving training in linguistic awareness, 11 at-risk  receiv-
ing training by normal special educational methods (i.e., regular remedial read-
ing intervention) and 15 at-risk children receiving general classroom education 
(i.e., mainstream approach). There is thus a serious shortage of research-based 
and peer-reviewed intervention programs in Finland that are capable of reduc-
ing risks for RDs. The research database of peer-reviewed intervention studies 
has been meager in Finland. The present study was an attempt to bridge the 
existing research based knowledge of good remedial reading practices to the 
Finnish resource room contexts. 

Although computer-assisted instruction (CAI) has arrived in the area of 
reading intervention, longitudinal intervention studies with follow-ups that 
include both an experimental and control condition along with a mainstream 
condition are very few (for an exception see Regtvoort & van der Leij, 2007). 
Moreover, random assignment has not been much favored in remedial reading 
intervention research. According to Seethaler and Fuchs (2005) randomized 
controlled trials are ”a drop in the bucket” in the field of reading intervention, 
although such trials are particularly suitable in areas where well-developed 
theoretical and empirical support exists for a particular intervention. Random 
assignment designs also seem to provide the best evidence for the effectiveness 
of an intervention (see e.g., Harrington, Cartwright-Hatton, & Stein, 2002; Tor-
gerson & Torgerson 2001). Moreover, the present study was conducted in real-
word relevance as a part of primary school reading program and the partici-
pants were an unselected group of school beginners from a randomly selected 
school district. Consequently, the thesis represents additions to the research 
literature that draw on longitudinal data covering predictors of literacy skills, 
literacy skill development and computer-assisted remedial reading intervention.  
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The aim of the present experiment was to gather empirical data on at-risk 
children and their non-at-risk peers in a natural school environment. In the da-
ta-analysis, an attempt was made to address the complex development of litera-
cy skills and how these can be predicted by pre-reading skills (i.e., letter know-
ledge, phonological awareness and rapid automatized naming) measured at 
school entry. As the traditional statistical research tools –  focusing on group 
averages and variances – do not always provide the best fit with developmental 
research questions and phenomena (Torppa, 2007), a wide selection of measures 
of at-risk children and their non-at-risk peers were included in the present stu-
dies (for an overview see Studies I-III). Special effort was invested in isolating 
the best fitting analytical strategies for each research question. This led to the 
wide use of statistical modeling.  

4.1 The predictors of literacy sub-skill development  

Overall, the findings of the thesis were in line with the previous research reveal-
ing that low pre-reading skills, that is, phonological awareness, letter know-
ledge (e.g., Byrne, 1998; Gallagher et al., 2000; Elbro et al., 1998; Elbro & Peter-
sen, 2004; Hatcher et al., 2004; Lonigan et al., 2000; Lyon et al., 2003; Lyytinen et 
al., 2004; Scarborough, 1990, 1998, 2001; Share, 2008; Snow et al., 1998; Snowling 
et al., 2003; Stanovich & Siegel, 1994; Vellutino et al., 2004; Wagner, Torgesen, & 
Rashotte, 1994) and slow serial naming (see e.g., Badian, 1993; de Jong & van 
der Leij, 1999; DiFilippo et al., 2006; Kirby et al., 2003; Parrila et al., 2004; Wim-
mer et al., 1998, 2000; Wimmer & Mayringer, 2002) at school entrance, are valu-
able predictors of reading disabilities. The associations between pre-reading 
skills and reading achievement seemed to be strong. Children with acknowl-
edged risk for reading failure gathered reading sub-skills more slowly than 
their normally developed peers.  

More specifically, reading sub-skills (i.e., letter knowledge, reading accu-
racy and fluency) seemed to be predicted by pre-reading skills measured at the 
time of school entry, which is in line with previous findings (see e.g., Bradley & 
Bryant, 1985; Bryant & Bradley, 1983; Catts, Fey, Zhang, & Tomblin, 2001; de 
Jong & van der Leij, 1999; Elbro & Petersen, 2004; Goswami & Bryant, 1992; 
Hatcher et al., 2006; Hulme, Snowling, Caravolas, & Carroll, 2005; McCormick, 
1999; Torgesen & Wagner, 1994). The analyses underlined the complex interac-
tion both between pre-reading skills and between the achieved literacy skills. 
The thesis supports the findings of earlier studies conducted in the Finnish lan-
guage environment that phonological awareness and letter knowledge are pre-
dictors of future reading achievement (see e.g., Holopainen et al., 2000; Lepola, 
Vauras, & Mäki, 2000; Lerkkanen et al., 2004a; Lerkkanen et al., 2004b; 
Leppänen, 2006; Lyytinen et al., 2006; Poskiparta et al., 1999; Puolakanaho et al., 
2003, 2008; Torppa et al., 2007). Instead, rapid automatized naming seemed not 
to affect reading fluency in the data of the present study as strongly as reported 
by Torppa et al. (2007).  
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Moreover, the computer-assisted remedial reading training turned out to 
be a powerful tool for training phonological skills, letter-sound connections and 
decoding in children at risk for reading failure, which is in line with earlier 
findings in the area of computer-assisted reading intervention (e.g., Fawcett et 
al., 2001; Magnan & Ecalle, 2006; Nicolson et al., 1999, 2000). The findings of the 
present thesis revealed that early intervention based on the alphabetic principle, 
phonological skills, letter-sound connections and decoding can help close the 
gap between children who struggle to learn to read and those who learn to read 
easily. This is consistent with the findings of Blachman (2000), Ehri, Nunes, Wil-
lows, Schuster, Yaghoub-Zadeh and Shanahan (2001), Liberman and Liberman 
(1990) and Vellutino (1991). 

4.2 The benefits and pitfalls of two comparative interventions 

The present study utilized randomly assigned intervention groups and focused 
on group level differences in reading and spelling attainment. The only differ-
ence between the intervention groups was the training used during the first 15-
min of each remedial session. Brooks (2007) has suggested that intervention 
needs to be ”little and often” and time must be allowed for reinforcement. Ac-
cording to him 20-min of phonics intervention per day is recommendable. For 
example, in a US study undertaken by Torgesen, Wagner, Rashotte, Rose, Lin-
damood, Conway et al. (1999) the reading intervention was implemented 20-
min a day, 4 days a week over a period of 2 years. In the present study 15-min 
of phonics-based computer-assisted intervention in parallel with 30-min of reg-
ular remedial practice 4 times a week for 7 months, was enough to produce sig-
nificant group level differences in children at-risk for reading failure. In contrast 
to the present study, Torgesen et al. (1999) investigated the relative effectiveness 
of three different instructional approaches to prevent reading disabilities in 
young children. As in the present study, their study was designed to contribute 
to understanding of the instructional conditions that need to be in place to pre-
vent reading disabilities in at-risk children. In the study by Torgesen et al. 
(1999), at-risk children received 88 hrs of one-on-one instruction from the 
second semester of kindergarten till the end of the second grade. Children were 
randomly designed to one of four conditions: (1) non-treatment, (2) regular 
classroom support, (3) embedded phonics, and (4) phonological awareness and 
synthetic phonics. The findings indicated that the phonological awareness and 
synthetic phonics condition was the most effective as it was the only regimen 
that produced reliable effects on word-level reading.  

In the present study the benefits of a regular remedial reading interven-
tion (RRI) and a computer-assisted remedial reading intervention (CARRI) were 
scrutinized in school beginners with compromised pre-reading skills. A Main-
stream group was included in the study along with the remedial groups to re-
flect developmental variations. It was expected that at-risk children would ac-
quire letter knowledge, reading accuracy, fluency and spelling slower than their 
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non-at-risk peers, and would be able to reach the level of the Mainstream group 
with a sufficient amount of remedial reading intervention that was enriched 
with the computer application GraphoGame.  

The main focus was on letter knowledge, reading accuracy, fluency and 
spelling development. More specifically, the progress of the two remedial read-
ing groups, RRI and CARRI, were contrasted to the progress of the mainstrea-
mers. Six assessments along with two follow-ups were included to determine 
changes in reading and spelling abilities. In addition effect sizes were calculated 
in order to assess the effectiveness of the intervention programs. The effect size 
estimation revealed that the CARRI group was the most beneficial in support-
ing at-risk children. 

First of all, the computer-assisted remedial reading intervention proved to 
be beneficial in the acquisition of letter-sound association. This is in accordance 
with the findings of Elbro and Petersen (2004), who argued that training letter-
sound connections may also activate phonological skills. Furthermore, there 
was also consistency with the findings of Hatcher et al. (2004), who argued that 
children at risk for reading failure may benefit from additional training in pho-
neme awareness linked to letter-sounds. Similarly, in the meta-analysis by Bus 
and van Ijzendoorn (1999) programs combining phonological and letter training 
were more effective than purely phonological training.  

In the present study both remedial reading groups received additional 
training in phoneme awareness that was linked to letter-names and letter-
sounds. However, training letter-sound correspondence with the GraphoGame 
application proved to be beneficial to the children at risk for reading failure. 
This was most likely due to intensive training in letter-sound correspondences, 
phonology and decoding in the individually adjusted computer-assisted envi-
ronment during the first 15-min of each remedial lesson. The intervention in the 
RRI group may also be consistent with the findings of Hatcher et al. (2004) and 
Bus and van Ijzendoorn (1999). However, the level of achievement of the RRI 
group was not as high as in the CARRI group. It can be assumed that the child-
ren in the CARRI group received more focused and intensive drilling in the 
computer-assisted environment than the children in the RRI group in the regu-
lar remedial environment. This finding in the CARRI group is consistent with 
the finding by Beech, Pedley and Barlow (1994). In their experiment a group of 
children who followed the computer tracing of letters and named the letters 
seemed to make better progress than children instructed in a more regular re-
medial environment. Magnan, Ecalle, Veuillett and Collet (2004) in turn sug-
gested that phonological representations can be specified by training involving 
both phonological and orthographic units; this suggestion is borne out by the 
findings of the present thesis.   

In the present study, seven months was required for the CARRI group to 
reach the ceiling level of letter knowledge, i.e., all 29 letters of the Finnish al-
phabet, while the children in the mainstream group already knew 21 letters at 
school entry. In other words, the at-risk children needed more time to acquire 
letter-names and letter-sound connections than children who did not have de-
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lays in phonological awareness or in letter-naming skills at school entry. These 
findings may well confirm the claim of Lyytinen et al. (2007) that children who 
do not acquire reading skills as expected during early school instruction need 
greater and more intensive exposure for learning letter names and letter-sounds, 
and also more training in phonemic awareness, and decoding in enjoyable prac-
ticing context (e.g., with computer-assisted GraphoGame). The study by Torge-
sen (2005) demonstrated that at-risk children require a more individualized ap-
proach. Moreover, it may be typical that at-risk children require more training 
and practice to reach the level of mainstreamers (see e.g., Thompson, 1984; Tor-
gesen, 2005). The present study supported the findings of Thompson (1984) and 
Torgesen (2005).  

Second, both remedial groups lagged behind the mainstreamers in the de-
coding and accuracy tasks in the mid-term of Grade 1 (i.e., January). However, 
when the reading accuracy test in Grade 3 was carried out the CARRI group 
outperformed both groups. Likewise, in the study conducted by Elbro and Pe-
tersen (2004) the long-term training effects on reading were manifested in the 
follow-ups. Based on these findings it can be concluded that children with low 
pre-reading skills require more time for learning to decode than their not-at-risk 
peers with well developed phonological awareness and letter knowledge. 
However, in the CARRI group, with the appropriate early intervention, the 
achievement level was maintained and progress steady and cumulative after 
the intervention ceased. 

Third, there were clear delays in the acquisition of reading fluency as well 
as in decoding and accuracy skills. After nine months training (in May Grade 1) 
both experimental groups had gained, but were still behind the mainstreamers. 
However, within a year the CARRI group achieved the level of the mainstream 
group. An equal achievement span was not seen in the performance of the RRI 
group. The gradual gains during the follow-ups testify to the fact that children 
at-risk for RDs can reach the level of mainstreamers. However, they require 
more training and practice than children with adequate reading skills. The find-
ings presented here favor the GraphoGame intervention. These findings are 
particularly significant in the area of fluency, and moreover consistent with 
those reported in the study undertaken by Wise et al. (1999).  

Fourth, the CARRI group had reached the level of the mainstreamers in 
spelling skills by Grade 3, whereas similar progress was not seen among the 
children in the RRI group. Interestingly, the GraphoGame computer application 
also affected the spelling outcomes. This may confirm the findings of Ehri and 
McCormick (1998) that reading and spelling develop parallel or even reciprocal-
ly. Earlier studies in the Finnish context have also produced similar findings 
(see e.g., Lerkkanen et al., 2004a; Puolakanaho et al., 2007). In general, the gains 
made by the CARRI group were progressive in both reading and spelling; how-
ever, the development of these skills was delayed in these children compared to 
the non-at-risk children. 

In the study undertaken by Torgesen et al. (1999) neither the group receiv-
ing regular classroom support nor the embedded phonics group showed 
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growth in word-level reading skills that was reliably different from that of the 
children in the non-treatment condition. This finding is in accordance with the 
findings of the present study. Moreover, Torgesen et al. (1999) argued that one-
on-one instruction may not have a significant impact on the word-level reading 
of at-risk children unless it is very explicit and includes phonemic-awareness 
and phonemic decoding training. The present study indicated that one-on-one 
instruction or intervention is not needed if computer-assisted training consti-
tutes part of the remedial reading training. In addition to phonemic-awareness 
and phonemic decoding training, letter name and letter-sound connection train-
ing was also required to for the at-risk children to reach the level of the main-
streamers in the present study. Based on the present study, if computer-assisted 
remedial reading training formed part of the resource room activities in Grade 1, 
at-risk children could become skillful readers by the beginning of Grade 3. 

The present thesis raised a number of issues relevant to development of 
reading skills, such as the extent to which phonological skills should be trained 
simultaneously with letter-sound connections, and to what extent phonology 
and reading need to be made explicit in the teaching of reading. Notice should 
be taken of the extent to which children differ in the ease with which they ac-
quire decoding. As well as differing in their ability to acquire decoding skill 
children may also differ in their propensity and ability to acquire accuracy and 
fluency, and spelling.  Furthermore, research should consider the extent to 
which reading and spelling should be taught simultaneously, at least in trans-
parent orthographies. 

It is apparent that individual differences also exist in reading accuracy and 
fluency development. However, a focus on decoding alone may not be suffi-
cient to ensure that at-risk children have comparable reading skills. It seemed 
that an intensive and individual training was required for at-risk children to 
become adequate readers in the Finnish language context. Moreover, an inte-
grated package of reading and phonological training in the computer-assisted 
environment seemed to improve both reading and spelling skills. Thus, these 
findings confirmed the phonological linkage hypothesis of Hatcher et al. (1994), 
revealing that combining phonological awareness training with instruction in 
letter-sound knowledge has more powerful effects on subsequent literacy 
achievement than phonological awareness training alone. 

The technology used in the CARRI group is familiar to today’s children via 
the wide variety of PC and video game consoles on the market. The magnitude 
of the gains achieved in the CARRI group makes the present remedial reading 
intervention educationally significant. In the present thesis, the long follow-up 
period along with steady and cumulative results indicated educational effec-
tiveness and long-term effects. In line with a number of earlier studies, comput-
er-assisted reading instruction and intervention have been considered to be 
both an educationally and economically efficient way of training early literacy 
skills (see e.g., Fawcett et al., 1999; Nicolson et al., 1999, 2000), which is also in 
line with the present thesis. In previous computer–assisted intervention studies, 
such as Nicolson et al. (1999, 2000) some children appeared not to profit as 
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much as others. In similar vein, about 13% of the children investigated in the 
present thesis needed remedial reading support in Grade 2. However, only two 
children in the CARRI group were among those requiring continuous reading 
intervention. These results are consistent with the suggestions and findings of 
the Response to Intervention (henceforth RTI) model (see e.g., Burns & Coo-
long-Chaffin, 2006; Fletcher et al., 2007; Fuchs & Fuchs, 2006) used commonly in 
the US. Moreover, the findings revealed, that remedial practices should be 
based on research-based methods that use assessment data to identify and re-
spond to student needs.  

Key findings of the group comparisons: (1) at-risk children may well reach the 
level of mainstreamers with an adequate individually adjusted remedial read-
ing program that is enriched with a computer application such as GraphoGame. 
(2) A training duration of 15-min four times a week for 28 weeks was required 
to treat the at-risk children. (3) At-risk children need a clearly structured re-
search-based training schedule, as well as intensive drill and practice to acquire 
the pivotal reading and spelling skills within the remedial reading intervention. 
Thus, the CARRI approach (i.e., regular remedial reading program enriched 
with the computer application GraphoGame) proved to be a feasible learning 
environment to gather the core reading sub-skills required for proficient read-
ing. (4) The merely regular type of remedial intervention (i.e., that used in the 
RRI group) was not sufficient enough. (5) Children in the computer-assisted 
remedial reading intervention (CARRI) had reached the average level of the 
mainstreamers by the end of Grade 2 in reading fluency, and moreover sur-
passed the average level of the Mainstream group in letter knowledge in March 
Grade 1 and in reading accuracy by August Grade 3, while similar achieve-
ments were not seen in the RRI group. (6) Most importantly, the children in the 
CARRI group made gains during the study and continued to progress steadily 
in the follow-ups conducted 12 and 16 months after the intervention had ceased, 
which argues for the long-term effects of steady and cumulative progress in the 
primary literacy skills. This was also consistent with the findings of Elbro and 
Petersen (2004), who reported that the training effects on reading were also ma-
nifested in the follow-up tests. Similarly, in the study undertaken by Hatcher, 
Goetz, Snowling, Hulme, Gibbs, & Smith (2006) it was found that children re-
ceiving intervention made significant gains in reading and spelling that were 
maintained at follow-up. In sum, an important benefit of the present study was 
that it was conducted in the real school context, following procedures which 
can be easily applied as such to any Finnish school. 

4.3 The predictors of reading achievement 

The other central aim of the thesis was to build a model of the development of 
letter knowledge and reading accuracy (Study II), and reading fluency (Study 
III). Pre-intervention letter knowledge, phonological awareness and rapid au-
tomatized naming were used as predictors in all three contrastive reading 
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groups. The aim was to offer answers to the most typical questions educational 
psychologists face which intervention would be most suitable for an individual 
child they have assessed. At school entry, the mean delay of both intervention 
groups was -1.86 standard deviations behind the Mainstream group in phono-
logical awareness (the Mainstream group served as a comparison group in the 
present study). In letter knowledge, measured at school entry, the RRI and 
CARRI groups were -2.56 and -2.51 standard deviations below the Mainstream 
group. In contrast to phonological awareness and letter knowledge the RRI and 
CARRI groups were 1.28 and 1.70 standard deviations above (meaning slower) 
the Mainstream group in rapid automatized naming. 

4.3.1 Letter knowledge 

The results revealed first that rapid automatized naming and phonological 
awareness predicted letter knowledge development. Second, development in 
the CARRI and RRI groups was faster than in the Mainstream group. However, 
development in the CARRI group was faster than in the RRI group. Third, the 
at-risk children showed the greatest benefit from the computerized letter-sound 
connection drilling during first two months of the intervention. In other words, 
it can be concluded that computer-assisted letter-sound connection training in 
at-risk children should start immediately at school entry. Similarly, Beech et al. 
(1994) advocated early training in letter-sound relations. Fourth, to start a 
proactive intervention, early screening tests are required in core pre-reading 
skills (i.e., letter knowledge, phonological awareness and rapid automatized 
naming) to identify those in need of remedial intervention. This is in line with 
the findings and suggestions reported by Burns and Coolong-Chaffin (2006), 
Fletcher et al. (2007) and Fuchs and Fuchs (2006). Well-designed intervention 
programs are based on scientific theories and recent knowledge of effective re-
medial practices. In the present study, the best chance of success for at-risk 
children seemed to be offered by the computer-assisted remedial reading inter-
vention enriched with the GraphoGame application. 

4.3.2 Reading accuracy 

Based on the latent growth model, phonological awareness predicted reading 
accuracy most clearly in Grade 1, especially among normally developed child-
ren, but was a less successive predictor in the experimental groups. The child-
ren who were at acknowledged risk for reading failure in the beginning of 
Grade 1 seemed to develop slower than those in the Mainstream group in read-
ing accuracy during Grade 1. However, during the first two years of schooling, 
at-risk children who received computer-assisted remediation reached the level 
of mainstreamers. This finding revealed that, independent of their risk profile at 
the beginning of Grade 1, children at risk for reading failure benefited from the 
computer-assisted remedial reading training.  

 In the Finnish language context, studies among normally developed 
children have found that reading accuracy skills are usually achieved during 
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Grade 1 (see e.g., Holopainen et al., 2001; Lerkkanen et al., 2004a). Moreover, 
differences between pre-readers and children learning to read during Grade 1 
have tended to narrow later on (see e.g., Aunola, Nurmi, Niemi, Lerkkanen, & 
Rasku-Puttonen, 2002; Leppänen, 2006). According to Aunola, Leskinen, Onat-
su-Arvilommi and Nurmi (2002) obvious was that initially poor readers caught 
up with others. Intervention studies on at-risk children and their long-term 
reading achievements were, until recently largely absent in the Finnish lan-
guage context. However, the reading development of at-risk children has over 
the past few years been studied by Lerkkanen et al. (2010) and Torppa et al. 
(2006, 2007). Lerkkanen et al. (2010) found that the children in the at-risk group 
developed in their reading and writing skills and slightly caught up with the 
middle sub-group but did not reach the actual level of the middle sub-group. 
The studies Torppa et al. (2006, 2007) revealed that the at-risk children per-
formed more poorly than the control children on most of the language and lite-
racy skills assessed, starting with very early vocabulary development. Moreo-
ver, their letter knowledge development was delayed, and they were over-
represented in the sub-group of slow readers. 

4.3.3  Reading fluency  

Reading fluency in the Grade 1 measurement was predicted by the final level 
and slope of letter knowledge, phonological awareness and rapid automatized 
naming in all three contrastive research groups. In the present study, naming 
speed had only a slight effect on reading fluency via letter knowledge, which is 
a novel finding and in line with the results of Ziegler et al. (2010) who found, 
among five European languages, that rapid automatized naming is only a weak 
component in predicting reading outcomes. However, this finding requires fur-
ther assessment. As there are also contrary findings to those presented in here 
(see e.g., Torppa et al., 2007). 

Children who were at acknowledged risk for reading failure in the begin-
ning of Grade 1 seemed to develop slower than the Mainstream group in read-
ing fluency during Grade 1. Despite this, the CARRI group acquired fluency 
skills nearly a standard deviation ahead of the RRI group. This finding revealed 
that children at risk for reading failure, independent of their risk profiles at 
school entry, benefited from the computer-assisted remedial reading training. 

A year after the first fluency measurement in May Grade 2, reading fluen-
cy was predicted by reading fluency in May Grade 1, revealing high stability in 
achievement. In the CARRI group high phonological awareness (at school entry, 
Grade 1), predicted better reading fluency in the Grade 2 measurement. It is 
noteworthy that the CARRI group caught up with the Mainstream group in 
reading fluency during Grade 2. From Grade 1 to Grade 2 the gap between the 
two experimental groups seemed accelerate rapidly, which is in line with the 
findings of Foorman, Schatschneider, Eakin, Fletcher, Moats and Francis (2006), 
who found that the gap between good and poor readers grows rapidly during 
the first school years. The earlier findings for normally developed Finnish 
school beginners (see e.g., Aunola et al., 2002; Leppänen, Niemi, Aunola, & 
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Nurmi, 2006; Lerkkanen et al, 2004a) do not support this phenomenon, which is 
known as a cumulative trajectory or the ”Matthew effect” in the research litera-
ture (Stanovich, 1986). However, intervention studies among at-risk children 
hardly exist in the Finnish language context.  

In the present study, it seemed that some at-risk children in the RRI group 
were rather stable in reading fluency from Grade 1 till the end of Grade 2. In 
other words their reading fluency skills did not develop from Grade 1 to Grade 
2. Based on the present study, while the gap between good and poor readers 
may grow fast, the reading performance of poor readers does not seem worsen. 
Therefore, the cumulative trajectory was not proven. Instead, this may support 
earlier findings in the Finnish orthographic context claim that nearly all child-
ren learn to decode accurately during Grade 1 (see e.g., Holopainen et al., 2001; 
Lerkkanen et al., 2004a), and further that after Grade 1 it is the speed of reading, 
rather than reading accuracy that results in individual differences in literacy 
development (Aro, Tolvanen, Poikkeus, & Lyytinen, 2006). Similarly, the study 
undertaken by Seymour et al. (2003) in 14 European countries revealed that 
reading accuracy seems to reach a ceiling very quickly in transparent orthogra-
phies, leaving reading speed as the primary useful dependent variable. None-
theless, remedial support has the potential to reduce individual differences in 
reading (Parrila et al., 2005). 

Interestingly, there were no longer differences in reading fluency between 
the CARRI and Mainstream groups at the end of Grade 2. That is, the develop-
ment of reading fluency was slow in the RRI group, while the CARRI group 
developed rapidly, and was over one standard deviation above the RRI group 
in Grade 2 May. As mention earlier, the present thesis investigated the novel 
area of what effects early intervention on letter-sound connections and phono-
logical skills have on future reading fluency skills. The results revealed that 
drill and practice in the computer-controlled remedial reading environment 
was needed to boost the acquisition of the reading fluency skills. The RRI group, 
whose participants received regular remedial reading training, remained in 
their compromised position in reading fluency outcomes from Grade 1 till the 
end of Grade 2. This was consistent with the findings of Torgesen et al. (2001) 
that remedial reading intervention in regular setting is not effective enough, 
and moreover that regular remedial programs are merely ”stabilizing the de-
gree of reading failure”. This phenomenon was most clearly demonstrated by 
the results for reading fluency in which the RRI group did not accelerate from 
Grade 1 to Grade 2.  

In sum, the children who were at risk for reading failure at the beginning 
of Grade 1 not only benefited in their letter knowledge and reading accuracy 
from the computer-assisted remedial reading intervention, this training also 
accelerated their fluency skills significantly so that they caught up with the lev-
el of the mainstreamers within the space of two years. Moreover, the effects of 
the training, manifested in the follow-up test, were consistent with those in the 
study by Elbro and Petersen (2004) where the training effects on reading were 
also manifested in the follow-up tests. Similarly, in the study by Hatcher et al. 
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(2006), it was found that children made significant gains in reading (and spell-
ing) that were maintained at follow-up. 

4.4 The pseudo individual analyses  

The pseudo individuals were created on the basis of the data gathered to model 
the reading development of at-risk children with different deficits in their pre-
reading skills. The idea of the pseudo individual analyses was derived from the 
pivotal predictors of reading and its underlining deficits. According to Grigo-
renko (2001), many lower-level psychological processes (e.g., phonemic aware-
ness, phonological decoding, ability to process stimuli rapidly and automatize 
this process, memory, ability to recognize words) contribute to a single act of 
reading. Consequently, those who master reading skills successfully and those 
who have difficulties doing so differ in a wide range of reading-related 
processes (Grigorenko, 2001). In the present study, phonological awareness, 
rapid automatized naming and letter knowledge were included in the analyses.  

An important objective in the present thesis was to determine what kinds 
of remedial practices are likely to support an individual child with a specific 
pre-reading profile. Pseudo individual analyses were used (Study II and Study 
III), in order to find out how different deficit combinations in pre-reading skills 
influence later reading abilities, that is, (1) a child with low performance in all 
three core pre–reading skills (letter knowledge, phonological awareness and 
rapid automatized naming), (2) a child with low performance in any two of the 
core pre-reading skills and (3) a child with low performance in one of the core 
pre-reading skills. The development of the pseudo individuals was calculated 
for all three groups. Letter knowledge, reading accuracy and fluency were pre-
dicted by using estimated model parameters for six pseudo individuals. These 
pseudo individuals were chosen to represent imaginable cases with low profiles 
in letter knowledge, phonological awareness and rapid automatized naming.  

Based on the growth model, individual trajectories in reading develop-
ment were produced for several risk types by using the pseudo individual pro-
files (see Figure 6). If a child from the Mainstream group had a low level of let-
ter knowledge, this would lead to poor development in letter knowledge com-
pared to a similar child receiving the CARRI or RRI intervention. Moreover, if a 
child received the computer-assisted intervention s/he would have a better 
chance of achieving the average level of the Mainstream group in letter know-
ledge than if placed in the RRI group. Although the regular remedial reading 
group would offer a more supportive educational environment for at-risk child-
ren than the mainstream approach, the CARRI group would produce better 
outcomes than the regular type of remedial reading support (i.e., RRI). In sum, 
children come to school with diverse pre-reading skills and develop differently. 
Therefore, early pre-reading skill assessments and individual interventions ad-
justed for the needs of each child are required. 
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 If all three core pre-reading skills of phonological awareness, letter know-
ledge and rapid automatized naming (i.e., Figure 6a)  were on a low level, the 
RRI group would be more beneficial than the Mainstream group in reading ac-
curacy, but less so than the CARRI group. In reading fluency, in contrast, the 
RRI group along with the Mainstream group would yield the same learning 
achievement profile in reading fluency, whereas the CARRI group would per-
form nearly one standard deviation better. This means that children who have 
deficits in all three core pre-reading skills would be likely profit from the com-
puter-assisted remedial intervention. 

If letter knowledge and phonological awareness were low and rapid au-
tomatized naming average (i.e., Figure 6b), placement in the RRI group would 
be more beneficial than placement in the Mainstream group for improving 
reading accuracy. However, the CARRI group would still yield the most suc-
cessful outcomes. With the same predictors, both the RRI group and Main-
stream group would yield the same learning achievement profile in reading 
fluency, whereas placement in the CARRI group would be slightly more suc-
cessful than placement in the other groups. 

If letter knowledge was low and phonological awareness and rapid auto-
matized naming were on the average level (i.e., Figure 6c), the Mainstream 
group would be more beneficial than placement in the RRI group for improving 
reading accuracy, but again, the CARRI group would offer the best chance for 
success. In comparison, with the same predictors the RRI group, along with the 
Mainstream group, would yield the same learning achievement profile in read-
ing fluency. In turn, the CARRI group would be the most successful, outdis-
tancing the other two groups by one standard deviation. 
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FIGURE 6 Description of the pseudo-individual analyses 
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If rapid automatized naming was low but phonological awareness and let-
ter knowledge were average (i.e., Figure 6d), the Mainstream group would out-
perform the RRI group in reading accuracy, but not the CARRI group. In con-
trast, the RRI group along with the Mainstream group would yield the same 
learning profile in reading fluency. In turn, the CARRI group would perform 
over one standard deviation better than either of the two contrastive groups. 

If letter knowledge and rapid automatized naming were low, but phono-
logical awareness was average (i.e., Figure 6e), the Mainstream group would 
outperform the RRI group, but the CARRI would still be the most successful in 
improving reading accuracy. The RRI group, along with the Mainstream group, 
would once again yield the same learning profile in reading fluency, whereas 
the computer-assisted intervention group would perform over one standard 
deviation better than either of the other two contrastive groups. 

If phonological awareness was low but rapid automatized naming and let-
ter knowledge were average (i.e., Figure 6f), the RRI group would be more 
beneficial than the Mainstream group, but less beneficial than the CARRI group, 
for improvement in reading accuracy. The regular remedial reading group, 
along with the Mainstream group, would once again yield the same learning 
achievement profile in reading fluency, while the computer-assisted interven-
tion group would be slightly more successful than the others.  

The long-term intervention effects were examined in the present thesis. It 
is essential to find out what works with whom, by whom and in what context 
and how consistently (Klingner & Edwards, 2006). The computer-assisted inter-
vention seemed indisputably to yield the best results independent of the initial 
level of one or more deficits in the three core pre-reading skills. Children with 
low letter knowledge and/or slow automatized naming skills would in particu-
lar, benefit considerably from computer-assisted remedial reading training in 
letter knowledge, reading accuracy and fluency (i.e., the computer-assisted in-
tervention would produce a level of achievement in reading fluency about one 
standard deviation higher than would be produced by either of the other two 
contrastive groups, if a child had low letter knowledge and/or slow automa-
tized naming).  

Key findings: (1) the computer-assisted reading intervention (CARRI) was 
the most effective of the three methods studied, and caused permanent im-
provements in the reading performance of the at-risk children. (2) It seemed 
that the computer-assisted remedial reading training tackled the roots levels of 
reading sub-skills (i.e., letter knowledge, reading accuracy and fluency) and the 
children in the CARRI group reached the level of the mainstreamers within two 
years. (3) Interestingly, early intervention in phonological awareness and letter-
sound connections markedly influenced the future development of reading flu-
ency, as the at-risk children in the CARRI group reached the level of the main-
streamers by the end of Grade 2. Likewise, in letter knowledge and reading ac-
curacy the at-risk children in the CARRI group not only reached the level of the 
mainstreamers, but surpassed them. (4) Most importantly, the children in the 
CARRI group made gains during the study and continued to progress steadily 
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in the follow-ups conducted 12 and 16 months after the intervention had ceased, 
which indicates the presence of long-term effects in primary literacy skills. 
These finding were consistent with the study undertaken by Elbro and Petersen 
(2004) in which the training effects on reading were also manifested in the fol-
low-up tests. Similarly, in the study undertaken by Hatcher et al. (2006) it was 
found that children made significant gains in reading and spelling that were 
maintained at follow-up.  

4.5 The fidelity of the treatment 

The fidelity of the treatment administered is a key criterion in the field of inter-
vention studies. Treatment fidelity refers to the methodological strategies used 
to monitor and enhance the reliability and validity of behavioral interventions, 
and incorporates five areas: (1) adherence, (2) dose, (3) quality of program de-
livery, (4) participant responsiveness and (5) program differentiation (Dusen-
bury, Brannigan, Falco, & Hansen, 2003). Monitoring of treatment fidelity ideal-
ly requires direct or indirect observations of sessions, which can be built into 
the study design to minimize costs in terms of time and resources. Monitoring 
treatment fidelity allows research teams to truly test interventions and to devel-
op and implement interventions that ultimately improve the well-being of indi-
viduals (Resnick, Inguito, Orwig et al., 2005).  

 In the present thesis, three aspects of implementation fidelity were ex-
pected to have an impact on the extent to which the interventions produced the 
intended effects on the reading and spelling skill development of at-risk child-
ren: these were dosage, adherence, and quality of delivery. In the present study 
dosage (see O’Donnell, 2008) was assessed on the basis of the written reports of a 
reading specialist and the GraphoGame game server reports and graphs (the 
children were not permitted to finish the GraphoGame intervention 
until ”game over”) which enabled the research team to observe the frequency 
and length of specific parts of the intervention. Adherence is defined as the 
“degree to which program components were delivered as prescribed” 
(Greenberg, Domitrovich, Graczyk, & Zins, 2005). In the present thesis, 
adherence was assessed through the written reports of a reading specialist and 
through the GraphoGame game server reports and graphs. Thus it was possible 
to monitor that the remedial reading specialist followed the lesson scripts, used 
the correct intervention materials and the GraphoGame intervention as 
intended, and on each occasion completed all aspects of a given activity.  

In contrast to these two aspects of implementation fidelity, which are fairly 
consistent in their conceptualization and measurement, there is little consensus 
in either educational or school-based prevention work about how to actually 
conceptualize and measure quality of delivery (Dusenbury et al., 2003; Greenberg 
et al., 2005; O’Donnell, 2008). Definitions range from ”the quality of interaction 
and the degree to which interactive activities focus attention on desired ele-
ments” (Dusenbury et al., 2003, p. 244) to ”the affective nature or degree of en-
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gagement of the implementers when delivering the program” (Greenberg et al., 
2005, p. 30). Researchers in the field of education have suggested that quality of 
delivery is synonymous with good teaching (O’Donnell, 2008). Good teaching 
was ensured in the present study by using the same remedial reading specialist 
in both intervention groups. The remedial reading specialist had an MA in spe-
cial education and was specialized in training children with reading disabilities. 
Furthermore, the GraphoGame intervention used in the CARRI group, which 
was designed on the basis of the Jyväskylä Longitudinal Study of Dyslexia (see 
e.g., Lyytinen et al., 2004, 2006, 2008), was tested in a school environment, while 
the intervention in the RRI group followed the nation-wide literacy curriculum. 
Thus, it can be argued that in both cases the quality of delivery was good. 

4.6 Limitations 

There are some limitations which should be taken into consideration in any at-
tempt to generalize the results of the present study. First, this experiment was 
an attempt to bring new research-based and tested practices to the resource 
room. Therefore the results may not apply to all resource room practices in Fin-
land, only to those following similar training schedules and program as those in 
the present study. Second, our subjects were middle-class children. Many inter-
ventions are for children from less advantaged backgrounds and our findings 
may not apply to them. Third, the sample size in the intervention groups was 
quite small and further replication, is warranted before the program can be 
adopted in practice. Fourth, the study was conducted in the transparent Finnish 
orthography in which with adequate teaching a child can learn to read and spell 
accurately very rapidly (within a year) compared to children in other languages 
with more opaque orthographies. Therefore, if the results are to be applied 
more widely, the CARRI intervention needs testing among children learning to 
read in a less regular orthography. Fifth, both the RRI and CARRI groups were 
taught by the same remedial reading specialist. This was to avoid possible 
trainer effects. However, the at-risk children along with the 116 mainstreamers 
were taught by same class teachers during lessons other than reading. This 
might have an effect on the reading acquisition of the at-risk children. The class 
teachers knew which children were taught in the remedial reading groups. 
Consequently, they may have devoted extra attention to these children during 
other classroom activities. On the other hand, there were 4-5 children in a re-
medial reading group in each home classroom. Therefore, individual attention 
from individual class teachers can hardly have been a priority. Also teachers 
were kept blinded to the research group setting and other research practices.  

Moreover, motivational aspects may also affect results of the present study.  
Evidence of a bidirectional relationship between reading skills acquisition and 
motivation has been recognized as an important factor in reading development 
(see e.g., Cohen, Cohen, West, & Aiken, 2003; Kenny, 1979; Morgan & Fuchs, 
2007). It has been acknowledged that at-risk children are most likely to benefit 
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from frequent practice but are often unmotivated to read (e.g., Chapman, 1988; 
Lepola et al., 2000). On the contrary, avid readers see more words in print and 
have more opportunities to learn their spelling (Spear-Swearling, 2005). Lack of 
motivation can usually be seen within a year or so of school entry (Chapman, 
Tunmer, & Prochnow, 2000; Lepola, Poskiparta, Laakkonen, & Niemi, 2005; 
Kenna, Kear, & Ellsworth, 1995), if at-risk children do not receive sufficient and 
motivating remedial reading support in time. This is an important motivational 
aspect for future studies on computer-assisted remedial reading interventions 
to tackle.   

4.7 Practical implications 

The regular type of remedial reading intervention (i.e., RRI) failed to provide 
the kind of intensive and individualized practice that at-risk children may need 
to attain proper literacy skills. This statement is in accordance with the findings 
of Bentum and Aaron (2003), Hatcher et al. (2004), and Torgesen (2005). Moreo-
ver, many children who receive remedial reading support in schools are report-
edly making little or no progress (Bentum & Aaron, 2003). The children in the 
regular remedial reading intervention (RRI) progressed, but did not reach the 
level of mainstreamers, which can be interpreted to mean that the intervention 
was not sufficient enough. As in Torgesen et al. (2001) the results of the present 
thesis indicated that the regular remedial intervention did not remediate the at-
risk children sufficiently. Therefore, one could claim that the regular remedial 
reading practices used in Finland require rethinking. Present remedial reading 
interventions in Finland, which are most commonly administered when an at-
risk child has been observed to fail, should be replaced by a preventive inter-
vention that seeks to identify and remediate at-risk children, as suggested by 
Torgesen (1998). 

The early reading intervention for at-risk children should not only be 
beneficial but also persistent and progressive with steady and cumulative long-
term effects. Notwithstanding, most children with RDs are not likely to receive 
sufficient opportunities to practice decoding skills to a level of fluency that will 
enable them to read adequately (e.g., Torgesen & Barker, 1995). Nonetheless, it 
is important to identify and target instruction at the weak areas of child’s read-
ing (see e.g., Aaron, 1997). The empirical evidence in the area suggests that pre-
vention studies have generally been more successful. This has been demon-
strated by larger effect sizes on reading and spelling measures in at-risk child-
ren in prevention studies than in children who have already experienced read-
ing failure (Lyon & Fletcher, 2001; Torgesen, 2000). In this light, ”wait to fail 
models” (for review see e.g., Dunn, 2007; Fletcher, Coulter, Reschly & Vaughn, 
2004; Fuchs et al., 2003; Gersten & Dimino, 2006; Vaughn & Fuchs, 2003) are 
most unlikely to support children with RDs.  

In the Finnish tradition, it has been more common to focus on children 
who have already experienced reading failure, although during the past few 
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decades knowledge on the reduction of reading failure has increased (Lyytinen 
et al., 2009; Stanovich, 1986; Torgesen, Wagner, Rashotte, Rose et al., 1999; Vel-
lutino et al., 1996), and some empirical research has been conducted on prevent-
ing reading failure (see e.g., Lerkkanen et al., 2004a; Lyytinen et al., 2009; Puo-
lakanaho et al., 2007; Snow et al., 1998; Torgesen, 2002; Torppa et al., 2006). In 
Finland the research results gathered in the course of reading and dyslexia re-
search (e.g., the results of the JLD study and the studies noted above) seem to 
translate regrettably slowly into practice in the form of remedial reading inter-
vention. As Dehaene (2009) states, there is a gap between educational programs 
and the most up-to-date findings in neuroscience. Moreover, Dehaene (2009) 
argued that the new science of reading is so young and fast moving that it is 
still relatively unknown outside the scientific community. In Finland, more co-
operations would be required between reading researchers and departments of 
special education to bridge the gap between research results and resource room 
practices, while many more studies are required in the domain of reading inter-
vention. 

 Epidemiological data has indicated that if their reading skills are not im-
proved by the end of Grade 3, children will have considerable difficulty over-
coming a slow and unsuccessful start in reading (e.g., Blachman et al., 2004, 
Torgesen, 1998). In the English language context, Shaywitz and Shaywitz (l996) 
found that 74% of children who were still poor readers at the end of Grade 3 
were likely to be poor readers at the end of Grade 9 (see also Francis, Shaywitz, 
Stuebing, Shaywitz, & Fletcher, 1996; Juel & Leavell, 1988). Therefore, early 
preventive intervention is required, including the Finnish context. Remedial 
reading programs in Finland should be targeted at preventing reading failure in 
children at risk. According to Torgesen (2001) if children fall seriously behind in 
the growth of critical early reading skills, they will have fewer opportunities to 
practice reading. Moreover, these lost practice opportunities make it extremely 
difficult for children who remain poor readers during first three years of school 
to ever acquire the average level of reading fluency (Torgesen et al., 2001). Con-
sequently, in languages with transparent orthographies, such as Finnish, it is 
reading fluency, especially reading speed, rather than accuracy, that results in 
individual differences (see e.g., Aro et al., 2006). 

In the more transparent orthographies, such as Finnish, most children 
learn to decode accurately and fluently usually by the end of Grade 1 (e.g., Ho-
lopainen et al., 2001; Lerkkanen et al., 2004a; Lyytinen et al., 2006, 2008), and 
therefore the Grade 2  literacy curriculum focuses on the further development 
of fluency and reading comprehension (see e.g., Lerkkanen, 2007). In Finland, 
the instructional focus in reading changes rather drastically in Grade 3, putting 
children who are still poor readers at a considerable disadvantage, as from 
Grade 3 onwards, it is taken for granted that they are capable  of ”reading to 
learn” and not learning to read. This change in instructional focus makes it less 
likely that Grade 3 children will routinely be exposed to explicit instruction in 
such reading sub-skills as decoding, accuracy and fluency. Spelling instruction 
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also receives less attention with the shift towards more productive writing after 
Grade 2.  

Traditional regular type of remedial reading intervention may fail to pro-
vide the kind of intensive training environment that children at-risk may need 
to attain proper reading skills (see e.g., Bentum & Aaron, 2003; Hatcher et al., 
2004; Torgesen, 2005). Many children who are receiving remedial reading sup-
port in schools are reportedly making little or no progress, or, as Torgesen et al. 
(2001) put it, these remedial programs are merely “stabilizing their degree of 
reading failure”. This seemed to be the case in the RRI group studied in the 
present thesis. Also, the amount of time children actually spend in individua-
lized, carefully supervised practice in reading skills has been indicated to be far 
from optimal (Torgesen & Barker, 1995; Torgesen, 2005; Hatcher et al., 2004). 
The lack of effectiveness of reading interventions provided in the resource room, 
have long been reported (Bentum & Aaron, 2003; Hatcher et al., 2004; Kennedy 
et al., 1986; Moody et al., 2000; Puma et al., 1997; Snow et al., 1998). Also the 
Finnish study by Poskiparta et al. (1999) claimed that special education was less 
effective, worse even, than the mainstream approach. Birman, Orland, Jung, 
Anson, Garcia, Moore et al. (1987) argued that any gains made are usually lost 
when children leave the program. Perhaps this is why, Berninger et al. (2008) 
stated that such children should not be dismissed from special education until 
their problems resolve. The present study was inline with most notions. The 
results of the present study argue strongly in favour of early identification and 
intervention for at-risk children. 

An efficient way to increase the intensity of reading intervention for strug-
gling readers is to provide remedial reading interventions in groups of 4-5 
children (e.g., Nicolson et al., 2000; Rechly, 2003; Swanson, Trainin, Necoechea, 
& Hammill, 2003). This allows the intervention to be targeted at the specific 
needs of each child and further gives children more opportunities to respond 
and to receive feedback. Traditionally, one-on-one reading instruction has been 
considered optimal for students with RDs. However, Swanson (1999), in his 
meta-analysis of remedial reading practices, found that children who received 
reading instruction in small groups (e.g., in a resource room) experienced a 
greater increase in skills than did those who had individualized interventions 
(see also Swanson et al., 2006). Based on earlier studies one could also expect 
small group interventions to be more cost-effective than one-on-one interven-
tions (see e.g., Nicolson et al., 2000). The present study was a mixed model of a 
small group and one-on-one remedial reading intervention, as in the beginning 
of each lesson at-risk children practised individually for 15-min either with the 
GraphoGame computer application (in CARRI group), or with more regular 
materials (i.e., plastic or magnetic letters, flash cards, self-made memory cards, 
Logigo® – and LUKO® game boards) in the RRI group. 

Efficient interventions require skillful pedagogical methods and enthusias-
tic highly educated practitioners. Swanson (1999) pointed out in his meta-
analysis that theoretically sound instructional practices include daily reviews, 
statements of an instructional objective, teacher presentations of new material, 
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guided practice, independent practice, and formative evaluations (i.e., testing to 
ensure the child has mastered the material). Torgesen (1998) added that the crit-
ical elements of an effective program for prevention of RDs are the right kind 
and quality of instruction delivered with the right level of intensity and dura-
tion to the right children at the right time. The RTI models (e.g., Burns, Dean, & 
Klar, 2004; Fuchs, 2003; Fuchs & Fuchs, 2006; Gresham, 2002) usually follow the 
problem-solving method, in which the assessment data gathering includes five 
steps: (1) identify the problem, (2) analyze the problem, (3) develop a plan, (4) 
implement the plan and (5) evaluate the plan. These practices are at the heart of 
any good reading intervention program and are reflected in several of the in-
structional components. It is essential that the intervention is well co-ordinated 
with the instruction mainstreamers are receiving in the classroom. Furthermore, 
the remedial reading specialist should meet regularly with the classroom teach-
ers and school psychologists to discuss student progress in the resource room.  

Although education is claimed to be resistant to change, it is important 
that in Finland remedial reading intervention should move away from the tra-
ditional “wait to fail” approach towards identification of children at risk and 
providing them with adequate intervention. Research should also be targeted at 
gathering information about what kind of identification and support systems 
are used in Finnish schools, as this has not yet been clarified. Moreover, re-
source room education ought to be based on pedagogical methods that are de-
rived from research-based, well reported intervention studies. Ineffective one-
on-one intervention should also be replaced by more powerful small group in-
tervention that includes both group-based and individual practices. 

In the area of mainstream education new, valuable research-based test ma-
terials (ARMI; Lerkkanen, Poikkeus, & Ketonen, 2006 and ARMI 2; Lerkkanen, 
Poikkeus, & Ketonen, 2008) have become available to the class teachers for eva-
luating the early reading development and pre-reading skills of all children. 
The ARMI packages include screening and follow-ups of reading and spelling 
development in Grades 1 and 2. At the same time there is a great need for new 
research-based assessment materials for remedial reading intervention, too. 
Some research-based test packages exist that remedial reading specialists (i.e., 
special educators) can use in different combinations to further assess the skills 
initially assessed by the ARMI package (ALLU; Lindeman, 1998; Lukilasse; 
Häyrinen et al., 1999; the Rapid Automatized Naming Test (RAN); Ahonen et 
al., 1999).  

However, there is in Finland an evident lack of up-to-date research-based 
and norm-referenced evaluation packages for remedial usage (i.e., packages 
that would evaluate phonological abilities and reading sub-skill development 
more accurately than those currently available in ALLU (Lindeman, 1998)). Al-
so more useful norm-referenced tests to assess early reading accuracy, that is, 
on the level of syllables, decoding and word recognition, would be required to 
monitor the progress of at-risk children in the Finnish language context. For any 
practitioner in the field of remedial reading intervention, it is important to bear 
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in mind that assessments are fundamental and foundational to well working 
intervention models (e.g., Burns et al., 2003; Gresham, 2002). 

Conclusion, to develop quality instruction in the domain of early reading 
programs, all school beginners should be assessed for possible risk for reading 
failure. Class teachers should test their students with a norm-referenced screen-
ing test (ARMI; Lerkkanen et al., 2006), children considered to be at risk should 
be referred to remedial reading specialists followed by a remedial reading in-
tervention that is built on well-formed research-based practices (i.e., practices 
using computer-assisted intervention as a part of the daily resource room rou-
tine). Moreover, intervention should take place in the groups of 4-5 children 
(e.g., Nicolson et al., 2000; Rechly, 2003; Swanson et al., 2006), 4-5 times a week 
during Grade 1 (Brooks, 2007). Furthermore, progress-monitoring data on all 
children should be gathered along with diagnostic information on how well at-
risk children respond to the reading intervention. In this way, class teachers, 
remedial reading specialists (i.e., special educators) and school psychologists 
could obtain a more dynamic view of a student’s progress. It ought to be after 
this early proactive intervention procedure that children showing signs of resis-
tance to the intervention should be referred for more profound psychological 
evaluation (i.e., more profound skill and IQ assessments). 

Class teachers, remedial reading specialists and school psychologists 
should work in close co-operation. Screenings or school entrance assessments 
can help class teachers, remedial reading specialists (i.e., special educators) and 
school psychologist to decide which students require remedial reading training, 
and more distinctively what kind of remedial practices are likely to support an 
individual child with specific pre-reading profiles. In the implementation of an 
intervention, the role of the school psychologist is in the area of assessment and 
data-based decision making. School psychologists are knowledgeable in various 
assessment systems and in which approaches would be best for particular stu-
dents (Burns & Coolong-Chaffin, 2006). Once children are identified as strug-
gling readers, the school psychologist should consult with remedial reading 
specialists and/or teachers about assessments to identify the most appropriate 
area for a small-group reading intervention; that is, what kind of intervention is 
required for an individual child with specific deficits. In the model presented in 
Figure 7 the idea is that children falling behind or showing intervention resis-
tance in Grade 1 ought to be sent for cognitive assessments and consultation 
with the school psychologist in the spring term of Grade 1 before the transition 
to Grade 2. 

4.8 The ideal model for remedial reading interventions  

The lowest-scoring 30% should be offered remedial reading training (see e.g., 
Torgesen et al., 1999) in groups of 4-5 children, within the Grade 1 literacy block 
(see e.g., Swanson, 1999). The children should not be dismissed from remedial 
reading training until their problems are resolved (Berninger et al., 2008). In the 
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present thesis, seven months, four times a week, was required for the at-risk 
children to reach the level of mainstreamers. This result suggests that remedial 
reading intervention is not ”a quick cognitive therapy session” but a long-term 
process that requires research-based precise instruction, highly educated practi-
tioners and persistency.  

The training strategies in Grade 1 should be set out in segments covering 
letter-sound connections, phonological awareness, decoding, writing letters and 
syllables, reading and writing words, reading and writing pseudo-words and 
reading and writing in context. Each segment of the 45-min lesson should con-
sist of activities which vary in teaching mode, cognitive task, and level of stimu-
lus difficulty. The criteria should be specified by the use of training strategies, 
including individualized computer-assisted GraphoGame training for 15-min at 
a time. Furthermore, the training regimen ought to progress from easier to more 
challenging activities.  

The reading attainments of at-risk children and their non-at-risk peers 
should be assessed with norm-referenced, research-based tests every two 
months during Grade 1. This is to keep a record of individual attainments (for 
further details see the Figure 7). The assessments described in Figure 7 ought to 
progress from letter-sound correspondence and phonological awareness to de-
coding of syllables and short 
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FIGURE 7 The ideal model for remedial reading intervention and reading achievement testing 
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words, and further to reading accuracy, fluency and spelling attainments. 
Children falling behind or showing intervention resistance should to be sent for 
cognitive assessments and consultation with the school psychologist in the 
spring term. This is to allow the early preventive intervention (beginning right 
after the school entry assessments) to take effect and give time for “late bloo-
mers” to catch up. In the present study the fastest achievements in the at-risk 
children took place between January and March (and October and December if 
trained with the GraphoGame computer-application). 

Post tests should take place in mid-May Grade 1 before the transition to 
Grade 2. The same kind of screening, intervention and achievement testing pro-
cedure should take place within the Grade 2 curriculum, but focusing more 
precisely on fluency and comprehension. This is to ensure that all children 
achieve proficient reading and spelling skills by Grade 3, and are reading to 
learn and no longer learning the essential reading sub-skills at Grade 3. As es-
tablished in the present thesis, the computer-assisted intervention provided by 
the GraphoGame application along with other theoretically sound remedial 
practices, may help at-risk children to succeed on the rocky road of reading.  

To implement such an intervention program, at least 4-5 modern comput-
ers with headphones and access to Internet should be available in the resource 
room. This is to ensure the learning outcomes described in the present thesis. 
The resource room should be designed on the principle of learning stations, 
where some children may practice in the computer-assisted environment, while 
others are doing pen and paper, or oral exercises, individually, in pairs or in a 
small group with teacher-student interaction. A well-constructed resource room 
makes transitions between learning stations flexible and easy to access. Moreo-
ver, if the learning outcomes are similar to those reported in this thesis, the ini-
tial investment in laptops or computers and reconstruction of the resource room, 
needed to enable a well-structured and theoretically sound reading intervention 
program based on ongoing evaluations, will soon be justified.
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5 CONCLUSIONS 

In general accord with the earlier research (e.g., Elbro et al., 1996; Fawcett et al., 
2001; Hurford & Sanders, 1990; Jiménez et al., 2003, 2007; Lynch et al., 2000; 
Magnan & Ecalle, 2006; Nicolson et al., 1999, 2000; Torgesen et al., 2009; van 
Daal & Reitsima, 2000; Wentink et al., 1997; Wise et al., 1999) the present thesis 
concluded that a computer-assisted intervention can provide effective supple-
mental practice for at-risk children and children with RDs, if carefully moni-
tored and delivered with enough regularity and frequency. However, computer 
programs are not yet well developed enough to be depended on as the major 
source of an intervention, despite the rather promising results reported here. It 
was not suggested that a computer-assisted reading training alone would work 
as the major source of an intervention for struggling readers. A well structured 
research-based remedial intervention, including regular monitoring of reading 
and spelling sub-skills, was also required to realize the achievements reported 
in the present study. 

The GraphoGame computer-assisted reading intervention (15-min each 
time) along with more regular practice was an important contributor to the 
gains found in the present experiment. Consequently, the computer-assisted 
intervention such as GraphoGame is one instrument for raising the profile of 
the resource room intervention, which has been widely acknowledged to be 
ineffective (e.g., Bentum & Aaron, 2003; Hatcher et al., 2004; Kennedy et al., 
1986; Moody et al., 2000; Puma et al., 1997; Poskiparta et al., 1999; Snow et al., 
1998; Torgesen, 2005). GraphoGame proved to be an effective and beneficial 
instrument for individualized and effective reading intervention. The regular 
research-based intervention regimen, consisting of computer-assisted and other 
valuable remedial reading practices, should from an essential part of daily re-
source room routines, as at-risk children seem to require more time to “patch 
up” their poor pre-reading skills and catch up with their normally developing 
peers.  
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YHTEENVETO (FINNISH SUMMARY) 

Lukemaan oppimisen kivisellä tiellä – Verkkopohjaisen Ekapeli -ohjelman 
kuntouttavat vaikutukset riskilasten lukemaan oppimisessa 

 
Tutkimuksessa tarkasteltiin interventiotutkimuksen keinoin lukivalmiuksien 
kuntoutukseen kehitellyn Ekapelin vaikutusta riskilasten luku- ja kirjoitustai-
don kehitykseen erityisopetuksessa.  

Ekapeli on Jyväskylän yliopiston Psykologian laitoksen ja Niilo Mäki Insti-
tuutin monitieteellisenä yhteistyönä kehitelty verkossa pelattava interventiotie-
tokoneohjelma. Ekapelin kehittäjinä ovat toimineet professori Heikki Lyytisen 
johdolla joukko psykologian, erityispedagogiikan, fonetiikan, matematiikan ja 
tietotekniikan asiantuntijoita. Ekapeli perustuu tieteelliselle tiedolle lukemis-
valmiuksien kehityksestä ja lukivaikeuksista. Sen taustalla on Jyväskylässä to-
teutetun Lapsen kielenkehitys (LKK) pitkittäistutkimuksen tulokset.  

Ekapeli harjoittaa lukemaan oppimisen perusteita. Se on suunniteltu luki-
vaikeuksien ennaltaehkäisyyn riskilapsilla, sekä lukilasten kuntotutukseen. 
Ekapeli alkaa grafeemi-foneemivastaavuuden harjoittelusta ja etenee kunkin 
pelaajan yksilöllisen taito- ja harjaantumistason mukaisesti tavu- ja sanatasoi-
seen lukutarkkuuden ja lukusujuvuuden harjoitteluun. Ohjelmaa käyttävien 
lasten harjoitustiedostot tallentuvat Jyväskylän yliopiston palvelimelle. Palvelin 
asettaa automaattisesti peliohjelman kunkin lapsen taitoja vastaavalle tasolle 
analysoimalla ja arvioimalla oppimistuloksia reaaliajassa.  

Tutkimuksen tarkoituksena oli (1) selvittää missä määrin Ekapeli-
tietokoneohjelmalla tehostetulla erityisopetuksella on lyhyt- ja pitkäkestoisia 
vaikutuksia riskilasten lukemaan ja kirjoittamaan oppimiseen sekä (2) ennustaa 
riskilasten ja heidän verrokkiensa lukutaidon kehitystä riskiprofiilien perusteel-
la. Lisäksi tutkimustulosten ja tutkimuksessa käytettyjen pedagogisten mene-
telmien pohjalta pyrittiin hahmottamaan erityisopetusta palveleva luku- ja kir-
joitustaidon interventiomalli.  

Tutkimus koostuu kolmesta englanninkielisestä “The Prevention Game Re-
search” – hankkeen (Saine, Lerkkanen, Ahonen, Tolvanen, & Lyytinen, 2007) 
artikkelista. Hankeen tutkimuksellisena tavoitteena oli osoittaa miten Ekapeli 
soveltuu täydentämään olemassa olevia lukiriskilasten tukirakenteita erityis-
opetuksessa. Tutkimukseen osallistui 166 ensimmäisen luokan oppilasta yhdel-
tä paikkakunnalta. Kaksi kohorttia (n = 85 ja n = 81) muodostivat tutkittavien 
lasten ryhmän. Koulun alkaessa oppilaiden keskimääräinen ikä oli 7 vuotta ja 3 
kuukautta (M = 87.6 kk, SD = 4.2). Kaikki tutkimukseen osallistuneet lapset oli-
vat äidinkieleltään suomenkielisiä ja lähes kaikki heistä olivat saaneet esiope-
tusta ennen koulun alkua. Tutkimukseen osallistuneiden lasten vanhempien 
koulutustaso vastasi suomalaisten keskimääräistä koulutustasoa.  

Satunnaistamiseen perustuvan pitkittäistutkimuksen muodossa seurattiin 
166 lapsen lukemaan ja kirjoittamaan oppimisen kehitystä ensimmäisen luokan 
alusta kolmannelle luokalle. Alkumittauksessa testattiin kaikkien tutkimukseen 
osallistuneiden (N = 166) lasten lukutaitoa ennustavat kielelliset valmiudet: kir-
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jaintuntemus, fonologiset taidot (Allu; Lindeman, 1998) ja nopean nimeämisen 
taidot (Nopean sarjallisen nimeämisen testi; Ahonen, Tuovinen, & Leppäsaari, 
1999). Lasten lukutaidon kehitystä seurattiin tiiviisti 1. luokan aikana kahden 
kuukauden välein (yhteensä kuusi mittausta). Toisen luokan lopussa lasten lu-
kutaito ja kirjoitustaito testattiin Lukilasse – testillä (Häyrinen, Serenius-Sirve, 
& Korkman, 1999), lisäksi kognitiiviset taidot kontrolloitiin WISC-III–testillä 
(Wechsler, 1999) 2. luokan lopussa. Kolmannen luokan alussa lasten lukutaito 
arvioitiin vielä Allu–testillä (Lindeman, 1998) ja kirjoitustaito Lukilasse – testillä 
(Häyrinen et al., 1999). 

Alkumittauksen tulosten perusteella heikoimpaan 30 % kuuluneet ns. riski-
lapset jaettiin satunnaistaen kahteen kuntoutusryhmään; perinteistä erityisope-
tusta saaviin (n = 25) sekä tietokonepohjaista Ekapeli – kuntoutusta ja erityis-
opetusta saaviin (n = 25) oppilaisiin. Loput tutkimukseen osallistuneista oppi-
lasta (n = 116) muodostivat yleisopetusta saavan vertaisryhmän, joka ei saanut 
erityisopetusta. Riskilapset saivat tehostettua erityisopetusta neljä kertaa vii-
kossa 45 minuuttia kerrallaan, 28 viikon ajan, viiden oppilaan ryhmissä. En-
simmäinen riskiryhmä (ns. RRI–ryhmä) sai perinteistä eritysopetusta, jossa har-
joiteltiin kirjain-äännevastaavuutta, fonologisia taitoja sekä deekoodausta. Toi-
nen riskiryhmä (ns. CARRI–ryhmä) sai perinteisen erityisopetuksen lisäksi tie-
tokonepohjaista Ekapeli – harjoitusta erityisopetustunnin ensimmäisen 15 mi-
nuutin ajan.  

Kukin oppitunti oli jaettu neljään osaan. Ensimmäisen 15 minuutin ajan har-
joiteltiin kirjainäännevastaavuutta, fonologisia taitoja sekä deekoodausta pien-
ryhmässä (RRI–ryhmä) tai Ekapelillä (CARRI–ryhmä). Seuraava 10 minuutin 
jakso harjoiteltiin molemmissa kuntoutusryhmissä kielellistä tietoisuutta mm. 
sanojen jakamista tavuihin, tavujen tunnistamista ja manipulointia, äänteiden ja 
tavujen erottelua sanoista, sanojen riimittämistä, äänteiden poistamista ja kor-
vaamista sanoista, sanojen päätteitä ja päätteiden oikeaa käyttöä sekä sanojen 
tunnistamista ja ymmärtämistä lauseissa lukemisen ja kirjoittamisen keinoin. 
Tämän jälkeen harjoiteltiin 10 minuuttia aapisen päivän teeman mukaisia asioi-
ta mm. ääneen lukemista. Viimeinen 10 minuutin jakso harjoiteltiin sanavaras-
ton multisensorista kehitystä apuvälineinä improvisaatio- ja sananselityskortit, 
tarinan kerronta, mimiikka, pantomiimi sekä vihjepiirtäminen. Erityisopetuk-
sen sisältö oli suunniteltu viimeisimpien, tieteellisesti raportoitujen, kansainvä-
listen pedagogisten suositusten mukaisesti (mm. Burns & Coolong-Chaffin, 
2006; Fletcher, Lyon, Fuchs, & Barnes, 2007; Fuchs & Fuchs, 2006; Swanson, 
Harris, & Graham, 2006). Samanaikaisesti kuntoutusryhmien kanssa yleisope-
tuksen vertaisryhmä (ns. Mainstream–ryhmä) sai luokanopettajan antamaa 
yleisopetusta kotiluokassa.  

Tutkimustulokset osoittivat, että Ekapelillä rikastettu erityisopetus (CARRI) 
tuotti riskilasten ryhmässä kiistatta perinteistä erityisopetusta (RRI) paremmat 
kuntoutustulokset. Ekapeli-interventiota saaneiden lasten ryhmä kehittyi, jopa 
vertaisryhmää tarkemmaksi kirjaintuntemuksen ja lukutarkkuuden osa-alueella, 
sekä saavutti vertaisryhmän lukusujuvuudessa 2. luokan loppuun mennessä ja 
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kirjoitustaidossa 3. luokan alkuun mennessä. Yhtä nopeaa kehitystä ei ollut ha-
vaittavissa perinteistä erityisopetusta saaneessa ryhmässä.   

Aiempien tutkimusten tavoin, myös tässä tutkimuksessa, kirjaintuntemus, 
fonologiset taidot sekä nopea nimeäminen osoittautuivat merkittäviksi lukemi-
sen osataitojen (ts. dekoodaus, lukemisen tarkkuus ja sujuvuus) ennustajiksi 
sekä riskilasten että yleisopetuksen verrokkiryhmän osalta. Erityisesti painottui 
kirjaintuntemuksen ja fonologisten taitojen merkitys lukemisen tarkkuuden ja 
sujuvuuden kehityksessä sekä lyhyellä että pitkällä aikavälillä.  

Lisäksi tutkimuksessa ennustettiin lukemaan oppimisen kehitystä riskiteki-
jöiden funktiona. Riskimittareina käytettiin koulun alussa mitattua kirjaintun-
temusta, fonologisia taitoja ja nopeaa nimeämistä, jotka viimeaikaisten kansain-
välisten tutkimusten perusteella ovat tulevan lukutaidon parhaita mittareita. 
M-plus -mallinnuksen perusteella syntyi kolme riskiryhmää: (1) lapset, joilla oli 
haasteita yhdessä lukivalmiuksia mittaavassa taidossa, (2) lapset, joilla oli haas-
teita kahdessa lukivalmiuksia mittaavassa taidossa ja (3) lapset, joilla oli haas-
teita kaikissa kolmessa lukivalmiuksia mittaavassa taidossa. Saatujen profiilien 
perusteella mallinnettiin minkälaisia kirjaintuntemuksen, lukutarkkuuden ja -
sujuvuuden tuloksia kunkin riskiprofiilin omaava lapsi saavuttaisi RRI–
ryhmässä, CARRI–ryhmässä ja yleisopetuksessa. 

Mallinnuksen perusteella parhaat oppimistulokset saatiin Ekapelillä rikaste-
tussa erityisopetuksen ryhmässä (CARRI–ryhmässä) riippumatta siitä oliko 
lapsella haasteita yhdessä, kahdessa vai kolmessa lukivalmiuksia mittaavassa 
taidossa. Vain lukutarkkuus olisi kehittynyt RRI–ryhmässä yleisopetuksen ver-
taisryhmässä paremmin, mutta ei samassa mittakaavassa, kuin jos lapsi olisi 
sijoitettu Ekapelillä rikastettuun CARRI–ryhmään. CARRI–ryhmän hyödyt 
nousivat erityisesti esiin lukutarkkuuden ja -sujuvuuden osalta niiden lasten 
suorituksissa, joilla oli heikkoutta kirjaintuntemuksessa ja nopeassa nimeämi-
sessä.  

Mallinnuksen perusteella riskilasten fonologiset taidot osoittautuivat kirjain-
tuntemuksen ohella keskeisiksi tulevan lukutaidon ennustajiksi. Fonologisten 
taitojen osalta riskilasta tuki parhaiten CARRI–ryhmä. Jos lapsen fonologiset 
taidot olivat keskitasoa, riippumatta kuinka heikot lähtötaidot lapsella oli kah-
dessa muussa lukivalmiutta mittaavassa taidossa (kirjaintuntemuksessa ja no-
peassa nimeämisessä) hän suoriutui sekä lukutarkkuutta että lukusujuvuutta 
mittaavista tehtävistä paremmin yleisopetuksessa kuin perinteisessä erityisope-
tusryhmässä (RRI). Perinteiset erityisopetuksen pedagogiset menetelmät fono-
logisten taitojen harjoittelussa eivät tämän tutkimuksen valossa näytä tukevan 
riskilasten lukutaidon kehitystä riittävässä määrin. 

Erityisen huolestuttavia perinteisessä erityisopetuksessa (RRI) saadut tulok-
set olivat lukusujuvuuden osalta. Perinteisen erityisopetuksen ryhmässä lasten 
lukusujuvuudessa ei tapahtunut muutoksia 1. luokan keväästä 2. luokan kevää-
seen.  Sen sijaan Ekapeli–kuntoutusta ensimmäisellä luokalla saaneet CARRI–
ryhmän lapset, saavuttivat lukusujuvuudessa yleisopetuksen oppilaat 2. luokan 
kevääseen mennessä. Tutkimustuloksen tekee kiinnostavaksi se, että aiempi 
interventiotutkimus on keskittynyt lukunopeuden harjoittamiseen esim. toisto-
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luennan ja nopeutetun luennan harjoituksilla. Tässä tutkimuksessa lukemisen 
sujuvuutta ei harjoitettu perinteisin lukusujuvuuden menetelmin, vaan Ekape-
li–tietokoneohjelmalla. Ekapeli–kuntoutuksessa harjoitus kohdistuu ensin lu-
kemisen esitaitoihin kuten kirjan-äännevastaavuuteen, ja sen kautta fonologi-
siin taitoihin, deekoodaukseen ja lukutarkkuuteen. Näiden taitojen säännöllisel-
lä tietokonepohjaisella harjoittelulla, CARRI–ryhmän oppilaiden lukusujuvuus 
kehittyi toisen luokan kevääseen mennessä yleisopetusta saaneen vertaisryh-
män tasolle. Sen sijaan perinteisessä erityisopetusryhmässä lukusujuvuudessa 
ei juuri tapahtunut muutosta 1. luokan kevään ja 2. luokan kevään välillä. 

Tutkimuksen perusteella havaittiin, että perinteisen erityisopetuksen kei-
noin ei saavutettu yhtä hyviä tuloksia riskilasten luku- ja kirjoitustaitojen kehit-
tämisessä kuin erityisopetuksella, jota oli tehostettu Ekapeli -harjoittelulla. Tu-
losten perusteella erityisesti varhaista erityisopetusta tulisi rikastaa Ekapeli–
ohjelmalla säännöllisesti 15-minuutin ajan kullakin erityisopetuskerralla. Eka-
peli–interventiolla tehostetun erityisopetuksen tulisi alkaa ensimmäisen luokan 
alusta ja jatkua riittävän pitkäkestoisena kunnes lapsi tavoittaa luku- ja kirjoi-
tustaidossa muun ikäryhmänsä. Tutkimuksessa saatujen tutkimustulosten pe-
rusteella on perusteltua suositella riskilapsille Ekapelillä tehostettua lukutaidon 
erityisopetusta 4-5 oppilaan oppimisryhmissä vähintään neljä kertaa viikossa 
perinteisen yksilökeskeisen erityisopetuksen sijaan. Tulevaisuudessa Ekapeli–
ohjelmaan tullaan sisällyttämään lukutaidon kehittymisen arvioinnin ja seu-
rannan mahdollistavat komponentit, jotka helpottavat lasten luku- ja kirjoitus-
taidon oppimisen seurantaa. 

Tutkimuksessa saatujen tulosten perusteella tulisi luoda pedagoginen inter-
ventiomalli, jonka perusteella riskilasten varhainen tunnistaminen on mahdol-
lista jo ennen koulun alkua. Varhaisen tunnistamisen avulla, riskilasten kun-
touttaminen voidaan aloittaa viimeistään koulun alkaessa – parhaassa tapauk-
sessa jo esiopetuksessa. Riskilasten oppimistuloksia tulisi seurata sekä lyhyellä 
että pitkällä aikavälillä käyttäen luotettavia, tutkimukseen pohjautuvia arvioin-
timenetelmiä, sekä yksilöllisten tarpeiden analysointia. Näin kullekin lapselle 
olisi mahdollista luoda yksilöllinen kuntoutussuunnitelma, joka tukee juuri hä-
nen taitojaan ja oppimisvalmiuksiaan. 

Tutkimuksen perusteella luodun, pedagogisen interventiomallin pohjalta 
riskilasten kuntouttavan erityisopetuksen, jonka yhtenä komponenttina on tie-
tokonepohjainen Ekapeli–ohjelma, tulisi pohjautua jatkuvalle evaluoinnille. 
Evaluoinnin tulisi sisältää lukivalmiuksien alkuarvioinnin, riskilapsen ongel-
ma-alueiden kartoituksen ja analysoinnin. Lisäksi lasten huoltajat tulisi haasta-
tella ja selvittää mahdollinen suvussa esiintyvä alttius oppimisvaikeuksille, se-
kä muut mahdolliset lapsen kehitykseen ennen kouluikää liittyneet haasteet.  

Olennaisena osana pedagogista interventiomallia tulisi olla lyhyen- ja pit-
käntähtäimen yksilöllinen kuntoutussuunnitelma, joka perustuu jatkuvalle lu-
ku- ja kirjoitustaidon kehityksen, sekä käytettyjen interventiomenetelmien in-
tensiiviselle arvioinnille. Kuntoutussuunnitelma voitaisiin tarvittaessa liittää 
osaksi lapsen HOPSia tai HOJKSia, mutta kuntoutussuunnitelma tulisi voida 
tehdä joustavasti myös ilman erityisopetukseen siirtopäätöstä. Lukemisen ja 
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kirjoittamisen erityisopetuksen tulisi pohjautua, nykyistä vahvemmin, tieteellis-
ten menetelmien ja pedagogisten interventiomallien soveltamiseen ja kehittämi-
seen. Erityisesti uusien tieteellisten tutkimustulosten siirtämistä luku- ja kirjoi-
tustaidon erityisopettajakoulutukseen ja erityisopetuksen käytänteisiin ja tulisi 
tehostaa. 

 Tutkimuksessa on luotu yksi esimerkki tieteelliselle pohjalle perustuvasta 
interventiomallista erityisopetuksen käyttöön. Jatkotutkimuksen haasteena on 
kehittää ja testata uusia pedagogisia menetelmiä, mittareita ja malleja riskilasten 
kuntouttamiseen erityisopetuksen keinoin. Erityisesti näitä mittareita ja malleja 
tarvitaan niiden lasten taitojen kehityksen ja kuntoutuksen arviointiin joilla on 
laaja-alaisia lukemisen oppimisen vaikeuksia.  
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ja yhteys opetustuloksiin kasvatustieteen
avoimen korkeakouluopetuksen monimuoto-
kokeilussa. - Adults as managers of their own
learning. Self-directiveness, its development
and connection with the gognitive learning
results of an experiment on distance education
for the teaching of educational science. 238 p.
Summary 7 p. 1993.

99 LAIHIALA-KANKAINEN, SIRKKA, Formaalinen ja
funktionaalinen traditio kieltenopetuksessa.

Kieltenopetuksen oppihistoriallinen tausta
antiikista valistukseen. - Formal and
functional traditions in language teaching.
The theory -historical background of language
teaching from the classical period to the age of
reason. 288 p. Summary 6 p. 1993.

100 MÄKINEN, TERTTU, Yksilön varhaiskehitys
koulunkäynnin perustana. - Early
development as a foundation for school
achievement. 273 p. Summary 16 p. 1993.

101 KOTKAVIRTA, JUSSI, Practical philosophy and
modernity. A study on the formation of
Hegel’s thought. - Käytännöllinen filosofia ja
modernisuus. Tutkielma Hegelin ajattelun
muotoutumisesta. 238 p. Zusammenfassung
3 S. Yhteenveto 3 p. 1993.

102 EISENHARDT, PETER L., PALONEN, KARI, SUBRA,
LEENA, ZIMMERMANN RAINER E.(Eds.), Modern
concepts of existentialism. Essays on Sartrean
problems in philosophy, political theory and
aesthetics. 168 p. Tiivistelmä 2 p. 1993.

103 KERÄNEN, MARJA, Modern political science and
gender. A debate between the deaf and the
mute. - Moderni valtio-oppi ja nainen.
Mykkien ja kuurojen välinen keskustelu.
252 p. Tiivistelmä 4 p. 1993.

104 MATIKAINEN,TUULA, Työtaitojenkehittyminen
erityisammattikouluvaiheen aikana. -
Development of working skills in special
vocational school. 205 p. Summary 4 p. 1994.

105 PIHLAJARINNE, MARJA-LEENA, Nuoren sairastumi-
nen skitsofreeniseen häiriöön. Perheterapeut-
tinen tarkastelutapa. - The onset of
schizophrenic disorder at young age. Family
therapeutic study. 174 p. Summary 5 p. 1994.

106 KUUSINEN, KIRSTI-LIISA, Psyykkinen itsesäätely
itsehoidon perustana. Itsehoito I-tyypin
diabetesta sairastavilla aikuisilla. - Self-care
based on self-regulation. Self-care in adult
type I diabetics. 260 p. Summary 17 p. 1994.

107 MENGISTU, LEGESSE GEBRESELLASSIE,
Psychological classification of students with
and without handicaps. A tests of Holland’s
theory in Ethiopia. 209 p. 1994.

108 LESKINEN, MARKKU (ED.), Family in focus. New
perspectives on early childhood special
education. 158 p. 1994.

109 LESKINEN, MARKKU, Parents’ causal attributions
and adjustment to their child’s disability. -
Vanhempien syytulkinnat ja sopeutuminen
lapsensa vammaisuuteen. 104 p. Tiivistelmä
1 p. 1994.

110 MATTHIES, AILA-LEENA, Epävirallisen sektorin ja
hyvinvointivaltion suhteiden modernisoitu-
minen. - The informal sector and the welfare
state. Contemporary relationships. 63 p.
Summary 12 p. 1994.

111 AITTOLA, HELENA, Tutkimustyön ohjaus ja
ohjaussuhteet tieteellisessä jatkokoulutuk-
sessa. - Mentoring in postgraduate education.
285 p. Summary 5 p. 1995.

112 LINDÉN, MIRJA, Muuttuva syövän kuva ja
kokeminen. Potilaiden ja ammattilaistentul-
kintoja. - The changing image and experience
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of cancer. Accounts given by patients and
professionals. 234 p. Summary 5 p. 1995.

113 VÄLIMAA, JUSSI, Higher education cultural
approach. - Korkeakoulututkimuksen
kulttuurinäkökulma. 94 p. Yhteenveto 5 p.
1995.

114 KAIPIO, KALEVI, Yhteisöllisyys kasvatuksessa.
yhteisökasvatuksen teoreettinen analyysi ja
käytäntöön soveltaminen. - The community as
an educator. Theoretical analysis and practice
of community education. 250 p. Summary 3 p.
1995.

115 HÄNNIKÄINEN, MARITTA, Nukesta vauvaksi ja
lapsesta lääkäriksi. Roolileikkiin siirtymisen
tarkastelua piagetilaisesta ja kulttuurihistori-
allisen toiminnan teorian näkökulmasta. 73 p.
Summary  6 p. 1995.

116 IKONEN, OIVA. Adaptiivinen opetus. Oppimis-
tutkimus harjaantumiskoulun opetussuunni-
telma- ja seurantajärjestelmän kehittämisen
tukena. - The adaptive teaching. 90 p.
Summary 5 p. 1995.

117 SUUTAMA, TIMO, Coping with life events in old
age. - Elämän muutos- ja ongelmatilanteiden
käsittely iäkkäillä ihmisillä. 110 p. Yhteenveto
3 p. 1995.

118 DERSEH, TIBEBU BOGALE, Meanings Attached to
Disability, Attitudes towards Disabled People,
and Attitudes towards Integration. 150 p.
1995.

119 SAHLBERG, PASI, Kuka auttaisi opettajaa. Post-
moderni näkökulma opetuksen muu-tokseen
yhden kehittämisprojektin valossa. - Who
would help a teacher. A post-modern
perspective on change in teaching in light of
a school improvement project. 255 p. Summary
4 p. 1996.

120 UHINKI, AILO, Distress of unemployed job-
seekers described by the Zulliger Test using
the Comprehensive System. - Työttömien
työntekijöiden ahdinko kuvattuna Compre-
hensive Systemin mukaisesti käytetyillä
Zulligerin testillä. 61 p. Yhteenveto 3p. 1996.

121 ANTIKAINEN, RISTO, Clinical course, outcome
and follow-up of inpatients with borderline
level disorders. - Rajatilapotilaiden osasto-
hoidon tuloksellisuus kolmen vuoden
seurantatutkimuksessa Kys:n psykiatrian
klinikassa. 102 p. Yhteenveto 4 p. 1996.

122 RUUSUVIRTA, TIMO, Brain responses to pitch
changes in an acoustic environment in cats
and rabbits. - Aivovasteet kuuloärsykemuu-
toksiin kissoilla ja kaneilla. 45 p. Yhteenveto 2
p. 1996.

123 VISTI, ANNALIISA, Työyhteisön ja työn tuotta-
vuuden kehitys organisaation transformaa-
tiossa. - Dovelopment of the work communi-ty
and changes in the productivity of work
during an organizational transformation
process. 201 p. Summary 12 p. 1996.

124 SALLINEN, MIKAEL, Event-ralated brain
potentials to changes in the acustic environ-
ment buring sleep and sleepiness. - Aivojen
herätevasteet muutoksiin kuuloärsykesar-

jassa unen ja uneliaisuuden aikana. 104 p.
Yhteenveto 3 p. 1997.

125 LAMMINMÄKI, TUIJA, Efficasy of a multi-faceted
treatment for children with learning
difficulties. - Oppimisvaikeuksien neuro-
kognitiivisen ryhmäkuntoutuksen tuloksel-
lisuus ja siihen vaikuttavia tekijöitä. 56 p.
Yhteenveto 2 p. 1997.

126 LUTTINEN, JAANA, Fragmentoituva kulttuuripoli-
tiikka. Paikallisen kulttuuripolitiikan tulkinta-
kehykset Ylä-Savossa. - Fragmenting-cultural
policy. The interpretative frames of local
cultural politics in Ylä-Savo. 178 p. Summary
9 p. 1997.

127 MARTTUNEN, MIIKA, Studying argumentation in
higher education by electronic mail. -
Argumentointia yliopisto-opinnoissa sähkö-
postilla. 60 p. (164 p.) Yhteenveto 3 p. 1997.

128 JAAKKOLA, HANNA, Kielitieto kielitaitoon pyrittä-
essä. Vieraiden kielten opettajien käsityksiä
kieliopin oppimisesta ja opetta-misesta. -
Language knowledge and language ability.
Teachers´ conceptions of the role of grammar
in foreign language learning and teaching.
227 p. Summary 7 p. 1997.

129 SUBRA, LEENA, A portrait of the political agent
in Jean-Paul Sartre. Views on playing, acting,
temporality and subjectivity. - Poliittisen
toimijan muotokuva Jean-Paul Sartrella.
Näkymiä pelaamiseen, toimintaan,
ajallisuuteen ja subjektiivisuuteen. 248 p.
Yhteenveto 2 p. 1997.

130 HAARAKANGAS, KAUKO, Hoitokokouksen äänet.
Dialoginen analyysi perhekeskeisen psykiatri-
sen hoitoprosessin hoitokokous-keskusteluis-
ta työryhmän toiminnan näkökulmasta. - The
voices in treatment meeting. A dialogical
analysis of the treatment meeting
conversations in family-centred psychiatric
treatment process in regard to the team
activity. 136 p. Summary 8 p. 1997.

131 MATINHEIKKI-KOKKO, KAIJA, Challenges of
working in a cross-cultural environment.
Principles and practice of refugee settlement in
Finland. - Kulttuurienvälisen työn haasteet.
Periaatteet ja käytäntö maahanmuuttajien
hyvinvoinnin turvaamiseksi Suomessa. 130 p.
Yhteenveto 3 p. 1997.

132 KIVINIEMI, KARI, Opettajuuden oppimisesta
harjoittelun harhautuksiin. Aikuisopiskeli-
joiden kokemuksia opetusharjoittelusta ja sen
ohjauksesta luokanopettajakoulutuksessa. -
From the learning of teacherhood to the
fabrications of practice. Adult students´ ex-
periences of teaching practice and its super-
vision in class teacher education. 267 p.
Summary 8 p. 1997.

133 KANTOLA, JOUKO, Cygnaeuksen jäljillä käsityön-
opetuksesta teknologiseen kasvatukseen. - In
the footsteps of Cygnaeus. From handicraft
teaching to technological education. 211 p.
Summary 7 p. 1997.

134 KAARTINEN, JUKKA, Nocturnal body movements
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and sleep quality. - Yölliset kehon liikkeet ja
unen laatu. 85 p. Yhteenveto 3 p. 1997.

135 MUSTONEN, ANU, Media violence and its
audience. - Mediaväkivalta ja sen yleisö. 44 p.
(131 p.). Yhteenveto 2 p. 1997.

136 PERTTULA, JUHA, The experienced life-fabrics of
young men. - Nuorten miesten koettu
elämänkudelma. 218 p. Yhteenveto 3 p. 1998.

137 TIKKANEN, TARJA, Learning and education of
older workers. Lifelong learning at the margin.
- Ikääntyvän työväestön oppiminen ja koulu-
tus. Elinikäisen oppimisen marginaalissa.
83 p. (154 p.). Yhteenveto 6 p. 1998.

138 LEINONEN, MARKKU, Johannes Gezelius van-
hempi luonnonmukaisen pedagogiikan
soveltajana. Comeniuslainen tulkinta. -
Johannes Gezelius the elder as implementer of
natural padagogy. A Comenian interpretation.
237 p. Summary 7 p. 1998.

139 KALLIO, EEVA, Training of students’ scientific
reasoning skills. - Korkeakouluopiskelijoiden
tieteellisen ajattelun kehittäminen. 90 p.
Yhteenveto 1 p. 1998.

140 NIEMI-VÄKEVÄINEN, LEENA, Koulutusjaksot ja
elämänpolitiikka. Kouluttautuminen yksilöl-
listymisen ja yhteisöllisyyden risteysasemana.
- Sequences of vocational education as life
politics. Perspectives of invidualization and
communality. 210 p. Summary 6 p. 1998.

141 PARIKKA, MATTI, Teknologiakompetenssi.
Teknologiakasvatuksen uudistamishaasteita
peruskoulussa ja lukiossa. - Technological
competence. Challenges of reforming techno-
logy education in the Finnish comprehensive
and upper secondary school. 207 p. Summary
13 p. 1998.

142 TA OPETTAJAN APUNA - EDUCATIONAL TA FOR
TEACHER. Professori Pirkko Liikaselle omistettu
juhlakirja. 207 p. Tiivistelmä - Abstract 14 p.
1998.

143 YLÖNEN, HILKKA, Taikahattu ja hopeakengät -
sadun maailmaa. Lapsi päiväkodissa sadun
kuulijana, näkijänä ja kokijana. - The world of
the colden cap and silver shoes. How kinder
garten children listen to, view, and experience
fairy tales. 189 p. Summary 8 p. 1998.

144 MOILANEN, PENTTI, Opettajan toiminnan perus-
teiden tulkinta ja tulkinnan totuudellisuuden
arviointi. - Interpreting reasons for teachers’
action and the verifying the interpretations.
226 p. Summary 3p. 1998.

145 VAURIO, LEENA,  Lexical inferencing in reading
in english on the secondary level. - Sana-
päättely englanninkielistä tekstiä luettaessa
lukioasteella. 147 p. Yhteenveto 3 p. 1998.

146 ETELÄPELTO, ANNELI, The development of
expertise in information systems design. -
Asiantuntijuuden kehittyminen tietojärjestel-
mien suunnittelussa. 132 p. (221p.).
Yhteenveto 12 p. 1998.

147 PIRHONEN, ANTTI, Redundancy as a criterion for
multimodal user-interfaces. - Käsitteistö luo

näkökulman käyttöliittymäanalyysiin. 141 p.
Yhteenveto 3 p. 1998.

148 RÖNKÄ, ANNA, The accumulation of problems of
social functioning: outer, inner, and
behavioral strands. - Sosiaalinen selviytymi-
nen lapsuudesta aikuisuuteen: ongelmien
kasautumisen kolme väylää. 44 p. (129 p.)
Yhteenveto 3 p. 1999.

149 NAUKKARINEN, AIMO, Tasapainoilua kurinalai-
suuden ja tarkoituksenmukaisuuden välillä.
Oppilaiden ei-toivottuun käyttäytymiseen
liittyvän ongelmanratkaisun kehittäminen
yhden peruskoulun yläasteen tarkastelun
pohjalta. - Balancing rigor and relevance.
Developing problem-solving  associated with
students’ challenging behavior in the light of a
study of an upper  comprehensive school.
296 p. Summary 5 p. 1999.

150 HOLMA, JUHA, The search for a narrative.
Investigating acute psychosis and the need-
adapted treatment model from the narrative
viewpoint. - Narratiivinen lähestymistapa
akuuttiin psykoosiin ja tarpeenmukaisen
hoidon malliin. 52 p. (105 p.) Yhteenveto 3 p. 1999.

151 LEPPÄNEN, PAAVO H.T., Brain responses to
changes in tone and speech stimuli in infants
with and without a risk for familial dyslexia. -
Aivovasteet ääni- ja puheärsykkeiden muu-
toksiin vauvoilla, joilla on riski suvussa esiin-
tyvään dysleksiaan ja vauvoilla ilman tätä
riskiä. 100 p. (197 p.) Yhteenveto 4 p. 1999.

152 SUOMALA, JYRKI, Students’ problem solving
in the LEGO/Logo learning environment. -
Oppilaiden ongelmanratkaisu LEGO/Logo
oppimisympäristössä. 146 p. Yhteenveto 3 p.
1999.

153 HUTTUNEN, RAUNO, Opettamisen filosofia ja
kritiikki. - Philosophy, teaching, and critique.
Towards a critical theory of the philosophy of
education. 201 p. Summary 3p. 1999.

154 KAREKIVI, LEENA, Ehkä en kokeilisikaan, jos ....
Tutkimus ylivieskalaisten nuorten tupakoin-
nista ja päihteidenkäytöstä ja niihin liittyvästä
terveyskasvatuksesta vuosina 1989-1998. -
Maybe I wouldn´t even experiment if .... A
study on youth smoking and use of  intoxi-
cants in Ylivieska and related health educat-
ion in 1989-1998. 256 p. Summary 4 p. 1999.

155 LAAKSO, MARJA-LEENA, Prelinguistic skills and
early interactional context as predictors of
children´s language development. - Esi-
kielellinen kommunikaatio ja sen vuorovaiku-
tuksellinen konteksti lapsen kielen kehityksen
ennustajana. 127 p. Yhteenveto 2 p. 1999.

156 MAUNO, SAIJA, Job insecurity as a psycho-social
job stressor in the context of the work-family
interface. - Työn epävarmuus työn psyko-
sosiaalisena stressitekijänä työn ja perheen
vuorovaikutuksen kontekstissa. 59 p. (147 p.)
Yhteenveto 3 p. 1999.

157 MÄENSIVU KIRSTI, Opettaja määrittelijänä,
oppilas määriteltävänä. Sanallisen oppilaan
arvioinnin sisällön analyysi. -  The teacher as
a determiner - the pupil to be determined -
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content analysis of the written school reports.
215 p. Summary 5 p. 1999.

158 FELDT, TARU, Sense of coherence. Structure,
stability and health promoting role in working
life. - Koherenssin rakenne, pysyvyys ja
terveyttä edistävä merkitys työelämässä. 60 p.
(150 p.) Yhteenveto 5 p. 2000.

159 MÄNTY, TARJA, Ammatillisista erityisoppilaitok-
sista elämään. - Life after vocational special
education. 235 p. Summary 3 p. 2000.

160 SARJA, ANNELI, Dialogioppiminen pienryhmäs-
sä. Opettajaksi opiskelevien harjoitteluproses-
si terveydenhuollon opettajankoulutuksessa. -
Dialogic learning in a small group. The
process of student teachers´ teaching practice
during health care education. 165 p. Summary
7 p. 2000.

161 JÄRVINEN, ANITTA, Taitajat iänikuiset. - Kotkan
ammattilukiosta valmiuksia elämään, työelä-
mään ja jatko-opintoihin. - Age-old
craftmasters -Kotka vocational senior
secondary school - giving skills for life, work
and further studies. 224 p. Summary 2 p. 2000.

162 KONTIO, MARJA-LIISA, Laitoksessa asuvan
kehitysvammaisen vanhuksen haastava
käyttäytyminen ja hoitajan käyttämiä vaiku-
tuskeinoja. - Challenging behaviour of
institutionalized mentally retarded elderly
people and measures taken by nurses to
control it. 175 p. Summary 3 p. 2000.

163 KILPELÄINEN, ARJA, Naiset paikkaansa etsimäs-
sä. Aikuiskoulutus naisen elämänkulun
rakentajana. - Adult education as determinant
of woman’s life-course. 155 p. Summary 6 p.
2000.

164 RIITESUO, ANNIKKI, A preterm child grows.
Focus on speech and language during the
first two years. - Keskonen kasvaa: puheen
ja kielen kehitys kahtena ensimmäisenä elin-
vuotena. 119 p. Tiivistelmä 2 p. 2000.

165 TAURIAINEN, LEENA, Kohti yhteistä laatua.  -
Henkilökunnan, vanhempien ja lasten laatu-
käsitykset päiväkodin integroidussa erityis-
ryhmässä. - Towards common quality: staff’s,
parents’ and children’s conseptions of quality
in an integration group at a daycare center.
256 p. Summary 6 p. 2000.

166 RAUDASKOSKI, LEENA, Ammattikorkeakoulun
toimintaperustaa etsimässä. Toimilupahake-
musten sisällönanalyyttinen tarkastelu. - In
search for the founding principles of the
Finnishpolytechnic institutes. A content
analysis of the licence applications. 193 p.
Summary 4 p. 2000.

167 TAKKINEN, SANNA, Meaning in life and its
relation to functioning in old age. - Elämän
tarkoituksellisuus ja sen yhteydet toiminta-
kykyyn vanhuudessa. 51 p. (130 p.)
Yhteenveto 2 p. 2000.

168 LAUNONEN, LEEVI, Eettinen kasvatusajattelu
suomalaisen koulun pedagogisissa teksteissä
1860-luvulta 1990-luvulle. - Ethical thinking

in Finnish school’s pedagogical texts from the
1860s to the 1990s. 366 p. Summary 3 p. 2000.

169 KUORELAHTI, MATTI, Sopeutumattomien luokka-
muotoisen erityisopetuksen tuloksellisuus. -
The educational outcomes of special classes
for emotionally/ behaviorally disordered
children and youth. 176 p. Summary 2p.
2000.

170 KURUNMÄKI, JUSSI, Representation, nation and
time. The political rhetoric of the 1866
parliamentary reform in Sweden. - Edustus,
kansakunta ja aika. Poliittinen retoriikka
Ruotsin vuoden 1866 valtiopäiväreformissa.
253 p. Tiivistelmä 4 p. 2000.

171 RASINEN, AKI, Developing technology
education. In search of curriculum elements
for Finnish general education schools. 158 p.
Yhteenveto 2 p. 2000.

172 SUNDHOLM, LARS, Itseohjautuvuus organisaatio-
muutoksessa. - Self-determination in
organisational change. 180 p. Summary 15 p.
2000.

173 AHONNISKA-ASSA, JAANA, Analyzing change in
repeated neuropsychological assessment. 68
p. (124 p.) Yhteenveto 2 p. 2000.

174 HOFFRÉN, JARI, Demokraattinen eetos – rajoista
mahdollisuuksiin. - The democratic ethos.
From limits to possibilities? 217 p. Summary
2 p. 2000.

175 HEIKKINEN, HANNU L. T.,  Toimintatutkimus,
tarinat ja opettajaksi tulemisen taito.
Narratiivisen identiteettityön kehittäminen
opettajankoulutuksessa toimintatutkimuksen
avulla. - Action research, narratives and the
art of becoming a teacher. Developing
narrative identity work in teacher education
through action research. 237 p. Summary 4 p.
2001.

176 VUORENMAA, MARITTA, Ikkunoita arvioin- nin
tuolle puolen. Uusia avauksia suoma-
laiseen koulutusta koskevaan evaluaatio-
keskusteluun. - Views across assessment:
New openings into the evaluation
discussion on Finnish education. 266 p.
Summary 4 p. 2001.

177 LITMANEN, TAPIO, The struggle over risk. The
spatial, temporal, and cultural dimensions of
protest against nuclear technology. - Kamp-
pailu riskistä. Ydinteknologian vastaisen
protestin tilalliset, ajalliset ja kulttuuriset
ulottuvuudet. 72 p. (153 p.) Yhteenveto 9 p.
2001.

178 AUNOLA, KAISA, Children’s and adolescents’
achievement strategies, school adjustment,
and family environment. -  Lasten ja nuorten
suoritusstrategiat koulu- ja perheympäristöis-
sä. 51 p. (153 p.) Yhteenveto 2 p. 2001.

179 OKSANEN, ELINA , Arvioinnin kehittäminen
erityisopetuksessa. Diagnosoinnista oppimi-
sen ohjaukseen laadullisena tapaustutkimuk-
sena. - Developing assessment practices in
special education. From a static approach to
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dynamic approach applying qualitative case.
182 p. Summary 5 p. 2001.

180 VIITTALA, KAISU, “Kyllä se tommosellaki lapsel-
la on kovempi urakka”. Sikiöaikana alkoholil-
le altistuneiden huostaanotettujen lasten
elämäntilanne, riskiprosessit ja suojaavat
prosessit. - “It’s harder for that kind of child to
get along”. The life situation of the children
exposed to alcohol in utero and taken care of
by society, their risk and protective processes.
316 p. Summary 4 p. 2001.

181 HANSSON, LEENI, Networks matter. The role of
informal social networks in the period of socio-
economic reforms of the 1990s in Estonia. -
Verkostoilla on merkitystä: infor-maalisten
sosiaalisten verkostojen asema Virossa
1990-luvun sosio-ekonomisten muutosten
aikana. 194 p. Yhteenveto 3 p. 2001.

182 BÖÖK, MARJA LEENA, Vanhemmuus ja vanhem-
muuden diskurssit työttömyystilanteessa . -
Parenthood and parenting discourses in a
situation of unemployment. 157 p. Summary
5 p. 2001.

183 KOKKO, KATJA, Antecedents and
consequences of long-term unemployment.
- Pitkäaikaistyöttömyyden ennakoijia ja seu-
rauksia. 53 p. (115 p.) Tiivistelmä 3 p. 2001.

184 KOKKONEN, MARJA, Emotion regulation
and physical health in adulthood: A
longitudinal, personality-oriented
approach. - Aikuisiän tunteiden säätely ja
fyysinen terveys: pitkittäistutkimuksellinen
ja persoonallisuuskeskeinen lähestymis-
tapa. 52 p. (137 p.) Tiivistelmä 3 p. 2001.

185 MÄNNIKKÖ, KAISA, Adult attachment styles:
A Person-oriented approach. - Aikuisten
kiintymystyylit. 142 p. Yhteenveto 5 p. 2001.

186 KATVALA, SATU, Missä äiti on? Äitejä ja äitiyden
uskomuksia sukupolvien saatossa. - Where's
mother? Mothers and maternal beliefs over
generations. 126 p. Summary 3 p. 2001.

187 KIISKINEN, ANNA-LIISA, Ympäristöhallinto
vastuullisen elämäntavan edistäjänä.
 - Environmental administration as
promoter of responsible living. 229 p.
Summary 8 p. 2001.

188 SIMOLA, AHTI, Työterveyshuolto-organi-
saation toiminta, sen henkilöstön henkinen
hyvinvointi ja toiminnan tuloksellisuus.-
Functioning of an occupational health
service organization and its relationship to
the mental well-being of its personnel, client
satisfaction, and economic profitability. 192 p.
Summary 12 p. 2001.

189 VESTERINEN, PIRKKO, Projektiopiskelu- ja oppi-
minen ammattikorkeakoulussa. - Project -
based studying and learning in the
polytechnic. 257 p. Summary 5 p. 2001.

190 KEMPPAINEN, JAANA, Kotikasvatus kolmessa
sukupolvessa. - Childrearing in three
generations. 183 p. Summary 3 p. 2001.

191 HOHENTHAL-ANTIN LEONIE, Luvan ottaminen –
Ikäihmiset teatterin tekijöinä. - Taking

permission– Elderly people as theatre makers.
183 p. Summary 5 p. 2001.

192 KAKKORI, LEENA, Heideggerin aukeama.
Tutkimuksia totuudesta ja taiteesta Martin
Heideggerin avaamassa horisontissa.
- Heidegger's clearing. Studies on truth and
art in the horizon opened by Martin Heideg-
ger. 156 p. Summary 2 p. 2001.

193 NÄRHI, VESA, The use of clinical neuro-
psychological data in learning disability
research. - Asiakastyön yhteydessä kerätyn
neuropsykologisen aineiston käyttö
oppimisvaikeustutkimuksessa. 103 p.
Yhteenveto 2 p. 2002.

194 SUOMI, ASTA, Ammattia etsimässä.
Aikuisopiskelijat kertovat sosiaaliohjaaja-
koulutuksesta ja narratiivisen pätevyyden
kehittymisestä. - Searching for professional
identity. Adult students' narratives on the
education of a social welfare supervisor and
the development of narrative competence.
183 p. Summary 2 p. 2002.

195 PERKKILÄ, PÄIVI, Opettajien matematiikka-
uskomukset ja matematiikan oppikirjan
merkitys alkuopetuksessa. 212 p.
- Teacher's mathematics beliefs and
meaning of mathematics textbooks in the
first and the second grade in primary
school. Summary 2 p. 2002.

196 VESTERINEN, MARJA-LIISA, Ammatillinen har-
joittelu osana asiantuntijuuden kehittymistä
ammattikorkeakoulussa. - Promoting
professional expertise by developing practical
learning at the polytechnic. 261 p. Summary
5 p. 2002.

197 POHJANEN, JORMA, Mitä kello on? Kello moder-
nissa yhteiskunnassa ja sen sosiologisessa
teoriassa. - What's the time. Clock on
modern society and in it's sociological
theory. 226 p. Summary 3 p. 2002.

198 RANTALA, ANJA, Perhekeskeisyys – puhetta vai
todellisuutta? Työntekijöiden käsitykset
yhteistyöstä erityistä tukea tarvitsevan lapsen
perheen kanssa. - Family-centeredness
rhetoric or reality? Summary 3 p. 2002.

199 VALANNE, EIJA, "Meidän lapsi on arvokas"
Henkilökohtainen opetuksen järjestämistä
koskeva suunnitelma (HOJKS) kunnallisessa
erityiskoulussa. - "Our child is precious" - The
individual educational plan in the context of
the special school. 219 p. Yhteenveto 2 p. 2002.

200 HOLOPAINEN, LEENA, Development in
reading and reading related skills; a follow-
up study from pre-school to the fourth
grade. 57 p. (138 p.) Yhteenveto 3 p. 2002.

201 HEIKKINEN, HANNU, Draaman maailmat
oppimisalueina. Draamakasvatuksen vakava
leikillisyys. - Drama worlds as learning areas -
the serious playfulness os drama education.
164 p. Summary 5 p. 2002.

202 HYTÖNEN, TUIJA, Exploring the practice of
human resource development as a field of
professional expertise. - Henkilöstön
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kehittämistyön asiantuntijuuden rakentumi-
nen.  137 p. (300 p.) Yhteenveto 10 p. 2002.

203 RIPATTI, MIKKO, Arvid Järnefeldt kasvatus-
ajattelijana.  246 p. Summary 4 p. 2002.

204 VIRMASALO, ILKKA, Perhe, työttömyys ja lama.
 - Families, unemployment and the economic
depression. 121 p. Summary 2 p. 2002.

205 WIKGREN, JAN, Diffuse and discrete associations
in aversive classical conditioning. - Täsmäl-
liset ja laaja-alaiset ehdollistumat klassisessa
aversiivisessa ehdollistumisessa. 40 p. (81 p.)
Yhteenveto 2 p. 2002.

206 JOKIVUORI, PERTTI, Sitoutuminen työorgani-
saatioon ja ammattijärjestöön. - Kilpailevia
vai täydentäviä?- Commitment to organisation
and trade union. Competing or
complementary? 132 p. Summary 8 p. 2002.

207 GONZÁLEZ VEGA, NARCISO, Factors affecting
simulator-training effectiveness. 162 p.
Yhteenveto 1 p. 2002.

208 SALO, KARI, Teacher Stress as a Longitudinal
Process - Opettajien stressiprosessi. 67 p.
Yhteenveto 2 p. 2002.

209 VAUHKONEN, JOUNI, A rhetoric of reduction.
Bertrand de Jouvenel’s pure theory of politics
as persuasion. 156 p. Tiivistelmä 2 p. 2002.

210 KONTONIEMI, MARITA,  ”Milloin sinä otat itseäsi
niskasta kiinni?” Opettajien kokemuksia
alisuoriutujista. - ”When will you pull your
socks up?” Teachers´ experiences of
underachievers. 218 p. Summary 3 p. 2003.

211 SAUKKONEN, SAKARI, Koulu ja yksilöllisyys;
Jännitteitä, haasteita ja mahdollisuuksia.
- School and individuality: Tensions,
challenges and possibilities. 125 p. Summary
3 p. 2003.

212 VILJAMAA, MARJA-LEENA, Neuvola tänään ja
huomenna. Vanhemmuuden tukeminen,
perhekeskeisyys ja vertaistuki. - Child and
maternity welfare clinics today and tomorrow.
Supporting parenthood, family-centered
sevices and peer groups. 141 p. Summary 4 p.
2003.

213 REMES, LIISA,  Yrittäjyyskasvatuksen kolme
diskurssia. - Three discourses in
entrepreneurial learning. 204 p. Summary 2 p.
2003.

214 KARJALA, KALLE, Neulanreiästä panoraamaksi.
Ruotsin kulttuurikuvan ainekset eräissä
keskikoulun ja B-ruotsin vuosina 1961–2002
painetuissa oppikirjoissa. - From pinhole to
panorama – The culture of Sweden presented
in some middle and comprehensive school
textbooks printed between 1961 and 2002.
308 p. Summary 2 p. 2003.

215 LALLUKKA, KIRSI,  Lapsuusikä ja ikä lapsuudes-
sa. Tutkimus 6–12 -vuotiaiden sosiokulttuu-
risesta ikätiedosta. -  Childhood age and age
in childhood. A study on the sociocultural
knowledge of age.  234 p. Summary 2 p. 2003.

216 PUUKARI, SAULI, Video Programmes as Learning
Tools. Teaching the Gas Laws and Behaviour
of Gases in Finnish and Canadian Senior
High Schools.  361 p. Yhteenveto 6 p. 2003.

217 LOISA, RAIJA-LEENA, The polysemous
contemporary concept. The rhetoric of the
cultural industry. - Monimerkityksinen
nykykäsite. Kulttuuriteollisuuden retoriikka.
244 p. Yhteenveto 2 p. 2003.

218 HOLOPAINEN, ESKO, Kuullun ja luetun tekstin
ymmärtämisstrategiat ja -vaikeudet peruskou-
lun kolmannella ja yhdeksännellä luokalla. -
Strategies for listening and reading
comprehension and problematic listening and
reading comprehension of the text during the
third and ninth grades of primary school.
135 p. Summary 3 p. 2003.

219 PENTTINEN, SEPPO, Lähtökohdat liikuntaa
opettavaksi luokanopettajaksi. Nuoruuden
kasvuympäristöt ja opettajankoulutus
opettajuuden kehitystekijöinä.- Starting points
for a primary school physical education
teacher. The growth environment of
adolescence and teacher education as
developmental factors of teachership.
201 p. Summary 10 p. 2003.

220 IKÄHEIMO, HEIKKI, Tunnustus, subjektiviteetti ja
inhimillinen elämänmuoto: Tutkimuksia
Hegelistä ja persoonien välisistä tunnustus-
suhteista. - Recognition, subjectivity and the
human life form: studies on Hegel and
interpersonal recognition. 191 p. Summary
3 p. 2003.

221 ASUNTA, TUULA, Knowledge of environmental
issues. Where pupils acquire information and
how it affects their attitudes, opinions, and
laboratory behaviour - Ympäristöasioita
koskeva tieto. Mistä oppilaat saavat informaa-
tiota ja miten se vaikuttaa heidän asenteisiin-
sa, mielipiteisiinsä ja laboratoriokäyttäytymi-
seensä. 159 p. Yhteenveto 4 p. 2003.

222 KUJALA, ERKKI, Sodan pojat. Sodanaikaisten
pikkupoikien lapsuuskokemuksia isyyden
näkökulmasta - The sons of war. 229 p.
Summary 2 p. 2003.

223 JUSSI KURUNMÄKI & KARI PALOINEN (Hg./eds.)
Zeit, Geschicte und Politik. Time, history and
politics. Zum achtzigsten Geburtstag von
Reinhart Koselleck. 310 p. 2003.

224 LAITINEN, ARTO, Strong evaluation without
sources. On Charles Taylor’s philosophical
anthropology and cultural moral realism.
- Vahvoja arvostuksia ilman lähteitä.
Charles Taylorin filosofisesta antropolo-
giasta ja kulturalistisesta moraalirealis-
mista. 358 p. Yhteenveto 4 p. 2003.

225 GUTTORM, TOMI K. Newborn brain responses
measuring feature and change detection and
predicting later language development in
children with and without familial risk for
dyslexia. -  Vastasyntyneiden aivovasteet
puheäänteiden ja niiden muutosten havait-
semisessa sekä myöhemmän kielen kehityk-
sen ennustamisessa dysleksia-riskilapsilla.
81 p. (161 p.) Yhteenveto 3 p. 2003.
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226 NAKARI, MAIJA-LIISA, Työilmapiiri,  työnte-
kijöiden hyvinvointi ja muutoksen mah-
dollisuus - Work climate, employees’ well-
being and the possibility of change. 255 p.
Summary 3 p. 2003.

227 METSÄPELTO, RIITTA-LEENA, Individual
differences in parenting: The five-factor
model of personality as an explanatory
framework - Lastenkasvatus ja sen yhteys
vanhemman persoonallisuuden piirteisiin.
53 p. (119 p.) Tiivistelmä 3 p. 2003.

228 PULKKINEN, OILI, The labyrinth of politics -
A conceptual approach to the modes of the
political in the scottish enlightenment. 144 p.
Yhteenveto 2 p. 2003.

229 JUUJÄRVI, PETRI, A three-level analysis of
reactive aggression among children. -
Lasten aggressiivisiin puolustusreaktioihin
vaikuttavien tekijöiden kolmitasoinen
analyysi. 39 p. (115 p.) Yhteenveto 2 p.
2003.

230 POIKONEN, PIRJO-LIISA, “Opetussuunnitelma
on sitä elämää”. Päiväkoti-kouluyhteisö
opetussuunnitelman kehittäjänä. - “The
curriculum is part of our life”. The day-cara -
cum - primary school community as a
curriculum developer. 154 p. Summary 3 p.
2003.

231 SOININEN, SUVI, From a ‘Necessary Evil’ to an
art of contingency: Michael Oakeshott’s
conception of political activity in British
postwar political thought. 174 p. Summary
2p. 2003.

232 ALARAUDANJOKI, ESA, Nepalese child labourers’
life-contexts, cognitive skills and well-being.
- Työssäkäyvien nepalilaislasten elämän-
konteksti, kognitiiviset taidot ja hyvinvointi.
62 p. (131 p.) Yhteenveto 4 p. 2003.

233 LERKKANEN, MARJA-KRISTIINA, Learning to read.
Reciprocal processes and individual
pathways. - Lukemaan oppiminen:
vastavuoroiset prosessit ja yksilölliset
oppimispolut. 70 p. (155 p.) Yhteenveto 5 p.
2003.

234 FRIMAN, MERVI,  Ammatillisen asiantuntijan
etiikka ammattikorkeakoulutuksessa.
- The ethics of a professional expert in the
context of polytechnics. 199 p. 2004.

235 MERONEN, AULI,  Viittomakielen omaksumi-
sen yksilölliset tekijät. - Individual
differences in sign language abilities. 110 p.
Summary 5 p. 2004.

236 TIILIKKALA, LIISA, Mestarista tuutoriksi.
          Suomalaisen ammatillisen opettajuuden
          muutos ja jatkuvuus. - From master to tutor.

Change and continuity in Finnish vocational
teacherhood. 281 p. Summary 3 p. 2004.

237 ARO, MIKKO, Learning to read: The effect of
orthography. - Kirjoitusjärjestelmän vaikutus
lukemaan oppimiseen. 44 p. (122 p.)
Tiivistelmä 2 p. 2004.

238 LAAKSO, ERKKI, Draamakokemusten äärellä.
Prosessidraaman oppimispotentiaali

opettajaksi opiskelevien kokemusten valossa.
- Encountering drama experiences. The
learning potential of process drama in the
light of student teachers’ experiences. 230 p.
Summary 7 p. 2004.

239 PERÄLÄ-LITTUNEN, SATU, Cultural images of a
good mother and a good father in three
generations. - Kulttuuriset mielikuvat
hyvästä äidistä ja hyvästä isästä kolmessa
sukupolvessa. 234 p. Yhteenveto 7 p. 2004.

240 RINNE-KOISTINEN, EVA-MARITA, Perceptions of
health: Water and sanitation problems in
rural and urban communities in Nigeria.
129 p. (198 p.) Yhteenveto 3 p. 2004.

241 PALMROTH, AINO, Käännösten kautta
kollektiiviin.  Tuuliosuuskunnat toimija-
verkkoina. - From translation to collective.
Wind turbine cooperatives as actor
networks. 177 p. Summary 7 p. 2004.

242 VIERIKKO, ELINA, Genetic and environmental
effects on aggression. - Geneettiset ja ympä-
ristötekijät aggressiivisuudessa. 46 p. (108 p.)
Tiivistelmä 3 p. 2004.

243 NÄRHI, KATI,  The eco-social approach in social
work and the challenges to the expertise of
social work. - Ekososiaalinen viitekehys ja
haasteet sosiaalityön asiantuntijuudelle.
106 p. (236 p.) Yhteenveto 7 p. 2004.

244 URSIN, JANI, Characteristics of Finnish medical
and engineering research group work.
- Tutkimusryhmätyöskentelyn piirteet lääke-
ja teknisissä tieteissä. 202 p. Yhteenveto 9 p.
2004.

245 TREUTHARDT, LEENA, Tulosohjauksen yhteis-
kunnalliuus Jyväskylän yliopistossa.
Tarkastelunäkökulmina muoti ja seurustelu.
- The management by results a fashion and
social interaction at the University of
Jyväskylä. 228 p. Summary 3 p. 2004.

246 MATTHIES, JÜRGEN, Umweltpädagogik in der
Postmoderne. Eine philosophische Studie
über die Krise des Subjekts im
umweltpädagogischen Diskurs.
 - Ympäristökasvatus postmodernissa.
Filosofinen tutkimus subjektin kriisistä
ympäristökasvatuksen diskurssissa.400 p.
Yhteenveto 7 p. 2004.

247 LAITILA, AARNO, Dimensions of expertise in
family therapeutic process. - Asiantunti-
juuden ulottuvuuksia perheterapeuttisessa
prosessissa. 54 p. (106 p.) Yhteenveto 3 p.
2004.

248 LAAMANEN (ASTIKAINEN), PIIA, Pre-attentive
detection of changes in serially presented
stimuli in rabbits and humans. - Muutoksen
esitietoinen havaitseminen sarjallisesti
esitetyissä ärsykkeissä kaneilla ja ihmisillä.
35 p. (54 p.) Yhteenveto 3 p. 2004.

249 JUUSENAHO, RIITTA, Peruskoulun rehtoreiden
johtamisen eroja. Sukupuolinen näkökulma.
- Differences in comprehensive school
leadership and management. A gender-based
approach. 176p. Summary 3 p. 2004.
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250 VAARAKALLIO, TUULA, ”Rotten to the Core”.
Variations of French nationalist anti-system
rhetoric.  – ”Systeemi on mätä”. Ranska-
laisten nationalistien järjestelmän vastainen
retoriikka. 194 p. Yhteenveto 3 p. 2004.

251 KUUSINEN, PATRIK, Pitkäaikainen kipu ja
depressio. Yhteyttä säätelevät tekijät.
–  Chronic pain and depression: psychosocial
determinants regulating the relationship.
139 p. Summary 8 p. 2004.

252 HÄNNIKÄINEN-UUTELA, ANNA-LIISA, Uudelleen
juurtuneet. Yhteisökasvatus vaikeasti
päihderiippuvaisten narkomaanien kuntou-
tuksessa. –  Rooted again. Community
education in the rehabilitation of substance
addicts. 286 p. Summary 3 p. 2004.

253 PALONIEMI, SUSANNA, Ikä, kokemus ja osaa-
minen työelämässä. Työntekijöiden käsityksiä
iän ja kokemuksen merkityksestä ammatil-
lisessa osaamisessa ja sen kehittämisessä.
- Age, experience and competence in working
life. Employees' conceptions of the the
meaning and experience in professional
competence and its development. 184 p.
Summary 5 p. 2004.

254 RUIZ CEREZO, MONTSE, Anger and Optimal
Performance in Karate. An Application of the
IZOF Model. 55 p. (130 p.) Tiivistelmä 2 p.
2004.

255 LADONLAHTI, TARJA, Haasteita palvelujärjes-
telmälle. Kehitysvammaiseksi luokiteltu
henkilö psykiatrisessa sairaalassa.
- Challenges for the human service system.
Living in a psychiatric hospital under the
label of mental retardation. 176 p. Summary
3 p. 2004.

256 KOVANEN PÄIVI, Oppiminen ja asiantuntijuus
varhaiskasvatuksessa. Varhaisen oppimaan
ohjaamisen suunnitelma erityistä tukea
tarvitsevien lasten ohjauksessa. - Learning
and expertice in early childhood education. A
pilot work in using VARSU with children
with special needs. 175 p. Summary 2 p. 2004.

257 VILMI, VEIKKO, Turvallinen koulu. Suoma-
laisten näkemyksiä koulutuspalvelujen
kansallisesta ja kunnallisesta priorisoinnista.
- Secure education. Finnish views on the
national and municipal priorities of
Finland’s education services. 134 p.
Summary 5 p. 2005.

258 ANTTILA, TIMO, Reduced working hours.
Reshaping the duration, timing and tempo
of work. 168 p. Tiivistelmä 2 p. 2005.

259 UGASTE, AINO, The child’s play world at home
and the mother’s role in the play. 207 p.
Tiivistelmä 5 p. 2005.

260 KURRI, KATJA, The invisible moral order:
Agency, accountability and responsibility
in therapy talk. 38 p. (103 p.). Tiivistelmä 1 p.
2005.

261 COLLIN, KAIJA, Experience and shared practice
– Design engineers’ learning at work.– Suun-
nitteluinsinöörien työssä oppiminen
– kokemuksellisuutta ja jaettuja käytäntöjä.
124 p. (211 p.). Yhteenveto 6 p. 2005.

262 KURKI, EIJA, Näkyvä ja näkymätön. Nainen
Suomen helluntailiikkeen kentällä. – Visible
and invisible. Women in the Finnish
pentecostal movement. 180 p. Summary 2 p.
2005.

263 HEIMONEN, SIRKKALIISA, Työikäisenä Alzhei-
merin tautiin sairastuneiden ja heidän
puolisoidensa kokemukset sairauden
alkuvaiheessa. – Experiences of persons
with early onset Alzheimer’s disease and
their spouses in the early stage of the disease.
138 p. Summary 3 p. 2005.

264 PIIROINEN, HANNU, Epävarmuus, muutos ja
ammatilliset jännitteet. Suomalainen
sosiaalityö 1990-luvulla sosiaalityöntekijöi-
den tulkinnoissa. – Uncertainty, change  and
professional tensions. The Finnish social
work in the 1990s in the light of social
workers’ representations. 207 p. Summary
2 p. 2005.

265 MÄKINEN, JARMO, Säätiö ja maakunta.
Maakuntarahastojärjestelmän kentät ja
verkostot. – Foundation and region: Fields and
networks of the system of the regional funds.
235 p. Summary 3 p. 2005.

266 PETRELIUS, PÄIVI, Sukupuoli ja subjektius
sosiaalityössä. Tulkintoja naistyöntekijöiden
muistoista. – Gender and subjectivity in social
work – interpreting women workers’
memories. 67 p. (175 p.) 2005.

267 HOKKANEN, TIINA, Äitinä ja isänä eron jälkeen.
Yhteishuoltajavanhemmuus arjen kokemuk-
sena. – As a mother and a father after divoce.
Joint custody parenthood as an everyday life
experience. 201 p. Summary 8 p. 2005.

268 HANNU SIRKKILÄ, Elättäjyyttä vai erotiikkaa.
Miten suomalaiset miehet legitimoivat pari-
suhteensa thaimaalaisen naisen kanssa?
– Breadwinner or eroticism. How Finnish
men legitimatize their partnerships with Thai
women. 252 p. Summary 4 p. 2005.

269 PENTTINEN, LEENA, Gradupuhetta tutkielma-
seminaarissa. – Thesis discourse in an
undergraduate research seminar. 176 p.
Summary 8 p. 2005.

270 KARVONEN, PIRKKO, Päiväkotilasten lukuleikit.
Lukutaidon ja lukemistietoisuuden kehit-
tyminen  interventiotutkimuksessa– Reading
Games for Children in Daycare Centers. The
Development of Reading Ability and Reading
Awareness in an Intervention Study . 179 p.
Summary 3 p. 2005.

271 KOSONEN, PEKKA A., Sosiaalialan ja hoitotyön
asiantuntijuuden kehitysehdot ja
opiskelijavalinta. – Conditions of expertise
development in nursing and and social care,
and criteria for student selection. 276 p.
Summary 3 p. 2005.
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272 NIIRANEN-LINKAMA, PÄIVI, Sosiaalisen
transformaatio sosiaalialan asiantuntun-
tijuuden diskurssissa. – Transformation of
the social in the discourse  of social work
expertise. 200 p. Summary 3 p. 2005.

273 KALLA, OUTI, Characteristics, course and
outcome in first-episode psychosis.
A cross-cultural comparison of Finnish
and Spanish patient groups. – Ensiker-
talaisten psykoosipotilaiden psyykkis-
sosiaaliset ominaisuudet, sairaudenkulku
ja ennuste. Suomalaisten ja espanjalaisten
potilasryhmien vertailu. 75 p. (147 p.)
Tiivistelmä 4 p. 2005.

274 LEHTOMÄKI, ELINA, Pois oppimisyhteiskun-
nan marginaalista? Koulutuksen merkitys
vuosina 1960–1990 opiskelleiden lapsuu-
destaan kuurojen ja huonokuuloisten
aikuisten elämänkulussa. - Out from the
margins of the learning society? The
meaning of education in the life course of
adults who studied during the years 1960-
1990 and were deaf or hard-of-hearing
from childhood. 151 p. Summary 5 p. 2005.

275 KINNUNEN, MARJA-LIISA, Allostatic load in
relation to psychosocial stressors and
health. - Allostaattinen kuorma ja sen suhde
psykososiaalisiin stressitekijöihin ja
terveyteen. 59 p. (102 p.)  Tiivistelmä 3 p.
2005.

 276 UOTINEN, VIRPI, I’m as old as I feel. Subjective
age in Finnish adults. -  Olen sen ikäinen
kuin tunnen olevani. Suomalaisten aikuis-
ten subjektiivinen ikä.  64 p. (124 p.)
Tiivistelmä 3 p. 2005.

 277 SALOKOSKI, TARJA, Tietokonepelit ja niiden
pelaaminen. - Electronic games: content and
playing activity. 116 p. Summary 5 p. 2005.

278 HIHNALA, KAUKO, Laskutehtävien suoritta-
misesta käsitteiden ymmärtämiseen.Perus-
koululaisen matemaattisen ajattelun
kehittyminen aritmetiikasta algebraan
siirryttäessä. - Transition from the
performing of arithmetic tasks to the
understanding of concepts. The
development of pupils' mathematical
thinking when shifting from arithmetic to
algebra in comprehensive school. 169 p.
Summary 3 p. 2005.

279 WALLIN, RISTO, Yhdistyneet kansakunnat
organisaationa. Tutkimus käsitteellisestä
muutoksesta maailmanjärjestön organi-
soinnin periaatteissa  - From the  league to
UN. The move to an organizational
vocabulary of international relations. 172 p.
Summary 2 p. 2005.

280 VALLEALA, ULLA MAIJA, Yhteinen ymmär-
täminen koulutuksessa ja työssä. Kontekstin
merkitys ymmärtämisessä opiskelijaryh-
män ja työtiimin keskusteluissa. - Shared
understanding in education and work.

Context of understanding in student group
and work team discussions. 236 p. Summary
7 p. 2006.

281 RASINEN, TUIJA, Näkökulmia vieraskieliseen
perusopetukseen. Koulun kehittämishank-
keesta koulun toimintakulttuuriksi.
- Perspectives on content and language
integrated learning. The impact of a
development project on a school’s
activities. 204 . Summary 6 p. 2006.

282 VIHOLAINEN, HELENA, Suvussa esiintyvän
lukemisvaikeusriskin yhteys motoriseen ja
kielelliseen kehitykseen. Tallaako lapsi
kielensä päälle? - Early motor and language
development in children at risk for familial
dyslexia. 50 p. (94 p.) Summary 2 p. 2006.

283 KIILI, JOHANNA, Lasten osallistumisen
voimavarat. Tutkimus Ipanoiden osallistu-
misesta. - Resources for children’s
participation. 226 p. Summary 3 p. 2006.

284 LEPPÄMÄKI, LAURA, Tekijänoikeuden oikeut-
taminen. - The justification of copyright.
125 p. Summary 2 p. 2006.

285 SANAKSENAHO, SANNA, Eriarvoisuus ja
luottamus 2000-luvun taitteen Suomessa.
Bourdieulainen näkökulma. - Inequality and
trust in Finland at the turn of the 21st
century: Bourdieuan approach.
150 p. Summary 3 p. 2006.

286 VALKONEN, LEENA, Millainen on hyvä äiti tai
isä? Viides- ja kuudesluokkalaisten lasten
vanhemmuuskäsitykset.  - What is a good
father or good mother like? Fifth and sixth
graders’ conceptions of parenthood. 126 p.
Summary 5 p. 2006.

287 MARTIKAINEN, LIISA, Suomalaisten nuorten
aikuisten elämään tyytyväisyyden monet
kasvot.  - The many faces of life satisfaction
among Finnish young adult’s. 141 p.
Summary 3 p. 2006.

288 HAMARUS, PÄIVI, Koulukiusaaminen ilmiönä.
Yläkoulun oppilaiden kokemuksia
kiusaamisesta. - School bullying as a
phenomenon. Some experiences of Finnish
lower secondary school pupils. 265 p.
Summary 6 p. 2006.

289 LEPPÄNEN, ULLA, Development of literacy in
kindergarten and primary school.
Tiivistelmä 2 p. 49 p. ( 145 p.) 2006.

290 KORVELA, PAUL-ERIK, The Machiavellian
reformation. An essay in political theory.
171 p. Tiivistelmä 2 p. 2006.

291 METSOMÄKI, MARJO, “Suu on syömistä
varten”. Lasten ja aikuisten kohtaamisia

ryhmäperhepäiväkodin ruokailutilanteissa.
- Encounters between children and adults
in group family day care dining situations.
251 p. Summary 3 p. 2006.

292 LATVALA, JUHA-MATTI, Digitaalisen kommuni-
kaatiosovelluksen kehittäminen kodin ja
koulun vuorovaikutuksen edistämiseksi.
- Development of a digital  communication
system to facilitate interaction between home
and school. 158 p. Summary 7 p. 2006.
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293 PITKÄNEN, TUULI, Alcohol drinking behavior
and its developmental antecedents. - Alko-
holin juomiskäyttäytyminen ja sen ennusta
minen. 103 p. (169 p.) Tiivistelmä  6 p. 2006.

294 LINNILÄ, MAIJA-LIISA, Kouluvalmiudesta koulun
valmiuteen. Poikkeuksellinen koulunaloitus
koulumenestyksen, viranomaislausuntojen
ja perheiden kokemusten valossa. - From
school readiness to readiness of school –
Exceptional school starting in the light of
school attainment, official report and
family experience. 321 p. Summary 3 p. 2006.

295 LEINONEN, ANU, Vanhusneuvoston funktioita
jäljittämässä. Tutkimus maaseutumaisten
kuntien vanhusneuvostoista. – Tracing
functions of older people’s councils. A study
on older people’s councils in rural
municipalities. 245 p. Summary 3 p. 2006.

296 KAUPPINEN, MARKO, Canon vs. charisma.
”Maoism” as an ideological construction.

- Kaanon vs. karisma. “Maoismi” ideologise-
na konstruktiona.  119 p. Yhteenveto 2 p. 2006.

297 VEHKAKOSKI, TANJA, Leimattu lapsuus? Vam-
maisuuden rakentuminen ammatti-ihmisten
puheessa ja teksteissä. – Stigmatized
childhood? Constructing disability in
professional talk and texts. 83 p. (185 p.)
Summary 4 p. 2006.

298 LEPPÄAHO, HENRY, Matemaattisen ongelman
ratkaisutaidon opettaminen peruskoulussa.
Ongelmanratkaisukurssin kehittäminen ja
arviointi. – Teaching mathematical problem
solving skill in the Finnish comprehensive
school. Designing and assessment of a
problem solving course. 343 p. Summary 4 p.
2007.

299 KUVAJA, KRISTIINA, Living the Urban Challenge.
Sustainable development and social
sustainability in two southern megacities.
130 p. (241 p.) Yhteenveto 4 p. 2007.

300 POHJOLA, PASI, Technical artefacts. An
ontological investigation of technology. 150 p.
Yhteenveto 3 p. 2007.

301 KAUKUA, JARI, Avicenna on subjectivity. A
philosophical study. 161 p. Yhteenveto 3 p.
2007.

302 KUPILA, PÄIVI, “Minäkö asiantuntija?”. Varhais-
kasvatuksen asiantuntijan merkitysperspektii-
vin ja identiteetin rakentuminen. –“Me,  an
expert?” Constructing the meaning perspective
and identity of an expert in the field of early
childhood education. 190 p. Summary 4 p. 2007.

303 SILVENNOINEN, PIIA, Ikä, identiteetti ja ohjaava
koulutus. Ikääntyvät pitkäaikaistyöttömät
oppimisyhteiskunnan haasteena. – Age,
identity and career counselling. The ageing,
long-term unemployed as a challenge to
learning society. 229 p. Summary 4 p. 2007.

304 REINIKAINEN, MARJO-RIITTA, Vammaisuuden
sukupuolittuneet ja sortavat diskurssit:
Yhteiskunnallis-diskursiivinen näkökulma

vammaisuuteen. – Gendered and oppressive
discourses of disability: Social-discursive
perspective on disability. 81 p. (148 p.)
Summary 4 p. 2007.

305 MÄÄTTÄ, JUKKA, Asepalvelus nuorten naisten
ja miesten opinto- ja työuralla. – The impact
of military service on the career and study
paths of young women and men. 141 p.
Summary 4 p. 2007.

306 PYYKKÖNEN, MIIKKA, Järjestäytyvät diasporat.
Etnisyys, kansalaisuus, integraatio ja hallinta
maahanmuuttajien yhdistystoiminnassa.
– Organizing diasporas. Ethnicity,
citizenship, integration, and government in
immigrant associations. 140 p. (279 p.)
Summary 2 p. 2007.

307 RASKU, MINNA, On the border of east and west.
Greek geopolitical narratives. –  Idän ja lännen
rajalla. Narratiiveja kreikkalaisesta geopoli-
tiikasta. 169 p. Yhteenveto 3 p. 2007.

308 LAPIOLAHTI, RAIMO, Koulutuksen arviointi
kunnallisen koulutuksen järjestäjän tehtävä-
nä. Paikallisen arvioinnin toteutumisedelly-
tysten arviointia erään kuntaorganisaation
näkökulmasta. – The evaluation of schooling
as a task of the communal maintainer of
schooling – what are the presuppositions of
the execution of evaluation in one specific
communal organization. 190 p. Summary 7 p.
2007.

309 NATALE, KATJA, Parents’ Causal Attributions
Concerning Their Children’s Academic
Achievement . – Vanhempien lastensa koulu-
menestystä koskevat kausaaliattribuutiot.
54 p. (154 p.) Yhteenveto 3 p. 2007.

310 VAHTERA, SIRPA, Optimistit opintiellä. Opin-
noissaan menestyvien nuorten hyvinvointi
lukiosta jatko-opintoihin. – The well-being of
optimistic, well-performing high school
students from high school to university. 111 p.
Summary 2 p. 2007.

311 KOIVISTO, PÄIVI, “Yksilöllistä huomiota arkisis-
sa tilanteissa”. Päiväkodin toimintakulttuurin
kehittäminen lasten itsetuntoa vahvistavaksi.
– “Individual attention in everyday
situations”. Developing the operational
culture of a day-care centre to strengthen
children’s self-esteem. 202 p. Summary 4 p.
2007.

312 LAHIKAINEN, JOHANNA, “You look delicious”
– Food, eating, and hunger in Margaret
Atwood’s novels. 277 p. Yhteenveto 2 p.
2007.

313 LINNAVUORI, HANNARIIKKA, Lasten kokemuksia
vuoroasumisesta. – Children’s experiences of
dual residence. 202 p. Summary 8 p. 2007.

314 PARVIAINEN, TIINA, Cortical correlates of
language perception. Neuromagnetic studies
in adults and children. – Kielen käsittely
aivoissa. Neuromagneettisia tutkimuksia
aikuisilla ja lapsilla. 128 p. (206 p.) Yhteenve-
to 5 p. 2007.
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315 KARA, HANNELE, Ermutige mich Deutsch zu
sprechen. Portfolio als evaluationsform von
mündlichen leistungen. – ”Rohkaise minua
puhumaan saksaa” – kielisalkku suullisen
kielitaidon arviointivälineenä. 108 p. Yhteen-
veto 3 p. 2007.

316 MÄKELÄ, AARNE, Mitä rehtorit todella tekevät.
Etnografinen tapaustutkimus johtamisesta ja
rehtorin tehtävistä peruskoulussa. – What
principals really do. An ethnographic case
study on leadership and on principal’s tasks
in comprehensive school. 266 p. Summary
5 p. 2007.

317 PUOLAKANAHO, ANNE, Early prediction of
reading – Phonological awareness and
related language and cognitive skills in
children with a familial risk for dyslexia.
– Lukemistaitojen varhainen ennustaminen.
 Fonologinen tietoisuus, kielelliset ja kognitii-
viset taidot lapsilla joiden suvussa esiintyy
dysleksiaa. 61 p. (155 p.) Yhteenveto 3 p.
2007.

318 HOFFMAN, DAVID M., The career potential of
migrant scholars in Finnish higher education.
Emerging perspectives and dynamics. -
Akateemisten siirtolaisten uramahdollisuudet
suomalaisessa korkeakoulujärjestelmässä:
dynamiikkaa ja uusia näkökulmia. 153 p.
(282 p.) Yhteenveto 2 p. 2007.

319 FADJUKOFF, PÄIVI, Identity formation in
adulthood. -  Identiteetin muotoutuminen
aikuisiässä. 71 p. (168 p.) Yhteenveto 5 p.
2007.

320 MÄKIKANGAS, ANNE, Personality, well-being
and job resources: From negative paradigm
towards positive psychology. - Persoonalli-
suus, hyvinvointi ja työn voimavarat: Kohti
positiivista psykologiaa. 66 p. (148 p.) Yhteen-
veto 3 p. 2007.

321 JOKISAARI, MARKKU, Attainment and reflection:
The role of social capital and regrets in
developmental regulation. - Sosiaalisen
pääoman ja toteutumattomien tavoitteiden
merkitys kehityksen säätelyssä. 61 p. (102 p.)
Yhteenveto 2 p. 2007.

322 HÄMÄLÄINEN, JARMO, Processing of sound rise
time in children and adults with and without
reading problems. - Äänten nousuaikojen
prosessointi lapsilla ja aikuisilla, joilla on
dysleksia ja lapsilla ja aikuisilla, joilla ei ole
dysleksiaa. 48 p. (95 p.) Tiivistelmä 2 p. 2007.

323 KANERVIO, PEKKA, Crisis and renewal in one
Finnish private school.  -  Kriisi ja uudistumi-
nen yhdessä suomalaisessa yksityiskoulussa.
217 p. Tiivistelmä 2 p. 2007.

324 MÄÄTTÄ, SAMI, Achievement strategies in
adolescence and young adulthood. - Nuorten
ajattelu- ja toimintastrategia. 45 p. (120 p.)
Tiivistelmä 3 p. 2007.

325 TORPPA MINNA, Pathways to reading
acquisition: Effects of early skills, learning
environment and familial risk for dyslexia.

 - Yksilöllisiä kehityspolkuja kohti lukemisen
taitoa: Varhaisten taitojen, oppimisympä-
ristön ja sukuriskin vaikutukset. 53 p. (135 p.)
2007.

326 KANKAINEN, TOMI, Yhdistykset, instituutiot ja
luottamus. - Voluntary associations,
institutions and trust.158 p. Summary 7 p.
2007.

327 PIRNES, ESA, Merkityksellinen kulttuuri ja
kulttuuripolitiikka. Laaja kulttuurin käsite
kulttuuripolitiikan perusteluna. - Meaningful
culture and cultural policy. A broad concept
of culture as a  basis for cultural policy. 294 p.
Summary 2 p. 2008.

328 NIEMI, PETTERI, Mieli, maailma ja referenssi.
John McDowellin mielenfilosofian ja seman-
tiikan kriittinen tarkastelu ja ontologinen
täydennys. - Mind, world and reference: A
critical examination and ontological
supplement of John McDowell’s philosophy
of mind and semantics. 283 p. Summary 4 p.
2008.

329 GRANBOM-HERRANEN, LIISA, Sananlaskut
kasvatuspuheessa – perinnettä, kasvatusta,
indoktrinaatiota? – Proverbs in pedagogical
discourse – tradition, upbringing,
indoctrination? 324 p. Summary 8 p. 2008.

330 KYKYRI, VIRPI-LIISA, Helping clients to help
themselves. A discursive perspective to
process consulting practices in multi-party
settings. - Autetaan asiakasta auttamaan itse
itseään. Diskursiivinen näkökulma prosessi-
konsultoinnin käytäntöihin ryhmätilanteissa.
75 p. (153 p.) Tiivistelmä 2 p. 2008.

331 KIURU, NOONA, The role of adolescents’
peergroups in the school context. - Nuorten-
toveriryhmien rooli kouluympäristössä. 77 p.
(192 p.)  Tiivistelmä 3 p. 2008.

332 PARTANEN, TERHI, Interaction and therapeutic
interventions in treatment groups for
intimately violent men. 46 p. (104 p)  Yhteen-
veto 2 p. 2008.

333 RAITTILA, RAIJA, Retkellä. Lasten ja kaupunki-
ympäristön kohtaaminen. – Making a visit.
Encounters between children and an urban
environment. 179 p. Summary 3 p. 2008.

334 SUME, HELENA, Perheen pyörteinen arki.
Sisäkorvaistutetta käyttävän lapsen matka
kouluun. – Turbulent life of the family. Way to
school of a child with cochlear implant.
208 p. Summary 6 p. 2008.

335 KOTIRANTA, TUIJA, Aktivoinnin paradoksit.
 - The paradoxes of activation. 217 p.
Summary 3 p. 2008.

336 RUOPPILA, ISTO, HUUHTANEN, PEKKA, SEITSAMO,
JORMA AND ILMARINEN, JUHANI, Age-related
changes of the work ability construct and its
relation to cognitive functioning in the older
worker: A 16-year follow-up study. 97 p. 2008.

337 TIKKANEN, Pirjo,  “Helpompaa ja hauskempaa
kuin luulin”.  Matematiikka suomalaisten ja
unkarilaisten perusopetuksen neljäsluokka-
laisten kokemana.– “Easier and more fun that
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I thought”. Mathematics experienced by
fourth-graders in Finnish and Hungarian
comprehensive schools. 309 p. Summary 3 p.
2008.

338 KAUPPINEN, ILKKA, Tiedon omistaminen on valtaa
– Globalisoituvan patenttijärjestelmän poliit-
tinen moraalitalous ja globaali kapitalismi.
– Owning knowledge is power. Political moral
economy of the globalizing patent system and
global capitalism. 269 p. Summary 5 p. 2008.

339 KUJALA, MARIA, Muukalaisena omassa maassa.
Miten kasvaa vuorovaikutuskonflikteissa?
– A stranger in one’s own land. How to grow
in interaction conflicts? 174 p. Summary 7 p.
2008.

340 KOPONEN, TUIRE, Calculation and Language:
Diagnostic and intervention studies. -
Laskutaito ja kieli: Diagnostinen ja kuntou-
tustutkimus. 49 p. (120 p.) Tiivistelmä 2 p.
2008.

341 HAUTALA, PÄIVI-MARIA, Lupa tulla näkyväksi.
Kuvataideterapeuttinen toiminta kouluissa.
- Permission to be seen. Art therapeutic
activities in schools. 202 p. 2008.

342 SIPARI, SALLA, Kuntouttava arki lapsen tueksi.
Kasvatuksen ja kuntoutuksen yhteistoimin-
nan rakentuminen asiantuntijoiden keskuste-
luissa. - Habilitative everyday life to support
the child. Construction of the collaboration of
education and rehabilitation in experts
discussions. 177 p. Summary 4 p. 2008.

343 LEHTONEN, PÄIVI HANNELE, Voimauttava video.
Asiakaslähtöisyyden, myönteisyyden ja
videokuvan muodostama työorientaatio
perhetyön menetelmänä. - Empowering video.
A work orientation formed by client-focus,
positivity and video image as a method for
family work. 257 p. Summary 3 p. 2008.

344 RUOHOMÄKI, JYRKI, “Could Do Better”.
Academic Interventions in Northern Ireland
Unionism. - “Could Do Better” Akateemiset
interventiot Pohjois-Irlannin unionismiin.
238 p. Tiivistelmä 2 p. 2008.

345 SALMI, PAULA, Nimeäminen ja lukemisvaikeus.
Kehityksen ja kuntoutuksen näkökulma. -
Naming and dyslexia: Developmental and
training perspectives.
169 p. Summary 2 p. 2008.

346 RANTANEN, JOHANNA, Work-family interface and
psychological well-being: A personality and
longitudinal perspective. - Työn ja perheen
vuorovaikutuksen yhteys psyykkiseen hyvin-
vointiin sekä persoonallisuuteen
pitkittäistutkimuksen näkökulmasta 86 p.
 (146 p.) Yhteenveto 6 p. 2008.

 347 PIIPPO, JUKKA, Trust, Autonomy and Safety at
Integrated Network- and Family-oriented
mode for co-operation. A Qualitative Study.
70 p. (100 p.) Yhteenveto 2 p. 2008.

348 HÄTINEN, MARJA, Treating job burnout in
employee rehabilitation:  Changes in
symptoms, antecedents, and consequences. -

Työuupumuksen hoito työikäisten kuntou-
tuksessa: muutokset työuupumuksen oireissa,
ennakoijissa ja seurauksissa. 85 p. (152 p.)
Tiivistelmä 4 p. 2008.

349 PRICE, GAVIN, Numerical magnitude
representation in developmental dyscalculia:
Behavioural and brain imaging studies.
139 p. 2008.

350 RAUTIAINEN, MATTI, Keiden koulu? Aineen-
opettajaksi opiskelevien käsityksiä koulu-
kulttuurin yhteisöllisyydestä. - Who does
school belong to? Subject teacher students’
conceptions of  community in school culture.
180 p. Summary 4 p. 2008.

351 UOTINEN, SANNA, Vanhempien ja lasten
toimijuuteen konduktiivisessa kasvatuksessa.
- Into the agency of a parent and a child in
conductive education. 192 p. Summary 3 p.
2008.

352 AHONEN, HELENA, Rehtoreiden kertoma johta-
juus ja johtajaidentiteetti. -  Leadership and
leader identity as narrated by headmasters.
193 p. 2008.

353 MOISIO, OLLI-PEKKA, Essays on radical
educational philosophy. 151 p. Tiivistelmä
3 p. 2009.

354 LINDQVIST, RAIJA, Parisuhdeväkivallan
kohtaaminen maaseudun sosiaalityössä. -
Encountering partner violence with rural
social work. 256 p. 2009.

355 TAMMELIN, MIA, Working time and family time.
Experiences of the work and family interface
among dual-earning couples in Finland. -
Työaika ja perheen aika: kokemuksia työn ja
perheen yhteensovittamisesta Suomessa.
159 p. Tiivistelmä 3 p. 2009.

356 RINNE, PÄIVI, Matkalla muutokseen. Sosiaali-
alan projektitoiminnan perustelut, tavoitteet ja
toimintatavat Sosiaaliturva-lehden kirjoituk-
sissa 1990-luvulla. - On the way to the change.
221 p. Summary 2 p. 2009.

357 VALTONEN, RIITTA, Kehityksen ja oppimisen
ongelmien varhainen tunnistaminen Lene-
arvioinnin avulla. Kehityksen ongelmien
päällekkäisyys ja jatkuvuus 4–6-vuotiailla
sekä ongelmien yhteys koulusuoriutumiseen.
- Lene-assessment and early identification of
developmental and learning problems. Co-
occurrence and continuity of developmental
problems from age 4 to age 6 and relation to
school performance. 73 p. (107 p.) Summary
2 p. 2009.

358 SUHONEN,KATRI, Mitä hiljainen tieto on hengelli-
sessä työssä? Kokemuksellinen näkökulma
hiljaisen tiedon ilmenemiseen, siirrettävyyteen
ja siirrettävyyden merkitykseen ikääntyneiden
diakoniatyöntekijöiden ja pappien työssä.
- What is tacit knowledge in spiritual work?
An experiential approach to the manifestation,
significance and distribution of tacit
knowledge in the work of aged church
deacons and ministers. 181 p. Summary 6 p.
2009.
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359 JUMPPANEN, AAPO, United with the United States
– George Bush’s foreign policy towards
Europe 1989–1993. 177 p. Yhteenveto 3 p.
2009.

360 HUEMER, SINI, Training reading skills.
Towards fluency. - Lukemistaitojen harjoitta-
minen. Tavoitteena sujuvuus. 85 p. (188 p.)
Yhteenveto 3 p. 2009.

361 ESKELINEN, TEPPO, Putting global poverty in
context. A philosophical essay on power,
justice and economy. 221 p. Yhtenveto 1 p.
2009.

362 TAIPALE, SAKARI, Transformative technologies,
spatial changes: Essays on mobile phones
and the internet. 97 p. (184 p.) Yhteenveto 3 p.
2009.

363 KORKALAINEN, PAULA, Riittämättömyyden
tunteesta osaamisen oivallukseen. Ammatilli-
sen asiantuntijuuden kehittäminen varhais-
erityiskasvatuksen toimintaympäristöissä. -
From a feeling of insuffiency to a new sense of
expertise.  Developing professional
knowledge and skills in the operational
environments for special needs childhood
education and care.  303 p. Summary 4 p.
2009.

364 SEPPÄLÄ-PÄNKÄLÄINEN, TARJA, Oppijoiden
moninaisuuden kohtaaminen suomalaisessa
lähikoulussa. Etnografia kouluyhteisön
aikuisten yhdessä oppimisen haasteista ja
mahdollisuuksista. - Confronting the
Diversity of Learners in a Finnish
Neighbourhood School. An Ethnographic
Study of the Challenges and Opportunities of
Adults Learning Together in a School
community.  256 p. Summary 4 p. 2009.

365    SEVÓN, EIJA, Maternal Responsibility and
Changing Relationality at the Beginning of
Motherhood. - Äidin vastuu ja muuttuvat
perhesuhteet äitiyden alussa. 117 p. (200 p.)
Yhteenveto 5 p. 2009.

366    HUTTUNEN-SCOTT, TIINA, Auditory duration
discrimination in children with reading
disorder, attention deficit or both. -
Kuulonvarainen keston erottelu lapsilla, joilla
on lukemisvaikeus, tarkkaavaisuuden ongel-
ma tai molemmat . 68 p. (112 p.)
Tiivistelmä 3 p. 2009.

367 NEUVONEN-RAUHALA, MARJA-LIISA, Työelämä-
lähtöisyyden määrittäminen ja käyttäminen
ammattikorkeakoulun jatkotutkinto-
kokeilussa. - Defining and applying working-
life orientation in the polytechnic
postgraduate experiment. 163 p.
Summary 7 p. 2009.

368 NYMAN, TARJA, Nuoren vieraan kielen opettajan
pedagogisen ajattelun ja ammatillisen asian-
tuntijuuden kehittyminen. - The development
of pedagogical thinking and professional
expertise of newly qualified language
teachers. 121 p. (201 p.) Summary 4 p. 2009.

369 PUUTIO, RISTO, Hidden agendas. Situational
tasks, discursive strategies and institutional
practices in process consultation. 83 p. (147 p.)
Tiivistelmä 2 p. 2009.

370 TOIVANEN, JUHANA, Animal consciousness. Peter
Olivi on cognitive functions of the sensitive
soul. 369 p. Yhteenveto 4 p. 2009.

371 NOKIA, MIRIAM, The role of the hippocampal
theta activity in classical eyeblink
conditioning in rabbits. - Hippokampuksen
theta-aktiivisuuden rooli klassisessa
silmäniskuehdollistamisessa kaneilla. 41 p.
(80 p.) Yhteenveto 2 p. 2009.

372 LÄHTEENMÄKI, VILI, Essays on early modern
conceptions of consciousness: Descartes,
Cudworth, and Locke. 160 p. 2009.

373 BJÖRK, KAJ, What explains development.
Development strategy for low human
development index countries. 212 p. Yhteenve-
to 1 p. 2009.

374 PUUPPONEN, ANTTI, Maaseutuyrittäjyys, verkos-
tot ja paikallisuus. Tapaustutkimus pieni-
muotoisen elintarviketuotannon kestävyydes-
tä Keski-Suomessa. - Rural entrepreneurship,
networks and locality. A case study of the
sustainability of small-scale food production
in Central Finland. 100 p. (191 p.) Summary
3 p. 2009.

375 HALTTUNEN, LEENA, Päivähoitotyö ja johtajuus
hajautetussa organisaatiossa. - Day care work
and leadership in a distributed organization.
181 p. Summary 4 p. 2009.

376 KAIDESOJA, TUUKKA, Studies on ontological and
methodological foundations of critical realism
in the social sciences. 65 p. (187 p.) Yhteenve-
to 9 p. 2009.

377 SIPPOLA, MARKKU, A low road to investment
and labour management? The labour process
at Nordic subsidiaries in the Baltic States.
272 p. Tiivistelmä 2 p. 2009.

378 SANTALA, OLLI-PEKKA, Expertise in using the
Rorschach comprehensive system in
personality assessment. 150 p. Tiivistelmä
1 p. 2009.

379 HARJUNEN, HANNELE, Women and fat:
Approaches to the social study of fatness.
- Naiset ja lihavuus: näkökulmia lihavuuden
yhteiskuntatieteelliseen tutkimukseen 87 p.
(419 p. )  Tiivistelmä 4 p. 2009.

380 KETTUNEN, LIISA, Kyllä vai ei. Peruskoulun
sukupuolikasvatuksen oppimateriaalin
kehittämistyö ja arviointi. - Yes or no? The
development and evaluation of teaching
material for sex education in the Finnish
comprehensive school. 266 p. Summary 3 p.
2010.

381 FROM, KRISTINE, “Että sais olla lapsena toisten
lasten joukossa”. Substantiivinen teoria
erityistä tukea tarvitsevan lapsen toiminnalli-
sesta osallistumisesta toimintaympäristöis-
sään. - To be a child just as the others in the
peer group. A substantive theory of activity-
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based participation of the child with special
educational needs. 174 p. Summary 4 p. 2010.

382 MYKKÄNEN, JOHANNA, Isäksi tulon tarinat,
tunteet ja toimijuus. - Becoming a father –
types of narrative, emotions and agency.
166 p. Summary 5 p. 2010.

383 RAASUMAA, VESA, Perusopetuksen rehtori
opettajien osaamisen johtajana. - Knowledge
management functions of a principal in basic
education. 349 p. Summary 5 p. 2010.

384 SIISIÄINEN, LAURI, Foucault´s voices: Toward the
political genealogy of the auditory-sonorous. -
Foucault´n äänet. Kohti auditoris-sonoorista
poliittista genealogiaa. 207 p. Tiivistelmä
2 p. 2010.

385 PULLI, TUULA, Totta ja unta. Draama puhe- ja
kehitysvammaisten ihmisten yhteisöllisenä
kuntoutuksena ja kokemuksena. - The Real
and the Illusory. Drama as a means of
community-based rehabilitation and
experience for persons with severe learning
and speech disabilities. 281 p. Summary 7 p.
2010.

386 SIISKONEN, TIINA, Kielelliset erityisvaikeudet ja
lukemaan oppiminen. - Specific language
impairments and learning to read. 205 p.
Summary 3 p. 2010.

387 LYYRA, PESSI, Higher-order theories of
consciousness: An appraisal and application.
- Korkeamman kertaluvun tietoisuusteoriat:
arvio ja käyttöehdotus. 163 p. Yhteenveto 5 p.
2010.

388 KARJALAINEN, MERJA, Ammattilaisten käsityksiä
mentoroinnista työpaikalla. - Professionals’
conceptions of mentoring at work. 175 p.
Summary 7 p. 2010.

389 GEMECHU, DEREJE TEREFE, The implementation of
a multilingual education policy in Ethiopia:
The case of Afaan Oromoo in primary schools
of Oromia Regional State. 266 p. 2010.

390 KOIVULA, MERJA, Lasten yhteisöllisyys ja
yhteisöllinen oppiminen päiväkodissa. -
Children’s sense of community and
collaborative learning in a day care centre.
189 p. Summary 3 p. 2010.

391 NIEMI, MINNA, Moraalijärjestystä tuottamassa.
Tutkimus poliisityöstä lasten parissa. -
Producing moral order. A Study on police
work with children. 190 p. Summary 3 p.
2010.

392 ALEMAYEHU TEKLEMARIAM HAYE, Effects of
intervention on psychosocial functioning of
hearing and hard of hearing children in
selected primary schools of Addis Ababa,
Ethiopia. 195 p. Executive summary 4 p. 2010.

393 KASKIHARJU, EIJA, Koteja ja kodinomaisuutta.
Tutkimus vanhenemisen paikoista valtio-
päiväpuheissa 1950 - 2005. - Homes and
homelikeness. A study on places for ageing in
parliamentary speeches from 1950 to 2005.
244 p. Summary 5 p. 2010.
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